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PREFACE
NEARLY THIRTY YEARS AGO THERE APPEARED IN PRINT THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF
REMARKABLE AND IMPORTANT ARTICLES ON THE SUBJECT OF HEALTH, BY MRS. E. G.
WHITE. THESE ARTICLES AT ONCE COMMANDED EARNEST CONSIDERATION BY THOSE
WHO WERE ACQUAINTED WITH MRS. WHITE'S PREVIOUS WRITINGS AND LABORS.
THOUSANDS WERE LED TO CHANGE LIFE-LONG HABITS, AND TO RENOUNCE
PRACTICES THOROUGHLY FIXED BY HEREDITY AS WELL AS BY LONG INDULGENCE. SO
GREAT A REVOLUTION COULD NOT BE WROUGHT IN A BODY OF PEOPLE WITHOUT THE
AID OF SOME POWERFUL INCENTIVE, WHICH IN THIS CASE WAS UNDOUBTEDLY THE
BELIEF THAT THE WRITINGS REFERRED TO NOT ONLY BORE THE STAMP OF TRUTH,
BUT WERE INDORSED AS SUCH BY A HIGHER THAN HUMAN AUTHORITY. THIS IS NOT
THE PROPER PLACE FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF THE GROUNDS UPON WHICH THIS
BELIEF WAS BASED, BUT THE READER'S ATTENTION IS INVITED TO A FEW FACTS OF
INTEREST IN THIS CONNECTION:-1. AT THE TIME THE WRITINGS REFERRED TO FIRST APPEARED, THE SUBJECT OF
HEALTH WAS ALMOST WHOLLY IGNORED, NOT ONLY BY THE PEOPLE TO WHOM THEY
WERE ADDRESSED, BUT BY THE WORLD AT LARGE.
2. THE FEW ADVOCATING THE NECESSITY OF A REFORM IN PHYSICAL HABITS,
PROPAGATED IN CONNECTION WITH THE ADVOCACY OF GENUINE REFORMATORY
PRINCIPLES THE MOST PATENT AND IN SOME INSTANCES DISGUSTING ERRORS.
3. NOWHERE, AND BY NO ONE, WAS THERE PRESENTED A SYSTEMATIC AND
HARMONIOUS BODY OF HYGIENIC TRUTHS, FREE FROM PATENT ERRORS, AND
CONSISTENT WITH THE BIBLE AND THE PRINCIPLES OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION.
UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES, THE WRITINGS REFERRED TO MADE THEIR
APPEARANCE. THE PRINCIPLES TAUGHT WERE NOT ENFORCED BY SCIENTIFIC
AUTHORITY, BUT WERE PRESENTED IN A SIMPLE, STRAIGHTFORWARD MANNER BY
ONE WHO MAKES NO PRETENSE TO SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE, BUT CLAIMS TO WRITE
BY THE AID AND AUTHORITY OF THE DIVINE ENLIGHTENMENT.
HOW HAVE THE PRINCIPLES PRESENTED UNDER SUCH PECULIAR CIRCUMSTANCES
AND WITH SUCH REMARKABLE CLAIMS STOOD THE TEST OF TIME AND EXPERIENCE?
IS A QUESTION WHICH MAY VERY PROPERLY BE ASKED. ITS ANSWER IS TO BE FOUND
IN FACTS WHICH ARE CAPABLE OF THE AMPLEST VERIFICATION. THE PRINCIPLES
PRESENTED HAVE BEEN PUT TO THE TEST OF PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE BY
THOUSANDS; AND WHENEVER INTELLIGENTLY AND CONSISTENTLY CARRIED OUT, THE
RESULT HAS BEEN FOUND IN THE HIGHEST DEGREE SATISFACTORY. THOUSANDS
HAVE TESTIFIED TO PHYSICAL, MENTAL, AND MORAL BENEFITS RECEIVED. MANY OF
THE PRINCIPLES TAUGHT HAVE COME TO BE SO GENERALLY ADOPTED AND
PRACTICED THAT THEY ARE NO LONGER RECOGNIZED AS REFORMS, AND MAY, IN
FACT, BE REGARDED AS PREVALENT CUSTOMS AMONG THE MORE INTELLIGENT
CLASSES. THE PRINCIPLES WHICH A QUARTER OF A CENTURY AGO WERE EITHER
ENTIRELY IGNORED OR MADE THE BUTT OF RIDICULE, HAVE QUIETLY WON THEIR WAY
INTO PUBLIC CONFIDENCE AND ESTEEM, UNTIL THE WORLD HAS QUITE FORGOTTEN
THAT THEY HAVE NOT ALWAYS BEEN THUS ACCEPTED. NEW DISCOVERIES IN SCIENCE
AND NEW INTERPRETATIONS OF OLD FACTS HAVE CONTINUALLY ADDED
CONFIRMATORY EVIDENCE, UNTIL AT THE PRESENT TIME EVERY ONE OF THE
PRINCIPLES ADVOCATED MORE THAN A QUARTER OF A CENTURY AGO IS FORTIFIED IN
THE STRONGEST POSSIBLE MANNER BY SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE.
FINALLY, THE REFORMATORY MOVEMENT BASED UPON THE PRINCIPLES
ADVOCATED SO LONG AGO HAS LIVED AND PROSPERED UNTIL THE PRESENT TIME,
AND THE INSTITUTIONS DEVELOPED BY IT HAVE GROWN TO BE THE MOST EXTENSIVE
AND THE MOST PROSPEROUS ESTABLISHMENTS OF THE SORT IN THE WORLD; WHILE
OTHER EFFORTS, LOOKING SOMEWHAT IN THE SAME DIRECTION, BUT CONTAMINATED
BY ERROR, HAVE EITHER ABANDONED THE PRINCIPLES OF TRUTH, AND BEEN GIVEN
OVER TO ERROR, OR HAVE FALLEN INTO OBSCURITY. IT CERTAINLY MUST BE
REGARDED AS A THING REMARKABLE, AND EVINCING UNMISTAKABLE EVIDENCE OF
DIVINE INSIGHT AND DIRECTION, THAT IN THE MIDST OF CONFUSED AND CONFLICTING

TEACHINGS, CLAIMING THE AUTHORITY OF SCIENCE AND EXPERIENCE, BUT WARPED
BY ULTRA NOTIONS AND RENDERED IMPOTENT FOR GOOD BY THE GREAT ADMIXTURE
OF ERROR,--IT MUST BE ADMITTED TO BE SOMETHING EXTRAORDINARY, THAT A
PERSON MAKING NO CLAIMS TO SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE OR ERUDITION SHOULD
HAVE BEEN ABLE TO ORGANIZE, FROM THE CONFUSED AND ERROR-TAINTED MASS OF
IDEAS ADVANCED BY A FEW WRITERS AND THINKERS ON HEALTH SUBJECTS, A BODY
OF HYGIENIC PRINCIPLES SO HARMONIOUS, SO CONSISTENT, AND SO GENUINE THAT
THE DISCUSSIONS, THE RESEARCHES, THE DISCOVERIES, AND THE EXPERIENCE OF A
QUARTER OF A CENTURY HAVE NOT RESULTED IN THE OVERTHROW OF A SINGLE
PRINCIPLE, BUT HAVE ONLY SERVED TO ESTABLISH THE DOCTRINES TAUGHT.
THE GUIDANCE OF INFINITE WISDOM IS AS MUCH NEEDED IN DISCERNING BETWEEN
TRUTH AND ERROR AS IN THE EVOLUTION OF NEW TRUTHS. NOVELTY IS BY NO MEANS
A DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTIC OF TRUE PRINCIPLES, AND THE PRINCIPLE
HOLDS GOOD AS REGARDS THE TRUTHS OF HYGIENIC REFORM, AS WELL AS THOSE
OF OTHER REFORMATORY MOVEMENTS. THE GREATEST AND MOST IMPORTANT
REFORMATORY MOVEMENTS OF MODERN TIMES HAVE NOT BEEN THOSE WHICH
PRESENTED NEW FACTS AND PRINCIPLES, BUT THOSE WHICH REVIVED TRUTHS AND
PRINCIPLES LONG FORGOTTEN, AND WHICH HAVE LED THE WAY BACK TO THE PATHS
TRODDEN BY MEN OF BY-GONE AGES, BEFORE THE WORLD HAD WANDERED SO FAR
AWAY FROM PHYSICAL AND MORAL RECTITUDE.
THIS BOOK IS NOT A NEW PRESENTATION OF THE PRINCIPLES REFERRED TO IN
THE ABOVE PARAGRAPHS, BUT IS SIMPLY A COMPILATION, AND IN SOME SENSE AN
ABSTRACT, OF THE VARIOUS WRITINGS OF MRS. WHITE UPON THIS SUBJECT, TO
WHICH HAVE BEEN ADDED SEVERAL ARTICLES, BY ELDER JAMES WHITE, ELUCIDATING
THE SAME PRINCIPLES, AND THE PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF ELDERS J. N. ANDREWS
AND JOSEPH BATES, TWO OF THE PIONEERS IN THE HEALTH MOVEMENT AMONG
SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS. THE WORK OF COMPILATION HAS BEEN DONE UNDER THE
SUPERVISION OF MRS. WHITE, BY A COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY HER FOR THE
PURPOSE, AND THE MANUSCRIPT HAS BEEN CAREFULLY EXAMINED BY HER.
THE PURPOSE IN THE PREPARATION OF THIS VOLUME HAS BEEN TO GATHER
TOGETHER, IN A CONDENSED FORM, WRITINGS WHICH WERE SCATTERED THROUGH
VARIOUS VOLUMES, AND SOME THAT HAVE NEVER BEFORE APPEARED IN PRINT, SO
THAT THE TEACHINGS OF MRS. WHITE UPON THIS SUBJECT MIGHT REACH AS LARGE A
NUMBER AS POSSIBLE OF THOSE FOR WHOM THEY WERE SPECIALLY INTENDED; AND
IT IS CONFIDENTLY BELIEVED THAT THE WORK WILL RECEIVE A CORDIAL RECEPTION,
AND THE EARNEST CONSIDERATION WHICH ITS IMPORTANCE DEMANDS.
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Christian
Temperance

General Principles
Man came from the hand of his Creator perfect in organization and beautiful in form. The fact
that he has for six thousand years withstood the ever-increasing weight of disease and crime is
conclusive proof of the power of endurance with which he was first endowed. And although the
antediluvians generally gave themselves up to sin without restraint, it was more than two
thousand years before the violation of natural law was sensibly felt. Had Adam originally
possessed no greater physical power than men now have, the race would ere this have become
extinct.
Through the successive generations since the fall, the tendency has been continually
downward. Disease has been transmitted from parents to children, generation after generation.
Even infants in the cradle suffer from afflictions caused by the sins of their parents.
Moses, the first historian, gives quite a definite account of social and individual life in the early
days of the world's history, but we find no record that an infant was born blind, deaf, crippled, or
imbecile. Not an instance is recorded of a natural death in infancy, childhood, or early manhood.
Obituary notices in the book of Genesis run thus: "And all the days that Adam lived were nine
hundred and thirty years; and he died." "And all the days of Seth were nine hundred and twelve
years; and he died." Concerning others the record states, "He died in a good old age, an old man,
and full of years." It was so rare for a son to die before his father, that such an occurrence was
considered worthy of record: "Haran died before his father Terah."[* GEN. 5:5, 8:25:8; 11:28.] The
patriarchs from Adam to Noah, with few exceptions, lived nearly a thousand years. Since then the
average length of life has been decreasing.
At the time of Christ's first advent, the race had already so degenerated that not only the old,
but the middle-aged and the young, were brought from every city to the Saviour, to be healed of
their diseases. Many labored under a weight of misery inexpressible.
The violation of physical law, with its consequent suffering and premature death, has so long
prevailed that these results are regarded as the appointed lot of humanity; but God did not create
the race in such a feeble condition. This state of things is not the work of Providence, but of man.
It has been brought about by wrong habits,--by violating the laws that God has made to govern
man's existence. A continual transgression of nature's laws is a continual transgression of the law
of God. Had men always been obedient to the law of the ten commandments, carrying out in their
lives the principles of those precepts, the curse of disease now flooding the world would not exist.
"Know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost which is in you, which ye have of
God, and ye are not your own? for ye are bought with a price; therefore glorify God in your body
and in your spirit, which are God's."[+ 1 COR. 6:19.] When men take any course which
needlessly expends their vitality or beclouds their intellect, they sin against God; they do not
glorify him in their body and spirit, which are his.
Yet despite the insult which man has offered him, God's love is still extended to the race; and
he permits light to shine, enabling man to see that in order to live a perfect life he must obey the
natural laws which govern his being. How important, then, that man should walk in this light,
exercising all his powers, both of body and mind, to the glory of God!
We are in a world that is opposed to righteousness, or purity of character, and especially to
growth in grace. Wherever we look, we see defilement and corruption, deformity and sin. How
opposed is all this to the work that must be accomplished in us just previous to receiving the gift
of immortality! God's elect must stand untainted amid the corruptions teeming around them in
these last days. Their bodies must be made holy, their spirits pure. If this work is to be
accomplished, it must be undertaken at once, earnestly and understandingly. The Spirit of God
should have perfect control, influencing every action.
The health reform is one branch of the great work which is to fit a people for the coming of the
Lord. It is as closely connected with the third angel's message as the hand is with the body. The
law of ten commandments has been lightly regarded by man; yet the Lord will not come to punish
the transgressors of that law without first sending them a message of warning. Men and women
cannot violate natural law by indulging depraved appetite and lustful passions, without violating
the law of God. Therefore he has permitted the light of health reform to shine upon us, that we
may realize the sinfulness of breaking the laws which he has established in our very being. Our
heavenly Father sees the deplorable condition of men who, many of them ignorantly, are
disregarding the principles of hygiene. And it is in love and pity to the race that he causes the light

to shine upon health reform. He publishes his law and its penalties, in order that all may learn
what is for their highest good. He proclaims his law so distinctly, and makes it so prominent, that
it is like a city set on a hill. All intelligent beings can understand it if they will. None others are
responsible. To make natural law plain, and to urge obedience to it, is a work that accompanies
the third angel's message.
Ignorance is no excuse now for the transgression of law. The light shines clearly, and none
need be ignorant; for the great God himself is man's instructor. All are bound by the most sacred
obligations to heed the sound philosophy and genuine experience which God is now giving them
in reference to health reform. He designs that the subject shall be agitated, and the public mind
deeply stirred to investigate it; for it is impossible for men and women, while under the power of
sinful, health-destroying, brain-enervating habits, to appreciate sacred truth. Those who are
willing to inform themselves concerning the effect which sinful indulgence has upon the health,
and who begin the work of reform, even from selfish motives, may in so doing place themselves
where the truth of God can reach their hearts. And, on the other hand, those who have been
reached by the presentation of Scripture truth are in a position where the conscience may be
aroused upon the subject of health. They see and feel the necessity of breaking away from the
tyrannizing habits and appetites which have ruled them so long. There are many who would
receive the truths of God's word, their judgment having been convinced by the clearest evidence;
but the carnal desires, clamoring for gratification, control the intellect, and they reject truth
because it conflicts with their lustful desires. The minds of many take so low a level that God
cannot work either for them or with them. The current of their thoughts must be changed, their
moral sensibilities must be aroused, before they can feel the claims of God.
The apostle Paul exhorts the church, "I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of
God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your
reasonable service."[* ROM. 12:1.] Sinful indulgence defiles the body, and unfits men for spiritual
worship. He who cherishes the light which God has given him upon health reform, has an
important aid in the work of becoming sanctified through the truth, and fitted for immortality. But if
he disregards that light, and lives in violation of natural law, he must pay the penalty; his spiritual
powers are benumbed, and how can he perfect holiness in the fear of God?
Men have polluted the soul-temple, and God calls upon them to awake, and to strive with all
their might to win back their God-given manhood. Nothing but the grace of God can convict and
convert the heart; from him alone can the slaves of custom obtain power to break the shackles
that bind them. It is impossible for a man to present his body a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable to
God, while continuing to indulge habits that are depriving him of physical, mental, and moral
vigor. Again the apostle says, "Be not conformed to this world; but be ye transformed by the
renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect will of
God."[* ROM. 12:2.]
Jesus, seated on the Mount of Olives, gave instruction to his disciples concerning the signs
which should precede his coming: "As the days of Noah were, so shall also the coming of the Son
of man be. For as in the days that were before the flood they were eating and drinking, marrying
and giving in marriage, until the day that Noah entered into the ark, and knew not until the flood
came and took them all away; so shall also the coming of the Son of man be."[+ MATT. 24:3739.] The same sins that brought judgments upon the world in the days of Noah, exist in our day.
Men and women now carry their eating and drinking so far that it ends in gluttony and
drunkenness. This prevailing sin, the indulgence of perverted appetite, inflamed the passions of
men in the days of Noah, and led to wide-spread corruption. Violence and sin reached to heaven.
This moral pollution was finally swept from the earth by means of the flood. The same sins of
gluttony and drunkenness benumbed the moral sensibilities of the inhabitants of Sodom, so that
crime seemed to be the delight of the men and women of that wicked city. Christ thus warns the
world: "Likewise also as it was in the days of Lot; they did eat, they drank, they bought, they sold,
they planted, they builded; but the same day that Lot went out of Sodom it rained fire and
brimstone from heaven, and destroyed them all. Even thus shall it be in the day when the Son of
man is revealed."[++ Luke 17:28-30.]
Christ has here left us a most important lesson. He would lay before us the danger of making
our eating and drinking paramount. He presents the result of unrestrained indulgence of appetite.
The moral powers are enfeebled, so that sin does not appear sinful. Crime is lightly regarded, and

passion controls the mind, until good principles and impulses are rooted out, and God is
blasphemed. All this is the result of eating and drinking to excess. This is the very condition of
things which Christ declares will exist at his second coming.
The Saviour presents to us something higher to toil for than merely what we shall eat and
drink, and wherewithal we shall be clothed. Eating, drinking, and dressing are carried to such
excess that they become crimes. They are among the marked sins of the last days, and
constitute a sign of Christ's soon coming. Time, money, and strength, which belong to the Lord,
but which he has intrusted to us, are wasted in superfluities of dress and luxuries for the
perverted appetite, which lessen vitality, and bring suffering and decay. It is impossible to present
our bodies a living sacrifice to God when we continually fill them with corruption and disease by
our own sinful indulgence.
Knowledge must be gained in regard to how to eat and drink and dress so as to preserve
health. Sickness is the result of violating nature's law. Our first duty, one which we owe to God, to
ourselves, and to our fellowmen, is to obey the laws of God. These include the laws of health. If
we are sick, we impose a weary tax upon our friends, and unfit ourselves for doing our duty either
in the family or to our neighbors. And when premature death is the result, we bring sorrow and
suffering to others; we deprive our neighbors of the help we might have rendered them; we rob
our families of the comfort and help which they should have received from us, and rob God of the
service he claims of us to advance his glory. Then are we not, in a high sense, transgressors of
God's law?
But God is compassionate and tender, and when light comes to those who have injured
themselves by sinful indulgence, if they repent and seek pardon, he mercifully accepts them. But
what an inferior, pitiful offering at best, to present to a pure and holy God! O, what tender mercy,
that he does not refuse the poor remnant of the life of the suffering, repenting sinner! Praise be to
God, who saves such souls as by fire!
The view held by some that spirituality is a detriment to health, is the sophistry of Satan. The
religion of the Bible is not detrimental to the health of either body or mind. The influence of the
Spirit of God is the very best medicine for disease. Heaven is all health; and the more deeply
heavenly influences are realized, the more sure will be the recovery of the believing invalid. The
true principles of Christianity open before all a source of inestimable happiness. Religion is a
continual well-spring, from which the Christian can drink at will, and never exhaust the fountain.
The relation which exists between the mind and the body is very intimate. When one is
affected, the other sympathizes. The condition of the mind affects the health of the physical
system. If the mind is free and happy, from a consciousness of right-doing and a sense of
satisfaction in causing happiness to others, it creates a cheerfulness that will react upon the
whole system, causing a freer circulation of the blood, and a toning up of the entire body. The
blessing of God is a healing power, and those who are abundant in benefiting others will realize
that wondrous blessing in both heart and life.
When men who have indulged in wrong habits and sinful practices yield to the power of divine
truth, the application of that truth to the heart revives the moral powers, which had seemed to be
paralyzed. The receiver possesses stronger, clearer understanding than before he riveted his
soul to the eternal Rock. Even his physical health improves by the realization of his security in
Christ. The special blessing of God resting upon the receiver is of itself health and strength.
Those who walk in the path of wisdom and holiness, find that "godliness is profitable unto all
things, having promise of the life that now is, and of that which is to come."[* 1 TIM. 4:8.] They
are alive to the enjoyment of life's real pleasures, and are not troubled with vain regrets over
misspent hours, nor with gloomy forebodings, as the worldling too often is when not diverted by
some exciting amusement. Godliness does not conflict with the laws of health, but is in harmony
with them. The fear of the Lord is the foundation of all real prosperity.

Our Reasonable Service
"I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living
sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service. And be not conformed to
this world, but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what is that
good, and acceptable, and perfect will of God." [* ROM. 12:1, 2.]
In the ancient Jewish service it was required that every sacrifice should be without blemish. In
the text we are told to present our bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is
our reasonable service. We are God's workmanship. The psalmist, meditating upon the
marvelous work of God in the human frame, exclaimed, "I am fearfully and wonderfully made."[+
PS. 139:14.] There are many who are educated in the sciences, and are familiar with the theory
of the truth, who do not understand the laws that govern their own being. God has given us
faculties and talents; and it is our duty, as his sons and daughters, to make the best use of them.
If we weaken these powers of mind or body by wrong habits or indulgence of perverted appetite,
it will be impossible for us to honor God as we should.
We can understand the value of the human soul only as we realize the greatness of the
sacrifice made for its redemption. The word of God declares that we are not our own, that we are
bought with a price. It is at an immense cost that we have been placed upon vantage ground,
where we can find liberty from the bondage of sin wrought by the fall in Eden. Adam's sin plunged
the race into hopeless misery; but by the sacrifice of the Son of God, a second probation was
granted to man. In the plan of redemption a way of escape is provided for all who will avail
themselves of it. God knew that it was impossible for man to overcome in his own strength, and
he has provided help for him. How thankful we should be that a way is open for us, by which we
can have access to the Father; that the gates are left ajar, so that beams of light from the glory
within may shine upon those who will receive them!
Christ began the work of redemption just where the ruin began. His first test was on the same
point where Adam failed. It was through temptations addressed to the appetite that Satan had
overcome a large proportion of the human race, and his success had made him feel that the
control of this fallen planet was in his hands. But in Christ he found one who was able to resist
him, and he left the field of battle a conquered foe. Jesus says, He "hath nothing in me."[* JOHN
14:30.] His victory is an assurance that we too may come off victors in our conflicts with the
enemy. But it is not our heavenly Father's purpose to save us without an effort on our part to cooperate with Christ. We must act our part, and divine power, uniting with our effort, will bring
victory.
We meet intemperance everywhere. We see it on the cars, the steamboats, and wherever we
go; and we should ask ourselves what we are doing to rescue souls from the tempter's grasp.
Satan is constantly on the alert to bring the race fully under his control. His strongest hold on man
is through the appetite, and this he seeks to stimulate in every possible way. All unnatural
excitants are harmful, and they cultivate the desire for liquor. How can we enlighten the people,
and prevent the terrible evils that result from the use of these things? Have we done all that we
can do in this direction?
Some will say that it is impossible to reclaim the drunkard, that efforts in this direction have
failed again and again. But although we cannot reclaim all who have gone so far, we may do
something to check the growth of the evil. I appeal to you, parents, to begin with your children,
and give them a right education. Seek to bring them up so that they shall have moral stamina to
resist the evil that surrounds them. The lesson of self-control must begin with the child in its
mother's arms. It must learn to restrain passionate temper, to bring its will into subjection, and to
deny unhealthful cravings.
Teach your children to abhor stimulants. How many are ignorantly fostering in them an
appetite for these things! In Europe I have seen nurses putting the glass of wine or beer to the
lips of the innocent little ones, thus cultivating in them a taste for stimulants. As they grow older,
they learn to depend more and more on these things, till little by little they are overcome, drift
beyond the reach of help, and at last fill a drunkard's grave.
But it is not thus alone that the appetite is perverted and made a snare. The food is often such
as to excite a desire for stimulating drinks. Luxurious dishes are placed before the children,-spiced foods, rich gravies, cakes, and pastries. This highly seasoned food irritates the stomach,
and causes a craving for still stronger stimulants. Not only is the appetite tempted with unsuitable

food, of which the children are allowed to eat freely at their meals, but they are permitted to eat
between meals, and by the time they are twelve or fourteen years of age they are often confirmed
dyspeptics.
You have perhaps seen a picture of the stomach of one who is addicted to strong drink. A
similar condition is produced under the irritating influence of fiery spices. With the stomach in
such a state, there is a craving for something more to meet the demands of the appetite,
something stronger, and still stronger. Next you find your sons out on the street learning to
smoke. It is a grievous lesson; it makes them deathly sick. Yet they press the matter through with
a perseverance that would be praiseworthy in a better cause. Tobacco weakens the brain, and
paralyzes its fine sensibilities. Its use excites a thirst for strong drink, and in very many cases lays
the foundation for the liquor habit.
The use of tobacco is an inconvenient, expensive, uncleanly habit. The teachings of Christ,
pointing to purity, self-denial, and temperance, all rebuke this defiling practice. When we think of
the long fast that Jesus endured in the wilderness of temptation in order to break the power of
appetite over man, we marvel that those who profess to be his followers can indulge in this habit.
Is it for the glory of God for men to enfeeble the physical powers, confuse the brain, and yield the
will to this narcotic poison? What right have they to mar the image of God? What says the
apostle?--"I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies
a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service."
A great responsibility rests upon us. We cannot render to God true service unless we present
our bodies a living sacrifice. No one can be justified in marring this wonderfully intricate human
organism. If we do this, not only do we suffer ourselves, but the evil is transmitted to our children.
Can we wonder that the children who have such a legacy do not fear God? How often do we see
boys not more than eight years old using tobacco! If you speak to them about it, they say, "My
father uses it, and if it does him good, it will me." They point to the minister or the Sunday-school
superintendent, and say, "If such good men as they use it, surely I can." How can we expect
anything else of the children, with their inherited tendencies, while the older ones set them such
an example? God pity the poor slave to these indulgences!
Both tobacco and liquor break down nerve force, and dull the finer perceptions, so that the
slaves to these habits cannot discern between sacred and common things. An example of the
demoralizing effect of intoxicants is seen in the case of Nadab and Abihu. They ventured to
partake of wine before they entered the tabernacle to perform the duties of their sacred office,
and the result was, they could not distinguish between common fire and that which was
consecrated to the holy service. For this breach of trust they were slain. Some will say, "If they
were intoxicated, and could not discern the difference between these fires, why should they be
punished?" When they placed the cup to their lips, they made themselves responsible for all their
deeds committed while under its influence.
How is it with our law makers, and the men in our courts of justice? If it was necessary that
those who ministered in holy office should have clear minds and full control of their reason, is it
not also important that those who make and execute the laws of our great nation should have
their faculties unclouded? What about the judges and jurors, in whose hands rests the disposing
of human life, and whose decisions may condemn the innocent, or turn the criminal loose upon
society? Do they not need to have full control of their mental powers? Are they temperate in their
habits? If not, they are not fit for such responsible positions. When the appetites are perverted,
the mental powers are weakened, and there is danger that men will not rule justly. Is indulgence
in that which beclouds the mind less dangerous to-day than when God placed restrictions upon
those who ministered in holy office?
Christ fought the battle upon the point of appetite, and came off victorious; and we also can
conquer through strength derived from him. Who will enter in through the gates into the city?--Not
those who declare that they cannot break the force of appetite. Christ has resisted the power of
him who would hold us in bondage; though weakened by his long fast of forty days, he withstood
temptation, and proved by this act that our cases are not hopeless. I know that we cannot obtain
the victory alone; and how thankful we should be that we have a living Saviour, who is ready and
willing to aid us!
I recall the case of a man in a congregation that I was once addressing. He was almost
wrecked in body and mind by the use of liquor and tobacco. He was bowed down from the effects

of dissipation; and his dress was in keeping with his shattered condition. To all appearance he
had gone too far to be reclaimed. But as I appealed to him to resist temptation in the strength of a
risen Saviour, he rose tremblingly, and said, "You have an interest for me, and I will have an
interest for myself." Six months afterward he came to my house. I did not recognize him. With a
countenance beaming with joy, and eyes overflowing with tears, he grasped my hand, and said,
"You do not know me, but you remember the man in an old blue coat who rose in your
congregation, and said that he would try to reform?" I was astonished. He stood erect, and looked
ten years younger. He had gone home from that meeting, and passed the long hours in prayer
and struggle till the sun arose. It was a night of conflict, but, thank God, he came off a victor. This
man could tell by sad experience of the bondage of these evil habits. He knew how to warn the
youth of the dangers of contamination; and those who, like himself, had been overcome, he could
point to Christ as the only source of help.
In my travels I have witnessed scenes of feasting and revelry; and as I have marked the
effects of unrestrained indulgence, as I have listened to the blasphemous mirth, and seen the
indifference and even contempt for all things sacred, I have thought of the sacrilegious feast of
Belshazzar, to which were invited a thousand of his lords, his princes, his wives, and his
concubines,--that feast where wine was freely drunk from the sacred vessels of the temple of
God, while the revelers sang the praises of their gods of silver and gold. They knew not that an
unseen Watcher heard every word of blasphemy, beheld every impious action.
In the midst of the revelry, Belshazzar saw the bloodless hand of an uninvited guest tracing
upon the wall of the palace words that gleamed like fire,--words which, though unknown to that
vast throng, were a portent of doom to the new conscience-stricken revelers. The boisterous
mirth was hushed, and they shook with a nameless terror as their eyes fastened upon the wall.
Where but a few moments before had been hilarity and blasphemous witticism, were pallid faces
and cries of fear. A wild cry from the frantic king rang out in the assembly, calling for some one to
come and read the writing. The wise men were called in, but those mystic characters were as
strange to them as to the others.
Then the queen-mother remembered Daniel, who, so many years before, had made known to
king Nebuchadnezzar his forgotten dream and its interpretation. Standing before that gorgeous,
terror-stricken throng, the prophet of God reminded the king of Nebuchadnezzar's sin and fall,
and reproved him for his own crimes. Then turning to the writing on the wall, he read the
message from Heaven. The hand was gone, but four terrible words were left. With bated breath
the people waited as Daniel announced their meaning: "Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin:" "God
hath numbered thy kingdom, and finished it;" "thou art weighed in the balances, and art found
wanting;" "thy kingdom is divided, and given to the Medes and Persians."[* DAN. 5:25-28.]
Just as surely as there was a Witness at the feast of Belshazzar, there is also a Witness in
every scene of sacrilegious mirth, and just as surely is the recording angel writing, "Thou art
weighed in the balances, and art found wanting."
Intemperance is on the increase, in spite of the efforts made to control it. We cannot be too
earnest in seeking to hinder its progress, to raise the fallen, and shield the weak from temptation.
With our feeble human hands we can do but little, but we have an unfailing Helper. We must not
forget that the arm of Christ can reach to the very depths of human woe and degradation. He can
give us help to conquer even this terrible demon of intemperance.
But it is in the home that the real work must begin. The greatest burden rests upon those who
have the responsibility of educating the youth, of forming their character. Here is a work for
mothers, in helping their children to form correct habits and pure tastes, to develop moral
stamina, true moral worth. Teach them that they are not to be swayed by others, that they are not
to yield to wrong influences, but to influence others for good, to ennoble and elevate those with
whom they associate. Teach them that if they connect themselves with God, they will have
strength from him to resist the fiercest temptations.
In the Babylonian court, Daniel was surrounded by allurements to sin, but by the help of Christ
he maintained his integrity. He who cannot resist temptation, with every facility which has been
placed within his reach, is not registered in the books of heaven as a man. The Lord never places
men in positions so trying that it is beyond their power to withstand evil. Divine power is ever
ready to protect and strengthen him who has been made a partaker of the divine nature.

Temptations to the indulgence of appetite possess a power which can be overcome only by
the help that God can impart. But with every temptation we have the promise of God that there
shall be a way of escape. Why, then, are so many overcome? It is because they do not put their
trust in God. They do not avail themselves of the means provided for their safety. The excuses
offered for the gratification of perverted appetite, are therefore of no weight with God.
Daniel valued his human capabilities, but he did not trust in them. His trust was in that strength
which God has promised to all who will come to him in humble dependence, relying wholly upon
his power.
He purposed in his heart that he would not defile himself with the portion of the king's meat,
nor with the wine which he drank; for he knew that such a diet would not strengthen his physical
powers or increase his mental capability. He would not use wine, nor any other unnatural
stimulant; he would do nothing to becloud his mind; and God gave him "knowledge and skill in all
learning and wisdom," and also "understanding in all visions and dreams."[* DAN. 1:17.]
In later years the cares of state were heavy upon him, he was taxed to the utmost of his
capacity; but he grew strong in the conflict with difficulties. He held fast by the hand of Infinite
Strength, and would not be overcome. He knew that in order to do his work well, he must have
help from God. He realized that amid his trials and persecutions he could not walk apart from God
one hour. He prayed three times a day, and God answered his prayers. Daniel's purpose was
known to the heavenly Watcher, and as Daniel placed himself on the side of God, to keep his
ways, the Lord placed himself on Daniel's side, to keep him.
Daniel's parents had trained him in his childhood to habits of strict temperance. They had
taught him that he must conform to nature's laws in all his habits; that his eating and drinking had
a direct influence upon his physical, mental, and moral nature, and that he was accountable to
God for his capabilities; for he held them all as a gift from God, and must not, by any course of
action, dwarf or cripple them. As the result of this teaching, the law of God was exalted in his
mind, and reverenced in his heart. During the early years of his captivity, Daniel was passing
through an ordeal which was to familiarize him with courtly grandeur, with hypocrisy, and with
paganism. A strange school indeed to fit him for a life of sobriety, industry, and faithfulness! And
yet he lived uncorrupted by the atmosphere of evil with which he was surrounded.
The experience of Daniel and his youthful companions illustrates the benefits that may result
from an abstemious diet, and shows what God will do for those who will cooperate with him in the
purifying and uplifting of the soul. They were an honor to God, and a bright and shining light in the
court of Babylon.
In this history we hear the voice of God addressing us individually, bidding us gather up all the
precious rays of light upon this subject of Christian temperance, and place ourselves in right
relation to the laws of health.
We want a share in the eternal inheritance. We want a place in the city of God, free from every
impurity. All heaven is watching to see how we are fighting the battle against temptation. Let all
who profess the name of Christ so walk before the world that they may teach by example as well
as precept the principles of true living. "I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God,
that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable
service."

Effects of Stimulants
"Know ye not that they which run in a race run all, but one receiveth the prize? So run, that ye
may obtain. And every man that striveth for the mastery is temperate in all things. Now they do it
to obtain a corruptible crown; but we an incorruptible."[* 1 COR. 9:24, 25.]
Here the good results of self-control and temperate habits are set forth. The various games
instituted among the ancient Greeks in honor of their gods, are presented before us by the
apostle Paul to illustrate the spiritual warfare and its reward. Those who were to participate in
these games were trained by the most severe discipline. Every indulgence that would tend to
weaken the physical powers was forbidden. Luxurious food and wine were prohibited, in order to
promote physical vigor, fortitude, and firmness.
To win the prize for which they strove, -- a chaplet of perishable flowers, bestowed amid the
applause of the multitude, -- was considered the highest honor. If so much could be endured, so
much self-denial practiced, in the hope of gaining so worthless a prize, which only one at best
could obtain, how much greater should be the sacrifice, how much more willing the self-denial, for
an incorruptible crown, and for everlasting life!
There is work for us to do -- stern, earnest work. All our habits, tastes, and inclinations must
be educated in harmony with the laws of life and health. By this means we may secure the very
best physical conditions, and have mental clearness to discern between the evil and the good.
In order rightly to understand the subject of temperance, we must consider it from a Bible
standpoint; and nowhere can we find a more comprehensive and forcible illustration of true
temperance and its attendant blessings, than is afforded by the history of the prophet Daniel and
his Hebrew associates in the court of Babylon.
When these youth were selected to be educated in the "learning and the tongue of the
Chaldeans," that they might "stand in the king's palace," there was appointed them a daily
allowance from the king's table, both of food and wine. "But Daniel purposed in his heart that he
would not defile himself with the portion of the king's meat, nor with the wine which he drank."[*
SEE DANIEL 1.]
The food appointed them would include meats pronounced unclean by the law of Moses. They
requested the officer who had them in charge to give them a more simple fare; but he hesitated,
fearing that such rigid abstinence as they proposed would affect their personal appearance
unfavorably, and bring himself into disfavor with the king. Daniel pleaded for a ten days' trial. This
was granted; and at the expiration of that time these youth were found to be far more healthy in
appearance than were those who had partaken of the king's dainties. Hence the simple "pulse
and water" which they at first requested, was thereafter the food of Daniel and his companions.
It was not their own pride or ambition that had brought these young men into the king's court, - into the companionship of those who neither knew nor feared the true God. They were captives
in a strange land, and Infinite Wisdom had placed them there. At this trial of their loyalty, they
considered their position, with its dangers and difficulties, and then in the fear of God made their
decision. Even at the risk of the king's displeasure, they would be true to the religion of their
fathers. They obeyed the divine law, both physical and moral, and the blessing of God gave them
strength and comeliness and intellectual power.
These youth had received a right education in early life; and now, when separated from home
influences and sacred associations, they honored the instructors of their childhood. With their
habits of self-denial were coupled earnestness of purpose, diligence, and steadfastness. They
were not actuated by pride or unworthy ambition; but sought to acquit themselves creditably, for
the honor of their down-trodden people, and for His glory whose servants they were.
When the ability and acquirements of these youth were tested by the king at the end of the
three years of training, none were found like unto Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah. Their
keen apprehension, their choice and exact language, their extensive and varied knowledge,
testified to the unimpaired strength and vigor of their mental powers. Therefore they stood before
the king. "And in all matters of understanding that the king inquired of them, he found them ten
times better than all the magicians and astrologers that were in all his realm."
God always honors the right. The most promising youth from all the lands subdued by the
great conqueror had been gathered at Babylon, yet amid them all, the Hebrew captives were
without a rival. The erect form, the firm, elastic step, the fair countenance, the undimmed senses,

the untainted breath, -- all were so many certificates of good habits -- insignia of the nobility with
which nature honors those who are obedient to her laws.
The history of Daniel and his companions has been recorded on the pages of the inspired
word, for the benefit of the youth of all succeeding ages. What men have done, men may do. Did
those youthful Hebrews stand firm amid great temptations, and bear a noble testimony in favor of
true temperance? -- the youth of to-day may bear a similar testimony.
The lesson here presented is one which we would do well to ponder. Our danger is not from
scarcity, but from abundance. We are constantly tempted to excess. Those who would preserve
their powers unimpaired for the service of God, must observe strict temperance in the use of his
bounties, as well as total abstinence from every injurious or debasing indulgence.
The rising generation are surrounded with allurements calculated to tempt the appetite.
Especially in our large cities, every form of indulgence is made easy and inviting. Those who, like
Daniel, refuse to defile themselves, will reap the reward of their temperate habits. With their
greater physical stamina and increased power of endurance, they have a bank of deposit upon
which to draw in case of emergency.
Right physical habits promote mental superiority. Intellectual power, physical strength, and
longevity depend upon immutable laws. There is no happen-so, no chance, about this matter.
Nature's God will not interfere to preserve men from the consequences of violating nature's laws.
There is much sterling truth in the adage, "Every man is the architect of his own fortune." While
parents are responsible for the stamp of character, as well as for the education and training, of
their sons and daughters, it is still true that our position and usefulness in the world depend, to a
great degree, upon our own course of action. Daniel and his companions enjoyed the benefits of
correct training and education in early life, but these advantages alone would not have made
them what they were. The time came when they must act for themselves -- when their future
depended upon their own course. Then they decided to be true to the lessons given them in
childhood. The fear of God, which is the beginning of wisdom, was the foundation of their
greatness. His Spirit strengthened every true purpose, every noble resolution.
Intemperance has cursed the world almost from its infancy. Noah's son was so debased by
the excessive use of wine that he lost all sense of propriety, and the curse which followed his sin
has never been lifted from his descendants.
Nadab and Abihu were men in holy office; but by the use of wine their minds became so
clouded that they could not distinguish between sacred and common things. By the offering of
"strange fire" they disregarded God's command, and were slain by his judgments.
Alexander found it much easier to subdue kingdoms than to rule his own spirit. After
conquering nations, this so-called great man fell through the indulgence of appetite,--a victim of
intemperance.
Notwithstanding thousands of years of experience and progress, the same dark blot which
stained the first pages of history remains to disfigure our modern civilization. Drunkenness, with
all its woes, is found everywhere we go. In spite of the noble efforts of temperance workers, the
evil has gained ground. License laws have been enacted, but legal regulation has not stayed its
progress, except in comparatively limited territory. Efforts have been made to establish
institutions where the victims of intemperance might receive help to overcome their terrible
appetite. This is a noble work, but how much wiser, how much more effective, would have been
the removal of the cause of all this woe! Considering only the financial aspect of this question,
what folly it is to tolerate a business that is making paupers by the thousand! The laws of the land
legalize the trade of making drunkards, and then at great expense provide institutions for
converting them again into sober men! Can our legislators furnish no better solution of the liquor
question?
So long as the sale of liquor is sanctioned by law, the victims of appetite can receive but little
benefit through inebriate asylums. They cannot remain there always; they must again take their
place in society. The appetite for intoxicating drinks, though it may be subdued, is not wholly
destroyed; and when temptation assails them, as it must on every hand, they too often fall an
easy prey.
What can be done to press back the inflowing tide of evil? Let laws be enacted and rigidly
enforced prohibiting the sale and use of ardent spirits as a beverage. Let every effort be made to
encourage the inebriate's return to temperance and virtue. But even more than this is needed to

banish the curse of inebriety from our land. Let the appetite for intoxicating liquors be removed,
and the demand for them is at an end.
Only men of strict temperance and integrity should be admitted to our legislative halls, or
chosen to preside in our courts of justice. Property, reputation, and even life itself, are insecure
when left to the judgment of men who are intemperate and immoral. How many innocent persons
have been condemned to death, how many more have been robbed of all their earthly
possessions, by the injustice of drinking jurors, lawyers, witnesses, and even judges!
There is need now of men like Daniel to do and dare. A pure heart and a strong, fearless hand
are wanted in the world to-day. God designed that man should be constantly improving,--daily
reaching a higher point in the scale of excellence. He will help us, if we seek to help ourselves. It
is the duty of every Christian to see that his example and influence are on the side of reform. Let
ministers of the gospel lift up their voice like a trumpet, and show the people their transgression,
and the house of Israel their sins. The youth need to be instructed. Our hope of happiness in two
worlds depends upon our improvement of one. We should be guarded at every point against the
first approach to intemperance. If we would preserve our children from evil, we must give them a
right example, and then teach them to make God their fear, their wisdom, and their strength.
The use of intoxicating liquor dethrones reason, and hardens the heart against every pure and
holy influence. The inanimate rocks will sooner listen to the appeals of truth and justice than will
that man whose sensibilities are paralyzed by intemperance. Those who venture to enter the
forbidden path are gradually and unconsciously led on, until they become demoralized, corrupted,
and maddened. And while Christians are asleep, this evil is gaining more strength and making
fresh victims. If the moral sensibilities of Christians were aroused upon the subject of temperance
in all things, and they realized that the final destiny of every one depends upon the habits he
forms, they could, by their example, help those who are weak in self-control, to resist the cravings
of appetite.
We witness great struggles in our country to put down intemperance; but it is a hard matter to
overcome and chain a full-grown lion. If half the efforts that have been put forth to stay this giant
evil had been directed toward enlightening parents in regard to their responsibility in forming the
habits and character of their children, a thousand-fold more good might have resulted. The
unnatural appetite for spirituous liquors is often created at home, in many cases at the tables of
the very ones who are most zealous to lead out in the temperance work. We bid all workers
Godspeed; but we invite them to look more deeply into the cause of the evil they war against, and
to be more thorough and consistent in reform.
Through the intemperance begun at home, the digestive organs first become weakened, and
soon ordinary food does not satisfy the appetite. Unhealthy conditions are established, and there
is a craving for more stimulating food. Tea and coffee produce an immediate effect. Under the
influence of these poisons the nervous system is excited, and in some cases, for the time being,
the intellect seems to be invigorated, the imagination more vivid. Because these stimulants
produce such agreeable results, many conclude that they really need them; but there is always a
reaction. The nervous system has borrowed power from its future resources for present use, and
all this temporary invigoration is followed by a corresponding depression. The suddenness of the
relief obtained from tea and coffee, is an evidence that what seems to be strength is only nervous
excitement, and consequently must be an injury to the system.
The appetite thus educated to crave continually something stronger, demands an increase of
the agreeable excitement. Its demands become more frequent, and more difficult to control. The
more debilitated the system and the less able to do without unnatural stimulus, the more the
desire for these things increases, until the will is overborne, and there seems to be no power to
deny the unnatural craving.
When there has been a departure from the right path, it is difficult to return. Barriers have been
broken down, safeguards removed. One step in the wrong direction prepares the way for another.
The least deviation from right principles will lead to separation from God, and may end in
destruction. What we do once we more readily do again; and to go forward in a certain path, be it
right or wrong, is more easy than to start. To corrupt our ways before God requires no effort; but
to engraft habits of righteousness and truth upon the character takes time and patient endeavor.
Many who would hesitate to place liquor to a neighbor's lips, will engage in the raising of hops,
and thus lend their influence against the temperance cause. I cannot see how, in the light of the

law of God, Christians can conscientiously engage in the raising of hops or in the manufacture of
wine and cider for the market.
I have often heard people say, "Oh! this is only sweet cider. It is perfectly harmless, and even
healthful." Several quarts, perhaps gallons, are carried home. For a few days it is sweet; then
fermentation begins. The sharp taste makes it all the more acceptable to many palates, and the
lover of sweet wine and cider is loth to admit that his favorite beverage ever becomes hard and
sour.
Intoxication is just as really produced by wine and cider as by stronger drinks, and it is the
worst kind of inebriation. The passions are more perverse; the transformation of character is
greater, more determined and obstinate. A few quarts of cider or wine may awaken a taste for
stronger drinks, and in many cases those who have become confirmed drunkards have thus laid
the foundation of the drinking habit.
For persons who have inherited an appetite for stimulants, it is by no means safe to have wine
or cider in the house; for Satan is continually soliciting them to indulge. If they yield to his
temptations, they do not know where to stop; appetite clamors for indulgence, and is gratified to
their ruin. The brain is clouded; reason no longer holds the reins, but lays them on the neck of
lust. Licentiousness abounds, and vices of almost every type are practiced as the result of
indulging the appetite for wine and cider. It is impossible for one who loves these stimulants, and
accustoms himself to their use, to grow in grace. He becomes gross and sensual; the animal
passions control the higher powers of the mind, and virtue is not cherished.
Moderate drinking is the school in which men are receiving an education for the drunkard's
career. So gradually does Satan lead away from the strongholds of temperance, so insidiously do
wine and cider exert their influence upon the taste, that the highway to drunkenness is entered
upon all unsuspectingly. The taste for stimulants is cultivated; the nervous system is disordered;
Satan keeps the mind in a fever of unrest; and the poor victim, imagining himself perfectly secure,
goes on and on, until every barrier is broken down, every principle sacrificed. The strongest
resolutions are undermined, and eternal interests are too weak to keep the debased appetite
under the control of reason. Some are never really drunk, but are always under the influence of
mild intoxicants. They are feverish, unstable in mind, not really delirious, but as truly unbalanced;
for the nobler powers of the mind are perverted.
Wherever we go, we encounter the tobacco devotee, enfeebling both mind and body by his
darling indulgence. Have men a right to deprive their Maker and the world of the service which is
their due? Tobacco is a slow, insidious poison. Its effects are more difficult to cleanse from the
system than are those of liquor. It binds the victim in even stronger bands of slavery than does
the intoxicating cup. It is a disgusting habit, defiling to the user, and very annoying to others. We
rarely pass through a crowd but men will puff their poisoned breath in our faces. It is unpleasant,
if not dangerous, to remain in a railway car or in a room where the atmosphere is impregnated
with the fumes of liquor and tobacco. Is it honest thus to contaminate the air which others must
breathe?
What power can the tobacco devotee have to stay the progress of intemperance? There must
be a revolution upon the subject of tobacco before the ax will be laid at the root of the tree. Tea,
coffee, and tobacco, as well as alcoholic drinks, are different degrees in the scale of artificial
stimulants.
The effect of tea and coffee, as heretofore shown, tends in the same direction as that of wine
and cider, liquor and tobacco.
Tea is a stimulant, and to a certain extent produces intoxication. It gradually impairs the
energy of body and mind. Its first effect is exhilarating, because it quickens the motions of the
living machinery; and the tea-drinker thinks that it is doing him great service. But this is a mistake.
When its influence is gone, the unnatural force abates, and the result is languor and debility
corresponding to the artificial vivacity imparted. The second effect of tea drinking is headache,
wakefulness, palpitation of the heart, indigestion, trembling, and many other evils.
Coffee is a hurtful indulgence. It temporarily excites the mind to unwonted action, but the aftereffect is exhaustion, prostration, paralysis of the mental, moral, and physical powers. The mind
becomes enervated, and unless through determined effort the habit is overcome, the activity of
the brain is permanently lessened.

All these nerve irritants are wearing away the life-forces, and the restlessness caused by
shattered nerves, the impatience, the mental feebleness, become a warring element,
antagonizing to spiritual progress. Then should not those who advocate temperance and reform
be awake to counteract the evils of these injurious drinks? In some cases it is as difficult to break
up the tea-and-coffee habit as it is for the inebriate to discontinue the use of liquor. The money
expended for tea and coffee is worse than wasted. They do the user only harm, and that
continually. Those who use tea, coffee, opium, and alcohol, may sometimes live to old age, but
this fact is no argument in favor of the use of these stimulants. What these persons might have
accomplished, but failed to do because of their intemperate habits, the great day of God alone will
reveal.
Those who resort to tea and coffee for stimulation to labor, will feel the evil effects of this
course in trembling nerves and lack of self-control. Tired nerves need rest and quiet. Nature
needs time to recuperate her exhausted energies. But if her forces are goaded on by the use of
stimulants, there is, whenever this process is repeated, a lessening of real force. For a time more
may be accomplished under the unnatural stimulus, but gradually it becomes more difficult to
rouse the energies to the desired point, and at last exhausted nature can no longer respond.
The habit of drinking tea and coffee is a greater evil than is often suspected. Many who have
accustomed themselves to the use of stimulating drinks, suffer from headache and nervous
prostration, and lose much time on account of sickness. They imagine they cannot live without
the stimulus, and are ignorant of its effect upon health. What makes it the more dangerous is, that
its evil effects are so often attributed to other causes.
Through the use of stimulants, the whole system suffers. The nerves are unbalanced, the liver
is morbid in its action, the quality and circulation of the blood are affected, and the skin becomes
inactive and sallow. The mind, too, is injured. The immediate influence of these stimulants is to
excite the brain to undue activity, only to leave it weaker and less capable of exertion. The aftereffect is prostration, not only mental and physical, but moral. As a result we see nervous men and
women, of unsound judgment and unbalanced mind. They often manifest a hasty, impatient,
accusing spirit, viewing the faults of others as through a magnifying glass, and utterly unable to
discern their own defects.
When these tea and coffee users meet together for social entertainment, the effects of their
pernicious habit are manifest. All partake freely of the favorite beverages, and as the stimulating
influence is felt, their tongues are loosened, and they begin the wicked work of talking against
others. Their words are not few or well chosen. The tidbits of gossip are passed around, too often
the poison of scandal as well. These thoughtless gossipers forget that they have a witness. An
unseen Watcher is writing their words in the books of heaven. All these unkind criticisms, these
exaggerated reports, these envious feelings, expressed under the excitement of the cup of tea,
Jesus registers as against himself. "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these
my brethren, ye have done it unto me." [* MATT. 25:40.]
We are already suffering because of the wrong habits of our fathers, and yet how many take a
course in every way worse than theirs! Opium, tea, coffee, tobacco, and liquor are rapidly
extinguishing the spark of vitality still left in the race. Every year millions of gallons of intoxicating
liquors are drank, and millions of dollars are spent for tobacco. And the slaves of appetite, while
constantly spending their earnings in sensual indulgence, rob their children of food and clothing
and the advantages of education. There can never be a right state of society while these evils
exist.
When the appetite for spirituous liquor is indulged, the man voluntarily places to his lips the
draught which debases below the level of the brute, him who was made in the image of God.
Reason is paralyzed, the intellect is benumbed, the animal passions are excited, and then follow
crimes of the most debasing character. How can the user of rum or tobacco give to God an
undivided heart? It is impossible. Neither can he love his neighbor as himself. The darling
indulgence engrosses all his affections. To gratify his craving for strong drink, he sells reason and
self-control. He places to his lips that which stupefies the brain, paralyzes the intellect, and makes
him a shame and curse to his family, and a terror to all around him. If men would become
temperate in all things, if they would touch not, taste not, handle not, tea, coffee, tobacco, wines,
opium, and alcoholic drinks, reason would take the reins of government in her own hands, and
hold the appetites and passions under control.

Through appetite, Satan controls the mind and the whole being. Thousands who might have
lived, have passed into the grave, physical, mental, and moral wrecks, because they sacrificed all
their powers to the indulgence of appetite. The necessity for the men of this generation to call to
their aid the power of the will, strengthened by the grace of God, in order to withstand the
temptations of Satan, and resist the least indulgence of perverted appetite, is far greater than it
was several generations ago. But the present generation have less power of self-control than had
those who lived then. Those who indulged in these stimulants transmitted their depraved
appetites and passions to their children, and greater moral power is now required to resist
intemperance in all its forms. The only perfectly safe course is to stand firm, observing strict
temperance in all things, and never venturing into the path of danger.
I feel an intense interest that fathers and mothers should realize the solemn obligations that
are resting upon them at this time. We are bringing up children who will be controlled by the
power of Satan or by that of Christ. The only way in which any can be secure against the power
of intemperance, is to abstain wholly from wine, beer, and strong drinks. We must teach our
children that in order to be manly they must let these things alone. God has shown us what
constitutes true manliness. It is he that overcometh who will be honored, and whose name will not
be blotted out of the book of life.
When the Lord would raise up Samson as a deliverer of his people, he enjoined upon the
mother correct habits of life before the birth of her child. And the same prohibition was to be
imposed, from the first, upon the child; for he was to be consecrated to God as a Nazarite from
his birth.
The angel of God appeared to the wife of Manoah, and informed her that she should have a
son; and in view of this he gave her the important directions: "Now therefore beware, I pray thee,
and drink not wine nor strong drink, and eat not any unclean thing."[* JUDGES 13:4, 14.]
God had important work for the promised child of Manoah to do, and it was to secure for him
the qualifications necessary for this work, that the habits of both the mother and the child were to
be so carefully regulated. "Neither let her drink wine nor strong drink," was the angel's instruction
for the wife of Manoah, "nor eat any unclean thing; all that I commanded her let her observe." The
child will be affected for good or evil by the habits of the mother. She must herself be controlled
by principle, and must practice temperance and self-denial, if she would seek the welfare of her
child.
In the New Testament we find a no less impressive example of the importance of temperate
habits.
John the Baptist was a reformer. To him was committed a great work for the people of his
time. And in preparation for that work, all his habits were carefully regulated, even from his birth.
The angel Gabriel was sent from heaven to instruct the parents of John in the principles of health
reform. He "shall drink neither wine nor strong drink," said the heavenly messenger; "and he shall
be filled with the Holy Ghost."[+ LUKE 1:15.]
John separated himself from his friends, and from the luxuries of life, dwelling alone in the
wilderness, and subsisting upon a purely vegetable diet. The simplicity of his dress -- a garment
woven of camel's hair -- was a rebuke to the extravagance and display of the people of his
generation, especially of the Jewish priests. His diet also, of locusts and wild honey, was a
rebuke to the gluttony that everywhere prevailed.
The work of John was foretold by the prophet Malachi: "Behold, I will send you Elijah the
prophet before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord; and he shall turn the heart of
the fathers to the children, and the heart of the children to their fathers."[* MAL. 4:5, 6.] John the
Baptist went forth in the spirit and power of Elijah, to prepare the way of the Lord, and to turn the
people to the wisdom of the just. He was a representative of those living in the last days, to whom
God has intrusted sacred truths to present before the people, to prepare the way for the second
appearing of Christ. And the same principles of temperance which John practiced should be
observed by those who in our day are to warn the world of the coming of the Son of man.
God has made man in his own image, and he expects man to preserve unimpaired the powers
that have been imparted to him for the Creator's service. Then should we not heed his
admonitions, and seek to preserve every power in the best condition to serve him? The very best
we can give to God is feeble enough.

Why is there so much misery in the world to-day? Is it because God loves to see his creatures
suffer? -- O no! it is because men have become weakened by immoral practices. We mourn over
Adam's transgression, and seem to think that our first parents showed great weakness in yielding
to temptation; but if Adam's transgression were the only evil we had to meet, the condition of the
world would be much better than it is. There has been a succession of falls since Adam's day.
Indulgence in spirituous liquors is causing great wretchedness in the world. Though liquor
drinkers are told again and again that they are shortening their life, they still go on in
transgression. Why not cease to break the laws of God? Why not seek to preserve themselves in
a condition of health? This is what God requires of them. If Christians would bring all their
appetites and passions under the control of enlightened conscience, feeling it a duty they owe to
God and to their neighbor to obey the laws which govern life and health, they would have the
blessing of physical and mental vigor; they would have moral power to engage in the warfare
against Satan; and in the name of Him who conquered in their behalf, they might be more than
conquerors on their own account.
All around us are the victims of depraved appetite, and what are you going to do for them?
Can you not, by your example, help them to place their feet in the path of temperance? Can you
have a sense of the temptations that are coming upon the youth who are growing up around us,
and not seek to warn and save them? Who will stand on the Lord's side? Who will help to press
back this tide of immorality, of woe and wretchedness, that is filling the world? We entreat of you
to turn your attention to the work of overcoming. Those who shall at last have a right to the tree of
life, will be those who have kept God's commandments.
It is not an easy matter to overcome the appetite for narcotics and stimulants. But in the name
of Christ this great victory can be gained. His love for the fallen race was so great that he made
an infinite sacrifice to reach them in their degradation, and through his divine power finally elevate
them to his throne. But it rests with man whether Christ shall accomplish for him that which he is
fully able to do. God cannot work against man's will to save him from Satan's artifices. Man must
put forth his human power to resist and conquer at any cost; he must be a co-worker with Christ.
Then, through the victory that it is his privilege to gain by the all-powerful name of Jesus, he may
become an heir of God, and a partaker with Christ of his glory. No drunkard can inherit the
kingdom of God; but "to him that overcometh will I grant to sit with me in my throne, even as I
also overcame, and am set down with my Father in his throne."[* REV. 3:21.]

Relation of Diet to Health and Morals
Only one lease of life is granted us; and the inquiry with every one should be, "How can I
invest my powers so that they may yield the greatest profit? How can I do most for the glory of
God and the benefit of my fellow-men?" For life is valuable only as it is used for the attainment of
these ends.
Our first duty toward God and our fellow-beings is that of self-development. Every faculty with
which the Creator has endowed us should be cultivated to the highest degree of perfection, that
we may be able to do the greatest amount of good of which we are capable. Hence that time is
spent to good account which is used in the establishment and preservation of physical and
mental health. We cannot afford to dwarf or cripple any function of body or mind. As surely as we
do this, we must suffer the consequences.
Every man has the opportunity, to a great extent, of making himself whatever he chooses to
be. The blessings of this life, and also of the immortal state, are within his reach. He may build up
a character of solid worth, gaining new strength at every step. He may advance daily in
knowledge and wisdom, conscious of new delights as he progresses, adding virtue to virtue,
grace to grace. His faculties will improve by use; the more wisdom he gains, the greater will be
his capacity for acquiring. His intelligence, knowledge, and virtue will thus develop into greater
strength and more perfect symmetry.
On the other hand, he may allow his powers to rust out for want of use, or to be perverted
through evil habits, lack of self-control or moral and religious stamina. His course then tends
downward; he is disobedient to the law of God and to the laws of health. Appetite conquers him;
inclination carries him away. It is easier for him to allow the powers of evil, which are always
active, to drag him backward, than to struggle against them, and go forward. Dissipation, disease,
and death follow. This is the history of many lives that might have been useful in the cause of
God and humanity.
One of the strongest temptations that man has to meet is upon the point of appetite. In the
beginning the Lord made man upright. He was created with a perfectly balanced mind, the size
and strength of all his organs being fully and harmoniously developed. But through the seductions
of the wily foe, the prohibition of God was disregarded, and the laws of nature wrought out their
full penalty.
Adam and Eve were permitted to eat of all the trees in their Eden home, save one. The Lord
said to the holy pair, "In the day that ye eat of the tree of knowledge of good and evil, ye shall
surely die."[* SEE GENESIS 3.] Eve was beguiled by the serpent, and made to believe that God
would not do as he had said. She ate, and thinking she felt the sensation of a new and more
exalted life, she bore the fruit to her husband. The serpent had said that she should not die, and
she felt no ill effects from eating the fruit, -- nothing which could be interpreted to mean death,
but, instead, a pleasurable sensation, which she imagined was as the angels felt. Her experience
stood arrayed against the positive command of Jehovah, yet Adam permitted himself to be
seduced by it.
Thus we often find it, even in the religious world. God's express commands are transgressed;
and "because sentence against an evil work is not executed speedily, therefore the heart of the
sons of men is fully set in them to do the evil."[+ ECCL. 8:11.] In the face of the most positive
commands of God, men and women will follow their own inclinations, and then dare to pray over
the matter, to prevail upon God to allow them to go contrary to his expressed will. Satan comes to
the side of such persons, as he did to Eve in Eden, and impresses them. They have an exercise
of mind, and this they relate as a most wonderful experience which the Lord has given them. But
true experience will be in harmony with natural and divine law; false experience arrays itself
against the laws of life and the precepts of Jehovah.
Since the first surrender to appetite, mankind have been growing more and more selfindulgent, until health has been sacrificed on the altar of appetite. The inhabitants of the
antediluvian world were intemperate in eating and drinking. They would have flesh-meats,
although God had at that time given man no permission to eat animal food. They ate and drank till
the indulgence of their depraved appetite knew no bounds, and they became so corrupt that God
could bear with them no longer. Their cup of iniquity was full, and he cleansed the earth of its
moral pollution by a flood.

As men multiplied upon the earth after the flood, they again forgot God, and corrupted their
ways before him. Intemperance in every form increased, until almost the whole world was given
up to its sway. Entire cities have been swept from the face of the earth because of the debasing
crimes and revolting iniquity that made them a blot upon the fair field of God's created works. The
gratification of unnatural appetite led to the sins that caused the destruction of Sodom and
Gomorrah. God ascribes the fall of Babylon to her gluttony and drunkenness. Indulgence of
appetite and passion was the foundation of all their sins.
Esau had a strong desire for a particular article of food, and he had so long gratified himself
that he did not feel the necessity of turning from the tempting, coveted dish. He allowed his
imagination to dwell upon it until the power of appetite bore down every other consideration, and
controlled him. He thought he would suffer great inconvenience, and even death, if he could not
have that particular dish. The more he reflected upon it, the more his desire strengthened, until
his birthright lost its value and sacredness in his sight, and he bartered it away. He flattered
himself that he could dispose of his birthright at will, and buy it back at pleasure; but when he
sought to regain it, even at a great sacrifice, he was not able to do so. He then bitterly repented of
his rashness, his folly, his madness; but it was all in vain. He had despised the blessing, and the
Lord had removed it from him forever.
When the God of Israel brought his people out of Egypt, he withheld flesh-meats from them in
a great measure, but gave them bread from heaven, and water from the flinty rock. With this they
were not satisfied. They loathed the food given them, and wished themselves back in Egypt,
where they could sit by the flesh-pots. They preferred to endure slavery, and even death, rather
than to be deprived of flesh. God granted their desire, giving them flesh, and leaving them to eat
till their gluttony produced a plague, from which many of them died.
Example after example might be cited to show the effects of yielding to appetite. It seemed a
small matter to our first parents to transgress the command of God in that one act, -- the eating
from a tree that was so beautiful to the sight and so pleasant to the taste, -- but it broke their
allegiance to God, and opened the gates to a flood of guilt and woe that has deluged the world.
Crime and disease have increased with every succeeding generation. Intemperance in eating
and drinking, and the indulgence of the baser passions, have benumbed the nobler faculties of
man. Reason, instead of being the ruler, has come to be the slave of appetite to an alarming
extent. An increasing desire for rich food has been indulged, until it has become the fashion to
crowd all the delicacies possible into the stomach. Especially at parties of pleasure is the appetite
indulged with but little restraint. Rich dinners and late suppers are served, consisting of highly
seasoned meats, with rich sauces, cakes, pies, ices, tea, coffee, etc. No wonder that, with such a
diet, people have sallow complexions, and suffer untold agonies from dyspepsia.
Against every transgression of the laws of life, nature will utter her protest. She bears abuse
as long as she can; but finally the retribution comes, and it falls upon the mental as well as the
physical powers. Nor does it end with the transgressor; the effects of his indulgence are seen in
his offspring, and thus the evil is passed down from generation to generation.
The youth of to-day are a sure index to the future of society; and as we view them, what can
we hope for that future? The majority are fond of amusement and averse to work. They lack
moral courage to deny self and to respond to the claims of duty. They have but little self-control,
and become excited and angry on the slightest occasion. Very many in every age and station of
life are without principle or conscience; and with their idle, spendthrift habits they are rushing into
vice and are corrupting society, until our world is becoming a second Sodom. If the appetites and
passions were under the control of reason and religion, society would present a widely different
aspect. God never designed that the present woeful condition of things should exist; it has been
brought about through the gross violation of nature's laws.
The character is formed, to a great extent, in early years. The habits then established have
more influence than any natural endowment, in making men either giants or dwarfs in intellect; for
the very best talents may, through wrong habits, become warped and enfeebled. The earlier in
life one contracts hurtful habits, the more firmly will they hold their victim in slavery, and the more
certainly will they lower his standard of spirituality. On the other hand, if correct and virtuous
habits are formed in youth, they will generally mark the course of the possessor through life. In
most cases, it will be found that those who in later life reverence God and honor the right, learned
that lesson before there was time for the world to stamp its images of sin upon the soul. Those of

mature age are generally as insensible to new impressions as is the hardened rock; but youth is
impressible. Youth is the time to acquire knowledge for daily practice through life; a right
character may then be easily formed. It is the time to establish good habits, to gain and to hold
the power of self-control. Youth is the sowing time, and the seed sown determines the harvest,
both for this life and the life to come.
Parents should make it their first object to become intelligent in regard to the proper manner of
dealing with their children, that they may secure to them sound minds in sound bodies. The
principles of temperance should be carried out in all the details of home life. Self-denial should be
taught to children, and enforced upon them, so far as consistent, from babyhood. Teach the little
ones that they should eat to live, not live to eat; that appetite must be held in abeyance to the will;
and that the will must be governed by calm, intelligent reason.
If parents have transmitted to their children tendencies which will make more difficult the work
of educating them to be strictly temperate, and of cultivating pure and virtuous habits, what a
solemn responsibility rests upon the parents to counteract that influence by every means in their
power! How diligently and earnestly should they strive to do their duty by their unfortunate
offspring! To parents is committed the sacred trust of guarding the physical and moral constitution
of their children. Those who indulge a child's appetite, and do not teach him to control his
passions, may afterward see, in the tobacco-loving, liquor-drinking slave, whose senses are
benumbed, and whose lips utter falsehood and profanity, the terrible mistake they have made.
It is impossible for those who give the reins to appetite to attain to Christian perfection. The
moral sensibilities of your children cannot be easily aroused, unless you are careful in the
selection of their food. Many a mother sets a table that is a snare to her family. Flesh-meats,
butter, cheese, rich pastry, spiced foods, and condiments are freely partaken of by both old and
young. These things do their work in deranging the stomach, exciting the nerves, and enfeebling
the intellect. The blood-making organs cannot convert such things into good blood. The grease
cooked in the food renders it difficult of digestion. The effect of cheese is deleterious. Fine-flour
bread does not impart to the system the nourishment that is to be found in unbolted wheat bread.
Its common use will not keep the system in the best condition. Spices at first irritate the tender
coating of the stomach, but finally destroy the natural sensitiveness of this delicate membrane.
The blood becomes fevered, the animal propensities are aroused, while the moral and intellectual
powers are weakened, and become servants to the baser passions. The mother should study to
set a simple yet nutritious diet before her family.
God has furnished man with abundant means for the gratification of an unperverted appetite.
He has spread before him the products of the earth, -- a bountiful variety of food that is palatable
to the taste and nutritious to the system. Of these our benevolent heavenly Father says we may
freely eat. Fruits, grains, and vegetables, prepared in a simple way, free from spice and grease of
all kinds, make, with milk or cream, the most healthful diet. They impart nourishment to the body,
and give a power of endurance and a vigor of intellect that are not produced by a stimulating diet.
Those who use flesh-meats freely, do not always have an unclouded brain and an active
intellect, because the use of the flesh of animals tends to cause a grossness of body, and to
benumb the finer sensibilities of the mind. The liability to disease is increased by flesh-eating. We
do not hesitate to say that meat is not essential to the maintenance of health and strength.
Those who subsist largely upon meat, cannot avoid sometimes eating flesh which is more or
less diseased. In many cases the process of fitting animals for market produces an unhealthy
condition. Shut away from light and pure air, inhaling the atmosphere of filthy stables, the entire
body soon becomes contaminated with foul matter; and when such flesh is received into the
human body, it corrupts the blood, and disease is produced. If the person already has impure
blood, this unhealthful condition will be greatly aggravated. But few can be made to believe that it
is the meat they have eaten which has poisoned their blood and caused their suffering. Many die
of diseases wholly due to meat-eating, when the real cause is scarcely suspected by themselves
or others. Some do not immediately feel its effects, but this is no evidence that it does not hurt
them. It may be doing its work surely upon the system, yet for the time being the victim may
realize nothing of it.
Pork, although one of the most common articles of diet, is one of the most injurious. God did
not prohibit the Hebrews from eating swine's flesh merely to show his authority, but because it is
not a proper article of food for man. God never created the swine to be eaten under any

circumstances. It is impossible for the flesh of any living creature to be healthful when filth is its
natural element, and when it feeds upon every detestable thing.
It is not the chief end of man to gratify his appetite. There are physical wants to be supplied;
but because of this is it necessary that man shall be controlled by appetite? Will the people who
are seeking to become holy, pure, refined, that they may be introduced into the society of
heavenly angels, continue to take the life of God's creatures, and enjoy their flesh as a luxury?
From what the Lord has shown me, this order of things will be changed, and God's peculiar
people will exercise temperance in all things.
There is a class who seem to think that whatever is eaten is lost, that anything tossed into the
stomach to fill it, will do as well as food prepared with intelligence and care. But it is important that
we relish the food we eat. If we cannot, and have to eat mechanically, we fail to receive the
proper nourishment. Our bodies are constructed from what we eat; and in order to make tissues
of good quality, we must have the right kind of food, and it must be prepared with such skill as will
best adapt it to the wants of the system. It is a religious duty for those who cook, to learn how to
prepare healthful food in a variety of ways, so that it may be both palatable and healthful. Poor
cookery is wearing away the life energies of thousands. More souls are lost from this cause than
many realize. It deranges the system and produces disease. In the condition thus induced,
heavenly things cannot be readily discerned.
Some do not feel that it is a religious duty to prepare food properly; hence they do not try to
learn how. They let the bread sour before baking, and the saleratus added to remedy the cook's
carelessness, makes it totally unfit for the human stomach. It requires thought and care to make
good bread. But there is more religion in a good loaf of bread than many think. Food can be
prepared simply and healthfully, but it requires skill to make it both palatable and nourishing. In
order to learn how to cook, women should study, and then patiently reduce what they learn to
practice. People are suffering because they will not take the trouble to do this. I say to such, It is
time for you to rouse your dormant energies, and inform yourselves. Do not think the time wasted
which is devoted to obtaining a thorough knowledge and experience in the preparation of
healthful, palatable food. No matter how long an experience you have had in cooking, if you still
have the responsibilities of a family, it is your duty to learn how to care for them properly. If
necessary, go to some good cook, and put yourself under her instruction until you are mistress of
the art.
A wrong course of eating or drinking destroys health, and with it the sweetness of life. O, how
many times has a good meal, as it is called, been purchased at the expense of sleep and quiet
rest! Thousands, by indulging a perverted appetite, have brought on fever or some other acute
disease, which has resulted in death. That was enjoyment purchased at an immense cost.
Because it is wrong to eat merely to gratify a perverted taste, it does not follow that we should
be indifferent in regard to our food. It is a matter of the highest importance. No one should adopt
an impoverished diet. Many are debilitated from disease, and need nourishing, well-cooked food.
Health reformers, above all others, should be careful to avoid extremes. The body must have
sufficient nourishment. The God who gives his beloved sleep has furnished them also suitable
food to sustain the physical system in a healthy condition.
Many turn from light and knowledge, and sacrifice principle to taste. They eat when the system
needs no food, and at irregular intervals, because they have no moral stamina to resist
inclination. As the result, the abused stomach rebels, and suffering follows. Regularity in eating is
very important for health of body and serenity of mind. Never should a morsel of food pass the
lips between meals.
Many indulge in the pernicious habit of eating just before retiring. They may have taken their
regular meals, yet because they feel a sense of faintness, they think they must have a lunch. By
indulging this wrong practice it becomes a habit, and they feel as though they could not sleep
without food. In many cases this faintness comes because the digestive organs have been too
severely taxed through the day in disposing of the great quantities of food forced upon them.
These organs need a period of entire rest from labor, to recover their exhausted energies. A
second meal should never be eaten until the stomach has had time to recover from the labor of
digesting the preceding meal. When we lie down at night, the stomach should have its work all
done, that it, as well as other portions of the body, may enjoy rest. But if more food is forced upon
it, the digestive organs are put in motion again, to perform the same round of labor through the

sleeping hours. The sleep of such is often disturbed with unpleasant dreams, and in the morning
they awake unrefreshed. When this practice is followed, the digestive organs lose their natural
vigor, and the person finds himself a miserable dyspeptic. And not only does the transgression of
nature's laws affect the individual unfavorably, but others suffer more or less with him. Let any
one take a course that irritates him in any way, and see how quickly he manifests impatience! He
cannot, without special grace, speak or act calmly. He casts a shadow wherever he goes. How
can any one say, then, "It is nobody's business what I eat or drink"?
It is possible to eat immoderately, even of wholesome food. It does not follow that because
one has discarded the use of hurtful articles of diet, he can eat just as much as he pleases.
Overeating, no matter what the quality of the food, clogs the living machine, and thus hinders it in
its work.
Many make a mistake in drinking cold water with their meals. Food should not be washed
down. Taken with meals, water diminishes the flow of the saliva; and the colder the water, the
greater the injury to the stomach. Ice-water or ice-lemonade, taken with meals, will arrest
digestion until the system has imparted sufficient warmth to the stomach to enable it to take up its
work again. Masticate slowly, and allow the saliva to mingle with the food.
The more liquid there is taken into the stomach with the meals, the more difficult it is for the
food to digest; for the liquid must first be absorbed. Do not eat largely of salt; give up spiced
pickles; keep fiery food out of the stomach; eat fruit with the meals, and the irritation that calls for
so much drink will cease to exist. But if anything is needed to quench thirst, pure water is all that
nature requires. Never take tea, coffee, beer, wine, or any spirituous liquor.
In order to secure healthy digestion, food should be eaten slowly. Those who wish to avoid
dyspepsia, and those who realize their obligation to keep all their powers in a condition which will
enable them to render the best service to God, will do well to remember this. If your time to eat is
limited, do not bolt your food, but eat less, and masticate slowly. The benefit derived from food
does not depend so much on the quantity eaten, as on its thorough digestion; nor the gratification
of taste so much on the amount of food swallowed, as on the length of time it remains in the
mouth. Those who are excited, anxious, or in a hurry, would do well not to eat until they have
found rest or relief; for the vital powers, already severely taxed, cannot supply the necessary
digestive fluids. When traveling, some are almost constantly nibbling, if there is anything within
their reach. This is a most pernicious practice. If travelers would eat regularly of the simplest and
most nutritious kinds of food, they would not experience so great weariness, nor suffer so much
from sickness.
In order to preserve health, temperance in all things is necessary, -- temperance in labor,
temperance in eating and drinking. Our heavenly Father sent the light of health reform to guard
against the evils resulting from a debased appetite, that those who love purity and holiness may
know how to use with discretion the good things he has provided for them, and that by exercising
temperance in daily life, they may be sanctified through the truth.
At general meetings and camp-meetings we should have good, wholesome, nourishing food,
prepared in a simple manner. We should not turn these seasons into occasions for feasting. If we
appreciate the blessings of God, if we are feeding on the bread of life, we will not be much
concerned about gratifying the appetite. The great burden of our thoughts will be, How is it with
my soul? There will be such a longing for spiritual food, -- something which will impart spiritual
strength, -- that we will not complain if the diet is plain and simple.
God requires the body to be rendered a living sacrifice to him, not a dead or a dying sacrifice.
The offerings of the ancient Hebrews were to be without blemish, and will it be pleasing to God to
accept a human offering that is filled with disease and corruption? He tells us that our body is the
temple of the Holy Ghost; and he requires us to take care of this temple, that it may be a fit
habitation for his Spirit. The apostle Paul gives us this admonition: "Ye are not your own; for ye
are bought with a price; therefore glorify God in your body and in your spirit, which are God's."[* 1
COR. 6:19, 20.] All should be very careful to preserve the body in the best condition of health,
that they may render to God perfect service, and do their duty in the family and in society.
It is as truly a sin to violate the laws of our being as it is to break the ten commandments. To
do either is to break God's laws. Those who transgress the law of God in their physical organism,
will be inclined to violate the law of God spoken from Sinai.

Our Saviour warned his disciples that just prior to his second coming a state of things would
exist very similar to that which preceded the flood. Eating and drinking would be carried to
excess, and the world would be given up to pleasure. This state of things does exist at the
present time. The world is largely given up to the indulgence of appetite; and the disposition to
follow worldly customs will bring us into bondage to perverted habits, -- habits that will make us
more and more like the doomed inhabitants of Sodom. I have wondered that the inhabitants of
the earth were not destroyed, like the people of Sodom and Gomorrah. I see reason enough for
the present state of degeneracy and mortality in the world. Blind passion controls reason, and
every high consideration is, with many, sacrificed to lust.
To keep the body in a healthy condition, in order that all parts of the living machinery may act
harmoniously, should be a study of our life. The children of God cannot glorify him with sickly
bodies or dwarfed minds. Those who indulge in any species of intemperance, either in eating or
drinking, waste their physical energies and weaken moral power.
The apostle Peter understood the relation between the mind and the body, and raised his
voice in warning to his brethren: "Dearly beloved, I beseech you, as strangers and pilgrims,
abstain from fleshly lusts, which war against the soul."[* 1 PETER 2:11.] Many regard this text as
a warning against licentiousness only; but it has a broader meaning. It forbids every injurious
gratification of appetite or passion. Every perverted appetite becomes a warring lust. Appetite
was given us for a good purpose, not to become the minister of death by being perverted, and
thus degenerating into "lusts which war against the soul." Peter's admonition is a most direct and
forcible warning against the use of all stimulants and narcotics. These indulgences may well be
classed among the lusts that exert a pernicious influence upon moral character.
When Paul wrote, "And the very God of peace sanctify you wholly,"[+ 1 THESS. 5: 23.] he did
not exhort his brethren to aim at a standard which it was impossible for them to reach; he did not
pray that they might have blessings which it was not the will of God to give. He knew that all who
would be fitted to meet Christ in peace, must possess a pure and holy character.
The strength of the temptation to indulge appetite can be measured only by the inexpressible
anguish of our Redeemer in that long fast in the wilderness. He knew that the indulgence of
perverted appetite would so deaden man's perceptions that sacred things could not be discerned.
Adam fell by the indulgence of appetite; Christ overcame by the denial of appetite. And our only
hope of regaining Eden is through firm self-control. If the power of indulged appetite was so
strong upon the race, that, in order to break its hold, the divine Son of God, in man's behalf, had
to endure a fast of nearly six weeks, what a work is before the Christian! Yet, however great the
struggle, he may overcome. By the help of that divine power which withstood the fiercest
temptations that Satan could invent, he too may be entirely successful in his warfare with evil,
and at last may wear the victor's crown in the kingdom of God.

Extremes in Diet
Many of the views held by Seventh-day Adventists differ widely from those held by the world in
general. Those who advocate an unpopular truth should, above all others, seek to be consistent
in their own life. They should not try to see how different they can be from others, but how near
they can come to those whom they wish to influence, that they may help them to the positions
they themselves so highly prize. Such a course will commend the truths they hold.
Those who are advocating a reform in diet should, by the provision they make for their own
table, present the advantages of hygiene in the best light. They should so exemplify its principles
as to commend it to the judgment of candid minds.
There is a large class who will reject any reform movement, however reasonable, if it lays a
restriction upon the appetite. They consult taste, instead of reason and the laws of health. By this
class, all who leave the beaten track of custom and advocate reform will be opposed, and
accounted radical, let them pursue ever so consistent a course.
But no one should permit opposition or ridicule to turn him from the work of reform, or cause
him to lightly regard it. He who is imbued with the spirit which actuated Daniel, will not be narrow
or conceited, but he will be firm and decided in standing for the right. In all his associations,
whether with his brethren or with others, he will not swerve from principle, while at the same time
he will not fail to manifest a noble, Christ-like patience. When those who advocate hygienic
reform carry the matter to extremes, people are not to blame if they become disgusted. Too often
our religious faith is thus brought into disrepute, and in many cases those who witness such
exhibitions of inconsistency can never afterward be brought to think that there is anything good in
the reform. These extremists do more harm in a few months than they can undo in a life-time.
They are engaged in a work which Satan loves to see go on.
Two classes have been presented before me: first, those who are not living up to the light
which God has given them; secondly, those who are too rigid in carrying out their one-sided ideas
of reform, and enforcing them on others. When they take a position, they stand to it stubbornly,
and carry nearly everything over the mark.
The first class adopted the reform because some one else did. They did not obtain a clear
understanding of its principles for themselves. Many of those who profess the truth have received
it because some one else did, and for their life they could not give the reason of their faith. This is
why they are so unstable. Instead of weighing their motives in the light of eternity, instead of
obtaining a practical knowledge of the principles underlying all their actions, instead of digging
down to the bottom, and building upon a right foundation for themselves, they are walking in the
light of another's torch, and will surely fail.
The other class take wrong views of the reform. They adopt too meager a diet. They subsist
upon a poor quality of food, prepared without reference to the nourishment of the system. It is
important that food be prepared with care, so that the appetite, when not perverted, can relish it.
Because we, from principle, discard the use of those things which irritate the stomach and
destroy health, the idea should never be given that it is of little consequence what we eat. I do not
recommend an impoverished diet. Many who need the benefits of healthful living, and from
conscientious motives adopt what they believe to be such, are deceived by supposing that a
meager bill of fare, prepared without painstaking, and consisting mostly of mushes and so-called
gems, heavy and sodden, is what is meant by a reformed diet. Some use milk and a large
amount of sugar on mush, thinking that they are carrying out health reform. But the sugar and
milk combined are liable to cause fermentation in the stomach, and are thus harmful. The free
use of sugar in any form tends to clog the system, and is not unfrequently a cause of disease.
Some think that they must eat only just such an amount, and just such a quality, and confine
themselves to two or three kinds of food. But in eating too small an amount, and that not of the
best quality, they do not receive sufficient nourishment.
There is real common sense in health reform. People cannot all eat the same things. Some
articles of food that are wholesome and palatable to one person, may be hurtful to another. Some
cannot use milk, while others can subsist upon it. For some, dried beans and peas are
wholesome, while others cannot digest them. Some stomachs have become so sensitive that
they cannot make use of the coarser kind of graham flour. So it is impossible to make an
unvarying rule by which to regulate every one's dietetic habits.

Narrow ideas, an overstraining of small points, have been a great injury to the cause of
hygiene. There may be such an effort at economy in the preparation of food, that, instead of a
healthful diet, it becomes a poverty-stricken diet. What is the result? -- Poverty of the blood. I
have seen several cases of disease most difficult to cure, which were due to impoverished diet.
The persons thus afflicted were not compelled by poverty to adopt a meager diet, but did so in
order to follow out their own erroneous ideas of what constitutes health reform. Day after day,
meal after meal, the same articles of food were prepared without variation, until dyspepsia and
general debility resulted.
Many who adopt the health reform complain that it does not agree with them; but after sitting
at their tables I come to the conclusion that it is not the health reform that is at fault, but the poorly
prepared food. I appeal to men and women to whom God has given intelligence: learn how to
cook. I make no mistake when I say men, for they, as well as women, need to understand the
simple, healthful preparation of food. Their business often takes them where they cannot obtain
wholesome food. They may be called to remain days and even weeks in families that are entirely
ignorant in this respect. Then, if they have the knowledge, they can use it to good purpose.
Investigate your habits of diet. Study from cause to effect, but do not bear false witness
against health reform by ignorantly pursuing a course which militates against it. Do not neglect or
abuse the body, and thus unfit it to render to God that service which is his due. To my certain
knowledge, some of the most useful workers in our cause have died through such neglect. To
care for the body by providing for it food which is relishable and strengthening, is one of the first
duties of the householder. Better by far have less expensive clothing and furniture, than to scrimp
the supply of necessary articles for the table.
Most people enjoy better health while eating two meals a day than three; others, under their
existing circumstances, may require something to eat at supper-time; but this meal should be
very light. Let no one think himself a criterion for all, -- that every one must do exactly as he does.
Never cheat the stomach out of that which health demands, and never abuse it by placing
upon it a load which it should not bear. Cultivate self-control. Restrain appetite; keep it under the
control of reason. Do not feel it necessary to load down your table with unhealthful food when you
have visitors. The health of your family and the influence upon your children should be
considered, as well as the habits and tastes of your guests.
Some health reformers are continually worrying for fear their food, however simple and
healthful, will hurt them. To these let me say, Do not think that your food is going to hurt you; but
when you have eaten according to your best judgment, and have asked the Lord to bless the
food, believe that he has heard your prayer, and be at rest.
Health reform means something to us, and we must not belittle it by narrow views and
practices. We must be true to our convictions of right. Daniel was blessed because he was
steadfast in doing what he knew to be right, and we shall be blessed if we seek to honor God with
full purpose of heart.

Home Education
The work of the mother is an important one. Amid the homely cares and trying duties of everyday life, she should endeavor to exert an influence that will bless and elevate her household. In
the children committed to her care, every mother has a sacred charge from the heavenly Father;
and it is her privilege, through the grace of Christ, to mould their character after the divine pattern,
to shed an influence over their lives that will draw them toward God and heaven. If mothers had
always realized their responsibility, and made it their first purpose, their most important mission,
to fit their children for the duties of this life and for the honors of the future, immortal life, we would
not see the misery that now exists in so many homes in our land. The mother's work is such that
it demands continual advancement in her own life, in order that she may lead her children to
higher and still higher attainments. But Satan lays his plans to secure the souls of both parents
and children. Mothers are drawn away from the duties of home and the careful training of their
little ones, to the service of self and the world. Vanity, fashion, and matters of minor importance
are allowed to absorb the attention, and the physical and moral education of the precious children
is neglected.
If she makes the customs and practices of the world her criterion, the mother will become
unfitted for the responsible duties of her lot. If fashion holds her in bondage, it will weaken her
powers of endurance, and make life a wearing burden instead of a blessing. Through physical
weakness she may fail to appreciate the value of the opportunities that are hers, and her family
may be left to grow up without the benefit of her thought, her prayers, and her diligent instruction.
If mothers would only consider the wonderful privileges that God has given them, they would not
be so easily turned aside from their sacred duties to the trivial affairs of the world.
The mother's work begins with the babe in her arms. I have often seen the little one throw
itself and scream if its will was crossed in any way. This is the time to rebuke the evil spirit. The
enemy will try to control the minds of our children, but shall we allow him to mould them according
to his will? These little ones cannot discern what spirit is influencing them, and it is the duty of
parents to exercise judgment and discretion for them. Their habits must be carefully watched. Evil
tendencies are to be restrained, and the mind stimulated in favor of the right. The child should be
encouraged in every effort to govern itself.
Regularity should be the rule in all the habits of children. Mothers make a great mistake in
permitting them to eat between meals. The stomach becomes deranged by this practice, and the
foundation is laid for future suffering. Their fretfulness may have been caused by unwholesome
food, still undigested; but the mother feels that she cannot spend time to reason upon the matter,
and correct her injurious management. Neither can she stop to soothe their impatient worrying.
She gives the little sufferers a piece of cake or some other dainty to quiet them, but this only
increases the evil. Some mothers, in their anxiety to do a great amount of work, get wrought up
into such nervous haste that they are more irritable than the children, and by scolding and even
blows they try to terrify the little ones into quietude.
Mothers often complain of the delicate health of their children, and consult the physician,
when, if they would but exercise a little common sense, they would see that the trouble is caused
by errors in diet.
We are living in an age of gluttony, and the habits to which the young are educated, even by
many Seventh-day Adventists, are in direct opposition to the laws of nature. I was seated once at
the table with several children under twelve years of age. Meat was plentifully served, and then a
delicate, nervous girl called for pickles. A bottle of chow-chow, fiery with mustard and pungent
with spices, was handed her, from which she helped herself freely. The child was proverbial for
her nervousness and irritability of temper, and these fiery condiments were well calculated to
produce such a condition. The oldest child thought he could not eat a meal without meat, and
showed great dissatisfaction, and even disrespect, if it was not provided for him. The mother had
indulged him in his likes and dislikes till she had become little better than a slave to his caprices.
The lad had not been provided with work, and he spent the greater portion of his time in reading
that which was useless or worse than useless. He complained almost constantly of headache,
and had no relish for simple food.
Parents should provide employment for their children. Nothing will be a more sure source of
evil than indolence. Physical labor that brings healthful weariness to the muscles, will give an
appetite for simple, wholesome food, and the youth who is properly employed will not rise from

the table grumbling because he does not see before him a platter of meat and various dainties to
tempt his appetite.
Jesus, the Son of God, in laboring with his hands at the carpenter's trade, gave an example to
all youth. Let those who scorn to take up the common duties of life remember that Jesus was
subject to his parents, and contributed his share toward the sustenance of the family. Few
luxuries were seen on the table of Joseph and Mary, for they were among the poor and lowly.
Parents should be an example to their children in the expenditure of money. There are those
who, as soon as they get money, spend it for dainties to eat, or for needless adornments of dress,
and when the supply of money becomes reduced, they feel the need of that which they have
wasted. If they have an abundant income, they use every dollar of it; if small, it is not sufficient for
the habits of extravagance they have acquired, and they borrow to supply the demand. They
gather from any source possible to meet their fancied necessities. They become dishonest and
untruthful, and the record that stands against them in the books of heaven is such as they will not
care to look upon in the day of Judgment. The desire of the eye must be gratified, the craving of
the appetite indulged, and they keep themselves poor by their improvident habits, when they
might have learned to live within their means. Extravagance is one of the sins to which youth are
prone. They despise economical habits, for fear they shall be thought niggardly and mean. What
will Jesus, the Majesty of heaven, who has given them an example of patient industry and
economy, say to such?
It is not necessary to specify here how economy may be practiced in every particular. Those
whose hearts are fully surrendered to God, and who take his word as their guide, will know how
to conduct themselves in all the duties of life. They will learn of Jesus, who is meek and lowly of
heart; and in cultivating the meekness of Christ they will close the door against innumerable
temptations.
They will not be studying how to gratify appetite and the passion for display, while so many
cannot even keep hunger from the door. The amount daily spent in needless things, with the
thought, "It is only a nickel," "It is only a dime," seems very little; but multiply these littles by the
days of the year, and as the years go by, the array of figures will seem almost incredible.
The Lord has been pleased to present before me the evils which result from spendthrift habits,
that I might admonish parents to teach their children strict economy. Teach them that money
spent for that which they do not need, is perverted from its proper use. He that is unfaithful in that
which is least, would be unfaithful in much. If men are unfaithful with earthly goods, they cannot
be intrusted with the eternal riches. Set a guard over the appetite; teach your children by example
as well as by precept to use a simple diet. Teach them to be industrious, not merely busy, but
engaged in useful labor. Seek to arouse the moral sensibilities. Teach them that God has claims
upon them, even from the early years of their childhood. Tell them that there are moral
corruptions to be met on every hand, that they need to come to Jesus and give themselves to
him, body and spirit, and that in him they will find strength to resist every temptation. Keep before
their minds that they were not created merely to please themselves, but to be the Lord's agent for
noble purposes. Teach them, when temptations urge into paths of selfish indulgence, when Satan
is seeking to shut out God from their sight, to look to Jesus, pleading, "Save, Lord, that I be not
overcome." Angels will gather about them in answer to their prayer, and lead them into safe
paths.
Christ prayed for his disciples, not that they should be taken out of the world, but that they
should be kept from evil, -- that they might be kept from yielding to the temptations they would
meet on every hand. This is a prayer that should be offered up by every father and mother. But
should they thus plead with God in behalf of their children, and then leave them to do as they
please? Should they pamper the appetite until it gets the mastery, and then expect to restrain the
children? -- No; temperance and self-control should be taught from the very cradle up. Upon the
mother must rest largely the responsibility of this work. The tenderest earthly tie is that between
the mother and her child. The child is more readily impressed by the life and example of the
mother than by that of the father, because of this stronger and more tender bond of union. Yet the
mother's responsibility is a heavy one, and should have the constant aid of the father.
Intemperance in eating and drinking, intemperance in labor, intemperance in almost
everything, exists on every hand. Those who make great exertions to accomplish just so much
work in a given time, and continue to labor when their judgment tells them they should rest, are

never gainers. They are living on borrowed capital. They are expending the vital force which they
will need at a future time. And when the energy they have so recklessly used is demanded, they
fail for want of it. The physical strength is gone, the mental powers fail. They realize that they
have met with a loss, but do not know what it is. Their time of need has come, but their physical
resources are exhausted. Every one who violates the laws of health must sometime be a sufferer
to a greater or less degree. God has provided us with constitutional force, which will be needed at
different periods of our life. If we recklessly exhaust this force by continual overtaxation, we shall
sometime be losers. Our usefulness will be lessened, if not our life itself destroyed.
As a rule, the labor of the day should not be prolonged into the evening. If all the hours of the
day are well improved, the work extended into the evening is so much extra, and the overtaxed
system will suffer from the burden imposed upon it. I have been shown that those who do this,
often lose much more than they gain, for their energies are exhausted, and they labor on nervous
excitement. They may not realize any immediate injury, but they are surely undermining their
constitution.
Let parents devote the evenings to their families. Lay off care and perplexity with the labors of
the day. The husband and father would gain much if he would make it a rule not to mar the
happiness of his family by bringing his business troubles home to fret and worry over. He may
need the council of his wife in difficult matters, and they may both obtain relief in their perplexities
by unitedly seeking wisdom of God; but to keep the mind constantly strained upon business
affairs will injure the health of both mind and body.
Let the evenings be spent as happily as possible. Let home be a place where cheerfulness,
courtesy, and love exist. This will make it attractive to the children. If the parents are continually
borrowing trouble, are irritable and fault-finding, the children partake of the same spirit of
dissatisfaction and contention, and home is the most miserable place in the world. The children
find more pleasure among strangers, in reckless company, or in the street, than at home. All this
might be avoided if temperance in all things were practiced, and patience cultivated. Self-control
on the part of all the members of the family will make home almost a paradise. Make your rooms
as cheerful as possible. Let the children find home the most attractive place on earth. Throw
about them such influences that they will not seek for street companions, nor think of the haunts
of vice except with horror. If the home-life is what it should be, the habits formed there will be a
strong defense against the assaults of temptation when the young shall leave the shelter of home
for the world.
Do we build our houses for the happiness of the family, or merely for display? Do we provide
pleasant, sunny rooms for our children, or do we keep them darkened and closed, reserving them
for strangers who are not dependent on us for happiness? There is no nobler work that we can
do, no greater benefit that we can confer upon society, than to give to our children a proper
education impressing upon them, by precept and example, the important principle that purity of
life and sincerity of purpose will best qualify them to act their part in the world.
Our artificial habits deprive us of many privileges and much enjoyment, and unfit us for
usefulness. A fashionable life is a hard, thankless life. How often time, money, and health are
sacrificed, the patience sorely tried, and self-control lost, merely for the sake of display. If parents
would cling to simplicity, not indulging in expense for the gratification of vanity, and to follow
fashion; if they would maintain a noble independence in the right, unmoved by the influence of
those, who, while professing Christ, refuse to lift the cross of self-denial, they would by their
example itself give their children an invaluable education. The children would become men and
women of moral worth, and, in their turn, would have courage to stand bravely for the right, even
against the current of fashion and popular opinion.
Every act of the parents tells on the future of the children. In devoting time and money to the
outward adorning and the gratification of perverted appetite, they are cultivating vanity,
selfishness, and lust in the children. Mothers complain of being so burdened with care and labor
that they cannot take time patiently to instruct their little ones, and to sympathize with them in
their disappointments and trials. Young hearts yearn for sympathy and tenderness, and if they do
not obtain it from their parents, they will seek it from sources that may endanger both mind and
morals. I have heard mothers refuse their children some innocent pleasure, for lack of time and
thought, while their busy fingers and weary eyes were diligently engaged on some useless piece
of adorning, something which could only serve to encourage vanity and extravagance in the

children. "As the twig is bent, the tree is inclined." As the children approach manhood and
womanhood, these lessons bear fruit in pride and moral worthlessness. The parents deplore the
children's faults, but are blind to the fact that they are but reaping the crop from seed of their own
planting.
Christian parents, take up your life burden, and think candidly of the sacred obligations that
rest upon you. Make the word of God your standard, instead of following the fashions and
customs of the world, the lust of the eye, and the pride of life. The future happiness of your
families and the welfare of society depend largely upon the physical and moral education which
your children receive in the first years of their life. If their tastes and habits are as simple in all
things as they should be, if the dress is tidy, without extra adornment, mothers will find time to
make their children happy, and teach them loving obedience.
Do not send your little ones away to school too early. The mother should be careful how she
trusts the moulding of the infant mind to other hands. Parents ought to be the best teachers of
their children till they have reached eight or ten years of age. Their school-room should be the
open air, amid the flowers and birds, and their text-book the treasures of nature. As fast as their
minds can comprehend it, the parents should open before them God's great book of nature.
These lessons, given amid such surroundings, will not soon be forgotten. Great pains should be
taken to prepare the soil of the heart for the "Sower" to scatter the good seed. If half the time and
labor that is now worse than wasted in following the fashions of the world, were devoted to the
cultivation of the minds of the children, to the formation of correct habits, a marked change would
be apparent in families.
Not long since I heard a mother say that she liked to see a house fitly constructed, that defects
in the arrangement and mismatched wood-work in the finishing annoyed her. I do not condemn
nice taste in this respect, but as I listened to her, I regretted that this nicety could not have been
brought into her methods of managing her children. These were buildings for whose framing she
was responsible; yet their rough, uncourteous ways, their passionate, selfish natures and
uncontrolled wills, were painfully apparent to others. Ill-formed characters, mismatched pieces of
humanity, indeed they were, yet the mother was blind to it all. The arrangement of her house was
of more consequence to her than the symmetry of her children's character.
Cleanliness and order are Christian duties, yet even these may be carried too far, and made
the one essential, while matters of greater importance are neglected. Those who neglect the
interests of the children for these considerations, are tithing the mint and cummin, while they
neglect the weightier matters of the law, -- justice, mercy, and the love of God.
Those children who are the most indulged become willful, passionate, and unlovely. Would
that parents could realize that upon judicious early training depends the happiness of both the
parents and the children. Who are these little ones that are committed to our care?
They are the younger members of the Lord's family. "Take this son, this daughter," he says,
"nurse them for me, and fit them up 'that they may be polished after the similitude of a palace,'
that they may shine in the courts of the Lord." Precious work! important work! Yet we see mothers
sighing for a wider field of labor, for some missionary work to do. If they could only go to Africa or
India, they would feel that they were doing something. But to take up the little daily duties of life,
and carry them forward faithfully, perseveringly, seems to them an unimportant thing. Why is this?
Is it not often because the mother's work is so rarely appreciated? She has a thousand cares and
burdens of which the father seldom has any knowledge. Too often he returns home bringing with
him his cares and business perplexities to overshadow the family, and if he does not find
everything just to his mind at home, he gives expression to his feelings in impatience and faultfinding. He can boast of what he has achieved through the day; but the mother's work, to his
mind, amounts to little, or at least is undervalued. To him her cares appear trifling. She has only
to cook the meals, look after the children, sometimes a large family of them, and keep the house
in order. She has tried all day to keep the domestic machinery running smoothly. She has tried,
though tired and perplexed, to speak kindly and cheerfully, and to instruct the children and keep
them in the right path. All this has cost effort, and much patience on her part. She cannot, in her
turn, boast of what she has done. It seems to her as though she has accomplished nothing. But it
is not so. Though the results of her work are not apparent, angels of God are watching the
careworn mother, noting the burdens she carries from day to day. Her name may never appear
upon the records of history, or receive the honor and applause of the world, as may that of the

husband and father; but it is immortalized in the book of God. She is doing what she can, and her
position in God's sight is more exalted than that of a king upon his throne; for she is dealing with
character, she is fashioning minds. The mothers of the present day are making the society of the
future. How important that their children be so brought up that they shall be able to resist the
temptations they will meet on every side in later life!
Whatever may be his calling and its perplexities, let the father take into his home the same
smiling countenance and pleasant tones with which he has all day greeted visitors and strangers.
Let the wife feel that she can lean upon the large affections of her husband, -- that his arms will
strengthen and uphold her through all her toils and cares, that his influence will sustain hers, and
her burden will lose half its weight. Are the children not his as well as hers?
Let the father seek to lighten the mother's task. In the time that he would devote to selfish
enjoyment of leisure, let him seek to become acquainted with his children -- associate with them
in their sports, in their work. Let him point them to the beautiful flowers, the lofty trees, in whose
very leaves they can trace the work and love of God. He should teach them that the God who
made all these things loves the beautiful and the good. Christ pointed his disciples to the lilies of
the field and the birds of the air, showing how God cares for them, and presenting this as
evidence that he will care for man, who is of higher consequence than birds or flowers. Tell the
children that however much time may be wasted in attempts at display, our appearance can
never compare, for grace and beauty, with that of the simplest flowers of the field. Thus their
minds may be drawn from the artificial to the natural. They may learn that God has given them all
these beautiful things to enjoy, and that he wants them to give him the heart's best and holiest
affections.
Parents should seek to awaken in their children an interest in the study of physiology. Youth
need to be instructed in regard to their own bodies. There are but few among the young who have
any definite knowledge of the mysteries of life. The study of the wonderful human organism, the
relation and dependence of all its complicated parts, is one in which most mothers take little if any
interest. They do not understand the influence of the body upon the mind, or of the mind upon the
body. They occupy themselves with needless trifles, and then plead that they have no time to
obtain the information which they need in order to care properly for the health of their children. It
is less trouble to trust them to the doctors. Thousands of children die through ignorance of the
laws of their being.
If parents themselves would obtain knowledge upon this subject, and feel the importance of
putting it to a practical use, we should see a better condition of things. Teach your children to
reason from cause to effect. Show them that if they violate the laws of their being, they must pay
the penalty by suffering. If you cannot see as rapid improvement as you desire, do not be
discouraged, but instruct them patiently, and press on until victory is gained. Continue to teach
them in regard to their own bodies, and how to take care of them. Recklessness in regard to
bodily health tends to recklessness in morals.
Do not neglect to teach your children how to prepare healthful food. In giving them these
lessons in physiology and in good cooking, you are giving them the first steps in some of the most
useful branches of education, and inculcating principles which are needful elements in a religious
education.
All the lessons of which I have spoken in this article are needed. If properly heeded, they will
be like a bulwark that will preserve our children from the evils which are flooding the world. We
want temperance at our tables. We want houses where the God-given sunlight and the pure air of
heaven are welcomed. We want a cheerful, happy influence in our homes. We must cultivate
useful habits in our children, and must instruct them in the things of God. It costs something to do
all this. It costs prayers and tears, and patient, oft-repeated instruction. We are sometimes put to
our wit's end to know what to do; but we can take the children to God in our prayers, pleading that
they may be kept from evil, praying, "Now, Lord, do thy work; soften and subdue the hearts of our
children." And he will hear us. He hearkens to the prayers of the weeping, careworn mothers.
When Christ was on earth, the burdened mothers brought their children to him; they thought that
if he would lay his hands upon them, they would have better courage to bring them up as they
ought to go. The Saviour knew why these mothers came to him with their little ones, and he
rebuked the disciples, who would have kept them away, saying, "Suffer the little children to come

unto me, and forbid them not; for of such is the kingdom of God."[* MARK 10:14.] Jesus loves the
little ones, and he is watching to see how parents are doing their work.
Iniquity abounds on every hand, and if the children are saved, earnest, persevering effort must
be put forth. Christ has said, "I sanctify myself, that they also might be sanctified."[+ JOHN
17:19.] He wanted his disciples to be sanctified, and he made himself their example, that they
might follow him. What if fathers and mothers should take this same position, saying, "I want my
children to have steadfast principles, and I will give them an example of this in my life"? Let the
mother think no sacrifice too great, if made for the salvation of her household. Remember, Jesus
gave his life for the purpose of rescuing you and yours from ruin. You will have his sympathy and
help in this blessed work, and will be a laborer together with God.
In whatever else we may fail, let us be thorough in the work for our children. If they go forth
from the home-training pure and virtuous, if they fill the least and lowest place in God's great plan
of good for the world, our life-work can never be called a failure.

Overburdened Housekeepers
With many, the all-absorbing object of life,--that which justifies any expenditure or labor,--is to
appear in the latest style. Education, health, and comfort are sacrificed at the shrine of fashion.
Even in the table arrangements, fashion and show exert their baleful influence. The healthful
preparation of food becomes a secondary matter. The serving of a great variety of dishes absorbs
time, money, and taxing labor, without accomplishing any good. It may be fashionable to have
half a dozen courses at a meal, but the custom is ruinous to health. It is a fashion that sensible
men and women should condemn, by both precept and example. Do have a little regard for the
life of your cook. "Is not the life more than meat, and the body than raiment?"[* MATT. 6:25.]
In these days, domestic duties claim almost the whole time of the housekeeper. How much
better it would be for the health of the household, if the table preparations were more simple.
Thousands of lives are sacrificed every year at this altar,--lives which might have been prolonged
had it not been for this endless round of manufactured duties. Many a mother goes down to the
grave, who, had her habits been simple, might have lived to be a blessing in the home, the
church, and the world.
Satan is the inventor of these customs with which the society of our day is overburdened, and
many of the votaries of fashion know no better way than to spend their precious probationary time
in the almost fruitless endeavor to keep up with her ever-changing decrees. What account can
they render in the Judgment to God, who has a just claim upon their time, their strength, and all
their powers?
There is a general cry all over our land, "Where shall I find a good housekeeper, one who
knows how to cook?" Indeed, the dearth of good cooks and housekeepers is becoming alarming.
If this state of things continues, we shall be left entirely destitute of good domestic help.
But what is the reason for this fear of household duties among our girls? The great reason is,
that such labor has been considered a disgrace. As a general thing, the cook has not received
the respect due her. I have seen people, once poor but now rich, whose good sense seemed to
have fled with their poverty, and they became superficial in everything. Some who learn to be
seamstresses, type-setters, proof-readers, book-keepers, or school-teachers, consider
themselves too aristocratic to associate with the cook.
These ideas have pervaded nearly all classes of society. The cook is made to feel that her
occupation is one which places her low in the scale of social life, and that she must not expect to
associate with the family on equal terms. Can you be surprised, then, that intelligent girls seek
some other employment? Do you marvel that there are so few educated cooks? The only marvel
is that there are so many who will submit to such treatment.
The cook fills an important place in the household. She is preparing food to be taken into the
stomach, to form brain, bone, and muscle. The health of all the members of the family depends
largely upon her skill and intelligence. Household duties will never receive the attention they
demand until those who faithfully perform them are held in proper respect.
Self-love, self-worship, idolatry of self, have bound upon the necks of women a yoke grievous
to be borne. They are weighed down with burdens heavy to carry. And this wearisome labor in
the interest of fashion is repaid only by suffering and oppression. Christ, looking down the ages,
saw the state of things which now exists, and to these overladen ones he gives the blessed
invitation, "Come unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take my
yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart, and ye shall find rest unto your
souls."[* MATT 11:28, 29.]

Parental Responsibility
God has permitted the light of health reform to shine upon us in these last days, that by
walking in the light we may escape many of the dangers to which we shall be exposed. Satan is
working with great power to lead men to indulge appetite, gratify inclination, and spend their days
in heedless folly. He presents attractions in a life of selfish enjoyment and of sensual indulgence.
Intemperance saps the energies of both mind and body. He who is thus overcome has placed
himself upon Satan's ground, where he will be tempted and annoyed, and finally controlled at
pleasure by the enemy of all righteousness.
Parents need to be impressed with their obligation to give to the world children having welldeveloped character, --children who will have moral power to resist temptation, and whose life will
be an honor to God and a blessing to their fellow-men. Those who enter upon active life with firm
principles, will be prepared to stand unsullied amid the moral pollutions of this corrupt age. Let
mothers improve every opportunity to educate their children for usefulness.
The work of the mother is sacred and important. She should teach her children, from the
cradle up, habits of self-denial and self-control. Her time, in a special sense, belongs to her
children. But if it is mostly occupied with the follies of this degenerate age, if society, dress, and
amusements absorb her attention, her children will fail to be suitably educated.
Many mothers who deplore the intemperance that exists everywhere, do not look deep
enough to see the cause. Too often it may be traced to the home table. Many a mother, even
among those who profess to be Christians, is daily setting before her household rich and highly
seasoned food, which tempts the appetite and encourages overeating. In some families, fleshmeats constitute the principal article of diet, and in consequence, the blood is filled with
cancerous and scrofulous humors. Then when suffering and disease follow, Providence is
charged with that which is the result of a wrong course. I repeat: intemperance begins at the
table, and, with the majority, appetite is indulged until indulgence becomes second nature.
Whoever eats too much, or of food which is not healthful, is weakening his power to resist the
clamors of other appetites and passions. Many parents, to avoid the task of patiently educating
their children to habits of self-denial, indulge them in eating and drinking whenever they please.
The desire to satisfy the taste and to gratify inclination does not lessen with the increase of years;
and these indulged youth, as they grow up, are governed by impulse, slaves to appetite. When
they take their place in society, and begin life for themselves, they are powerless to resist
temptation. In the glutton, the tobacco-devotee, the wine-bibber, and the inebriate, we see the evil
results of erroneous education and of self-indulgence.
When we hear the sad lamentation of Christian men and women over the terrible evils of
intemperance, the questions at once arise: Who have educated the youth? who have fostered in
them these unruly appetites? who have neglected the solemn responsibility of forming their
character for usefulness in this life, and for the society of heavenly angels in the next?
When parents and children meet at the final reckoning, what a scene will be presented!
Thousands of children who have been slaves to appetite and debasing vice, whose lives are
moral wrecks, will stand face to face with the parents who made them what they are. Who but the
parents must bear this fearful responsibility? Did the Lord make these youth corrupt?--Oh, no!
Who, then, has done this fearful work? Were not the sins of the parents transmitted to the
children in perverted appetites and passions? and was not the work completed by those who
neglected to train them according to the pattern which God has given? Just as surely as they
exist, all these parents will pass in review before God.
Satan is ready to do his work; he will not neglect to present allurements which the children
have no will or moral power to resist. I saw that, through his temptations, he is instituting everchanging fashions, and attractive parties and amusements, that mothers may be led to devote
their time to frivolous matters, instead of to the education and training of their children. Our youth
need mothers who will teach them from the cradle to control passion, to deny appetite, and to
overcome selfishness. They need line upon line, precept upon precept, here a little and there a
little.
The Hebrews were taught how to train their children so that they might avoid the idolatry and
wickedness of the heathen nations: "Therefore shall ye lay up these my words in your heart and
in your soul, and bind them for a sign upon your hand, that they may be as frontlets between your
eyes. And ye shall teach them your children, speaking of them when thou sittest in thine house,

and when thou walkest by the way, when thou liest down, and when thou risest up."[* DEUT.
11:18, 19.]
Woman should fill the position which God originally designed for her, as her husband's equal.
The world needs mothers who are mothers not merely in name, but in every sense of the word.
We may safely say that the distinctive duties of woman are more sacred, more holy, than those of
man. Let woman realize the sacredness of her work, and in the strength and fear of God take up
her life mission. Let her educate her children for usefulness in this world, and for a home in the
better world.
The position of a woman in her family is more sacred than that of the king upon his throne. Her
great work is to make her life an example such as she would wish her children to copy. And by
precept as well as example, she is to store their minds with useful knowledge, and lead them to
self-sacrificing labor for the good of others. The great stimulus to the toiling, burdened mother
should be that every child who is trained aright, and who has the inward adorning, the ornament
of a meek and quiet spirit, will shine in the courts of the Lord.
I entreat Christian mothers to realize their responsibility, and to live, not to please themselves,
but to glorify God. Christ pleased not himself, but took upon him the form of a servant. He left the
royal courts, and clothed his divinity with humanity, that by his own example he might teach us
how we may be exalted to the position of sons and daughters in the royal family, children of the
heavenly King. But what are the conditions upon which we may obtain this great blessing? -"Come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the unclean; and
I will receive you, and will be a father unto you, and ye shall be my sons and daughters."[* 2
COR. 6:17, 18.]
Christ humbled himself from the position of one equal with God to that of a servant. His home
was in Nazareth, a place proverbial for its wickedness. His parents were among the lowly poor.
His trade was that of a carpenter, and he labored with his hands to do his part in sustaining the
family. For thirty years he was subject to his parents. The life of Christ points out our duty to be
diligent in labor, and to provide for those intrusted to our care.
In his lessons of instruction to his disciples, Jesus taught them that his kingdom is not a
worldly kingdom, where all are striving for the highest position; but he gave them lessons in
humility and self-sacrifice for the good of others. His humility did not consist in a low estimate of
his own character and qualifications, but in adapting himself to fallen humanity, in order to raise
them up with him to a higher life. Yet how few see anything attractive in the humility of Christ!
Worldlings are constantly striving to exalt themselves one above another; but Jesus, the Son of
God, humbled himself in order to uplift man. The true disciple of Christ will follow his example.
Would that the mothers of this generation might feel the sacredness of their mission, not trying
to vie with their wealthy neighbors in appearance, but seeking to honor God by the faithful
performance of duty. If right principles in regard to temperance were implanted in the youth who
are to form and mould society, there would be little necessity for temperance crusades. Firmness
of character, moral control, would prevail, and in the strength of Jesus the temptations of these
last days would be resisted.
It is a most difficult matter to unlearn the habits which have been indulged through life. The
demon of intemperance is of giant strength, and is not easily conquered. But let parents begin the
crusade against it at their own firesides, in their own families, in the principles they teach their
children from their very infancy, and then they may hope for success. It will pay you, mothers, to
use the precious hours which are given you by God in forming the character of your children, and
in teaching them to adhere strictly to the principles of temperance in eating and drinking.
A sacred trust is committed to parents, to guard the physical and moral constitution of their
children, so that the nervous system may be well balanced, and the soul not endangered. Fathers
and mothers should understand the laws of life, that they may not, through ignorance, allow
wrong tendencies to develop in their children. The diet affects both physical and moral health.
How carefully, then, should mothers study to supply the table with the most simple, healthful food,
in order that the digestive organs may not be weakened, the nerves unbalanced, or the
instruction which they give their children counteracted.
Satan sees that he cannot have so great power over minds when the appetite is kept under
control as when it is indulged, and he is constantly working to lead men to indulgence. Under the
influence of unhealthful food, the conscience becomes stupefied, the mind is darkened, and its

susceptibility to impressions is impaired. But the guilt of the transgressor is not lessened because
the conscience has been violated till it has become insensible.
Since a healthy state of mind depends upon the normal condition of the vital forces, what care
should be exercised that neither stimulants nor narcotics be used! Yet we see that a large
number of those who profess to be Christians are using tobacco. They deplore the evils of
intemperance; yet while speaking against the use of liquors, these very men will eject the juice of
tobacco. There must be a change of sentiment with reference to tobacco-using before the root of
the evil will be reached. We press the subject still closer. Tea and coffee are fostering the
appetite for stronger stimulants. And then we come still closer home, to the preparation of food,
and ask, Is temperance practiced in all things? are the reforms which are essential to health and
happiness carried out here?
Every true Christian will have control of his appetites and passions. Unless he is free from the
bondage of appetite, he cannot be a true, obedient servant of Christ. The indulgence of appetite
and passion blunts the effect of truth upon the heart. It is impossible for the spirit and power of the
truth to sanctify a man, soul, body, and spirit, when he is controlled by sensual desires.

Education and Health
For generations the prevailing system of education has been destructive to health, and even to
life itself. Many parents and teachers fail to understand that in the child's early years the greatest
attention needs to be given to the physical constitution, that a healthy condition of body and brain
may be secured. It has been the custom to encourage sending children to school when they were
mere babies, needing a mother's care. In many instances the little ones are crowded into illventilated school-rooms, where they sit in improper positions, upon poorly constructed benches,
and as the result the young and tender frames often become deformed. Little children, whose
limbs and muscles are not strong, and whose brains are undeveloped, are kept confined, to their
injury. Many have but a slight hold on life to begin with, and confinement in school from day to
day makes them nervous, and they become diseased. Their bodies are dwarfed in consequence
of the exhausted condition of the nervous system. Yet when the lamp of life goes out, parents and
teachers do not realize that they were in any way responsible for quenching the vital spark.
Standing by the grave of their child, the afflicted parents look upon their bereavement as a special
dispensation of Providence, when it was their own inexcusably ignorant course that destroyed the
young life. Under such circumstances, to charge the death to Providence savors of blasphemy.
God wants the little ones to live, and receive a right education, that they may develop a beautiful
character, glorify him in this world, and praise him in the better world.
Parents and teachers take the responsibility of training these children, yet how few of them
realize their duty before God to become acquainted with the physical organism, that they may
know how to preserve the life and health of those who are placed in their charge. Thousands of
children die because of the ignorance of those who care for them.
Many children have been ruined for life, and some have died, as the result of the injudicious
course of parents and teachers, in forcing the young intellect while neglecting the physical nature.
The children were too young to be in a school-room. Their minds were taxed with lessons when
they should have been left untasked until the physical strength was sufficient to support mental
effort. Small children should be as free as lambs to run out-of-doors. They should be allowed the
most favorable opportunity to lay the foundation for a sound constitution.
Youth who are kept in school, and confined to close study, cannot have sound health. Mental
effort without corresponding physical exercise, calls an undue proportion of blood to the brain,
and thus the circulation is unbalanced. The brain has too much blood, while the extremities have
too little. The hours of study and recreation should be carefully regulated, and a portion of the
time should be spent in physical labor. When the habits of students in eating and drinking,
dressing and sleeping, are in accordance with physical law, they can obtain an education without
sacrificing health. The lesson must be often repeated, and pressed home to the conscience, that
education will be of little value if there is no physical strength to use it after it is gained.
Students should not be permitted to take so many studies that they will have no time for
physical training. The health cannot be preserved unless some portion of each day is given to
muscular exertion in the open air. Stated hours should be devoted to manual labor of some kind,
anything which will call into action all parts of the body. Equalize the taxation of the mental and
the physical powers, and the mind of the student will be refreshed. If he is diseased, physical
exercise will often help the system to recover its normal condition. When students leave college,
they should have better health and a better understanding of the laws of life than when they
entered it. The health should be as sacredly guarded as the character.
Many students are deplorably ignorant of the fact that diet exerts a powerful influence upon
the health. Some have never made a determined effort to control the appetite, or to observe
proper rules in regard to diet. They eat too much, even at their meals, and some eat between
meals whenever the temptation is presented. If those who profess to be Christians desire to solve
the questions so perplexing to them, why their minds are so dull, why their religious aspirations
are so feeble, they need not, in many instances, go farther than the table; here is cause enough,
if there were no other.
Many separate themselves from God by their indulgence of appetite. He who notices the fall of
a sparrow, who numbers the very hairs of the head, marks the sin of those who indulge perverted
appetite at the expense of weakening the physical powers, benumbing the intellect, and
deadening the moral perceptions.

The teachers themselves should give proper attention to the laws of health, that they may
preserve their own powers in the best possible condition, and by example as well as by precept
may exert a right influence upon their pupils. The teacher whose physical powers are already
enfeebled by disease or overwork, should pay special attention to the laws of life. He should take
time for recreation. He should not take upon himself responsibilities outside of his school-work,
which will so tax him, physically or mentally, that his nervous system will be unbalanced; for in
this case he will be unfitted to deal with minds, and cannot do justice to himself or to his pupils.
Our institutions of learning should be provided with every facility for instruction regarding the
mechanism of the human system. Students should be taught how to breathe, how to read and
speak so that the strain will not come on the throat and lungs, but on the abdominal muscles.
Teachers need to educate themselves in this direction. Our students should have a thorough
training, that they may enter upon active life with an intelligent knowledge of the habitation which
God has given them. Teach them that they must be learners as long as they live. And while you
are teaching them, remember that they will teach others. Your lessons will be repeated for the
benefit of many more than sit before you day by day.

Dress
Fashion rules the world; and she is a tyrannical mistress, often compelling her devotees to
submit to the greatest inconvenience and discomfort. Fashion taxes without reason, and collects
without mercy. She has a fascinating power, and stands ready to criticise and ridicule all who do
not follow in her wake.
Satan, the instigator and prime mover in the ever-changing, never-satisfying decrees of
fashion, is always busy devising something new that shall prove an injury to physical and moral
health; and he triumphs that his devices succeed so well. Death laughs that the health-destroying
folly and blind zeal of the worshipers at fashion's shrine bring them so easily under his dominion.
Happiness and the favor of God are laid upon her altar.
We see the world absorbed in vain amusements. The first and best thoughts of the larger
portion are given to dress, and the culture of mind and heart is neglected. Even among those who
profess to love and keep the commandments of God, there are some who ape this class as
nearly as they possibly can and retain the name of Christian. Some of the young are so eager for
display that they are willing to give up even the Christian name if they can only indulge their
vanity in dress.
On Sunday many of the popular churches appear more like a theater than like a place for the
worship of God. Every style of fashionable dress is displayed there. Many of the poor have not
courage to enter such houses of worship. Their plain dress, thought it may be neat, is in marked
contrast with that of their more wealthy sisters, and this difference causes them to feel
embarrassed. Some try to appear like the wealthy by trimming goods of an inferior quality in
imitation of more costly apparel. Poor girls, receiving but small wages, often spend their last cent
in order to dress like those who are not obliged to earn their own living. In consequence, they
have nothing laid by for sickness, nothing to put into the treasury of God, no time to improve the
mind or to study God's word, no time for secret prayer or the prayer-meeting.
It is a lamentable fact that many professed Christian women take the lead in patronizing the
fashions; and those who make no pretensions to religion, follow in their steps. Some who are in
humble circumstances, in their efforts to keep pace with the ever-changing styles of dress,
endure privation, and work far beyond their strength, in order to retain their place in fashionable
society. This temptation is so strong that some, in trying to gain their object, are guilty of
dishonesty and theft. Many are led to ruin by the desire for self-adornment. Professed Christians
who have, by their example, opened a door of temptation to their weak sisters, will have a fearful
account to meet in the day of final reckoning. Inexperienced ones, charmed with the respect paid
to those who dress stylishly, become so infatuated that nothing is too precious to exchange for
artificial decorations.
While superfluous trimming and ornaments are to be avoided, as opposed to our profession as
followers of the meek and lowly Jesus, we would not discourage the exercise of correct taste,
neatness, and order in dress. There are those who are careless of their apparel, and are always
harping on pride in dress. They think it a virtue to be untidy, and to dress without order or taste.
They class decency and neatness with pride, and excuse themselves for their neglect of apparel,
even upon the Sabbath, under pretense of carrying out that separation from the world which the
word of God requires of his people. If these persons had an engagement to meet a friend
honored by the world, and they wished to be especially favored by him, they would exert
themselves to appear in his presence with the best and neatest apparel they could obtain. Yet
when they meet upon the Sabbath to worship the great God, they think it is of no consequence in
what dress they appear, or what is the condition of their person. In His house, which is as the
audience-chamber of the Most High, where heavenly angels are in attendance, they assemble
with but little respect or reverence. All who meet upon the Sabbath to worship God, should, if
possible, have neat, well-fitting, comely garments to wear in the house of worship. It is a dishonor
to the Sabbath, to God, and to his house, for those who profess to believe that the Sabbath is the
holy of the Lord, and honorable, to wear upon that day the soiled clothing which they have worn
through the labors of the week, if they can obtain anything more suitable.
The followers of Christ are represented by him as the salt of the earth and the light of the
world. Without the saving influence of Christians, the world would perish in its own corruption.
Look upon the class of professed Christians described, who are careless of their dress and
person, and loose in business transactions. Think you if our Saviour were upon earth he would

point to them as the salt of the earth and the light of the world?--No, never. True Christians are
elevated in their conversation; and while they believe it to be a sin to condescend to foolish
flattery, they are courteous, kind, and benevolent. Their words are those of sincerity and truth.
They are faithful in their dealings with their brethren and with the world. In their dress they avoid
superfluity and display; but their clothing is modest, and arranged upon the person with order and
taste. They are more anxious for their bodies to be in a condition to glorify God, than they are to
be clothed according to the latest dictates of fashion.
The suffering caused among women by unhealthful dress cannot be estimated. Many have
become life-long invalids through their compliance with the demands of fashion. Health and life
have been sacrificed to the insatiable goddess. Many seem to think that have a right to treat their
bodies as they please; but they forget that their bodies are not their own. The Creator who formed
them has claims upon them that they cannot lightly throw off. Every needless transgression of the
laws of our being is virtually a transgression of the law of God, and is sin in the sight of Heaven.
The Creator knew how to form the human body. He did not need to consult the mantua-makers in
regard to their ideas of beauty. God, who created everything that is lovely and glorious in nature,
understood how to make the human form beautiful and healthy. The modern improvements upon
his plan are insulting to the Creator. They deform that which he made perfect.
It is Satan's design so to pervert every function of our being that life may be made miserable,
and God may be dishonored in the creatures he has made. If women make the customs of the
world their criterion, they will become unfitted, both physically and mentally, for the duties of life.
Many have done themselves untold injury by compressing the waist. Their power to do good in
the family and in society is greatly lessened; and if they are mothers, their children are robbed of
vitality. When the waist is compressed, the circulation of the blood is impeded, and the internal
organs, cramped and crowded out of place, cannot perform their work properly. It is impossible,
under such circumstances, to take a full inspiration. Thus the pernicious habit of breathing only
with the upper part of the lungs is formed, and feebleness and disease are often the result.
The dangers resulting from compression of the waist are not realized by the majority of
women, though many able pens have treated upon the subject. Many claim that tight-lacing is
now nearly or quite abandoned, and such may think these remarks are uncalled-for; but it is true
to-day that the clothing of most women is worn too tight for the proper action of the vital organs.
Every article of dress upon the person should be worn so loose that in raising the arms the
clothing will be correspondingly lifted.
Another error in the dress of women of the present day is that of wearing their skirts so that
the weight is sustained by the hips alone. This heavy weight, pressing upon the bowels, drags
them downward, and causes weakness of the stomach and a feeling of lassitude, which leads the
sufferer to incline forward. This tends further to cramp the lungs, and prevent their proper action.
The blood becomes impure, the pores of the skin fail in their office, sallowness and disease
result, and beauty and health are gone. Ladies may resort to cosmetics to restore the tint of the
complexion, but they cannot thus bring back the glow of health. That which renders the skin dark
and dingy, also clouds the spirits, and destroys cheerfulness and peace of mind. Every woman
who values health should avoid hanging any weight upon the hips. The shoulders should sustain
the weight of every article of clothing worn upon the person. This will go far to prevent the
weaknesses which prevail among women to such an alarming extent.
The limbs, which should have even more covering than any other portion of the body, because
farthest from the center of circulation, are often not suitably protected; while over the vital organs,
where there is naturally more warmth than in other portions of the body, there is an undue
proportion of covering. The heavy draperies often worn upon the back, induce heat and
congestion in the sensitive organs which lie beneath. This fashionable attire is one of the greatest
causes of disease among women. Perfect health depends upon perfect circulation. If the limbs
are properly clothed, fewer skirts are needed. These should not be so heavy as to impede the
motion of the limbs, nor so long as to gather the dampness and filth of the ground, and their
weight should be suspended from the shoulders. The dress should fit easily, obstructing neither
the circulation of the blood, nor a free, full, natural respiration. The feet should be suitably
protected from cold and damp. Clad in this way, we can take exercise in the open air, even in the
dew of morning or evening, or after a fall of snow or rain, without fear of taking cold. Exercise in
the invigorating air of heaven is necessary to a healthy circulation of the blood. It is the best

safeguard against colds, coughs, and the internal congestions which lay the foundation of so
many diseases. True dress reform regulates every article of clothing. If those ladies who are
failing in health would lay off their fashionable robes, clothe themselves suitably for out-door
enjoyment, and exercise in the open air, carefully at first, increasing the amount as they can
endure it, many of them might recover health, and live to bless the world with their example and
the work of their hands.
It is not the will of God that men and women should die prematurely, leaving their work
unfinished. He would have us live out the full measure of our days, with every organ free to do its
allotted work. Many complain of the providences of God when disease and death remove
members of the household; but it is unjust to charge God with what is but the sure result of their
own transgression of natural laws.
Fashionable mothers clothe their little girls as unhealthfully as they do themselves. Their
waists are compressed at an early age, and the limbs are left with but slight protection, when the
forces of nature need every advantage to enable them to perfect the physical frame. The limbs
were not formed to endure exposure, as was the face. Children who are clothed according to
fashion cannot be out-doors much, unless the weather is mild. Therefore they are kept in illventilated rooms, for fear of the cold; and well they may be, with their fashionable style of
clothing. But if they were comfortably clothed, it would not harm them to exercise freely in the
open air summer or winter. Unhealthful dress brings many a child to a state of invalidism, or,
which in many cases may be preferable, to an early death. Thus fashion fills the homes of its
slaves with invalids, and our cemeteries with little graves.
Mother, do you want your child to live and wear the bloom of health? Then teach her to dress
healthfully. If you love her and desire her good, why do you teach her by your example that it is
no sin to mar the human form divine? What reason can you render to the Creator for deforming
his handiwork? Turn away from the fashion plates, and study the human organism. We are
fearfully and wonderfully made, and we are to present our bodies a living sacrifice to God. How
can Christian mothers be worshipers at the shrine of fashion, and yet preserve their loyalty to the
God of heaven? It is impossible; "ye cannot serve God and mammon."[* LUKE 16:13.] You
cannot devote your time and talents to the world, and yet keep your mind and body in a condition
to do the work committed to you, of training your children for God, and aiding them in a physical
development that shall be a blessing to them to the end of life.
Little boys also are dressed so as to leave the lower limbs with far less protection than the
upper part of the body. The limbs, being remote from the center of circulation, demand greater
protection, instead of less. The veins which convey the blood to the extremities are large,
providing for the flow of a sufficient quantity of blood to afford warmth and nutrition. But when the
blood is chilled from these parts, the veins contract, and the circulation is retarded. Not only do
the extremities suffer from cold, but through lack of nutrition the limbs do not attain their natural
development. A good circulation purifies the blood, and secures health; while a poor circulation
renders the blood impure, and induces congestion of the vital organs.
Mothers, why not clothe your boys and girls comfortably and properly? Let their dress be
simple, loose, and comfortable; clothe their limbs, and especially the ankles, warmly and evenly;
then let them go out and exercise in the open air, and live to enjoy health and happiness. It will
take moral courage to break away from the chains of fashion, and dress and educate your
children with reference to health; but the result will abundantly repay all the self-denial and
inconvenience occasioned.
Mothers sacrifice to fashion the God-given time which should be devoted to forming the
character of their children. Health is impaired by bending over sewing, within doors, shut away
from the sunshine and pure air. Opportunities are lost that should be improved in educating the
mind, and storing it with useful knowledge. Thus they are not qualified to instruct and train their
children for usefulness in this world, or to fit them for the better world. Women are bending their
shoulders to a heavy cross. Should Christ demand of them, as his disciples, so great a sacrifice,
they would feel that it was indeed too great, and the cross too heavy. Christ requires none of his
followers to lift so heavy a burden as that to which they subject themselves as slaves of fashion.
If Christian women would lead out in the good work, and set the example of dressing with
neatness and simplicity, and with regard to health, there would be a universal reform. If they
would work from an elevated standpoint, they could bring their habits of life into conformity with

the laws of their being, and live in obedience to both the physical and the moral requirements of
God. Then there would be less money, less nerve force, less physical strength, squandered for
artificial decorations, to the sacrifice of natural beauty. We should have more practical wives and
mothers, and in many families that are now wretched because of their incorrect ideas of life, there
would be a happy change.
The human heart has never been in harmony with the requirements of God. Human reasoning
has ever sought to evade or set aside the simple, direct instructions of his word. Those precepts
which enjoin self-denial and humility, which require modesty and simplicity in conversation,
deportment, and apparel, have, in every age, been disregarded, even by the majority of those
who professed to be followers of Christ. The result has ever been the same, -- the adoption of the
fashions, customs, and principles of the world.
There are few who understand their own hearts. The vain, trifling lovers of fashion may claim
to be followers of Christ, but their dress and conversation show what occupies the mind and
engages the affections. The outside appearance is an index to the heart. True refinement does
not find satisfaction in the adorning of the body for display. A modest, godly woman will dress
modestly. Simplicity of apparel always makes a sensible woman appear to the best advantage. A
refined, cultured mind will be revealed in the choice of simple and appropriate attire. In the
sanctified heart there is no place for thoughts of needless adornment.
Study the fashions less, and the character of Jesus more. The greatest and holiest of men
was also the meekest. In his character, majesty and humility were blended. He could summon the
hosts of heaven at will; the command of worlds was in his power; yet for our sake he became
poor, that we, through his poverty, might be made rich. The attractions of this world, its glory and
its pride, had no fascination for him. In the cluster of Christian graces, he made meekness and
humility prominent. Christ noticed the devotion to dress, and he cautioned, yea, he commanded,
his followers not to bestow too much thought upon it. "Why take ye thought for raiment? Consider
the lilies of the field, how they grow; they toil not, neither do they spin; yet I say unto you, That
even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these.[* MATT. 6:28, 29.]
The apostles thus describe the adornment that should be sought by Christians: "Whose
adorning, let it not be that outward adorning of plaiting the hair, and of wearing of gold, or of
putting on of apparel; but let it be the hidden man of the heart, in that which is not corruptible,
even the ornament of a meek and quiet spirit, which is in the sight of God of great price."[+ 1
PETER 3:3.] "In like manner, also, that women adorn themselves in modest apparel, with
shamefacedness and sobriety; not with broidered hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly array; but
(which becometh women professing godliness) with good works."[* 1 TIM. 2:9.] Pride and
extravagance in dress are sins to which woman is especially prone; hence these injunctions
relate directly to her.
Of how little value are gold or pearls or costly array, when compared with the meekness and
loveliness of Christ! Physical loveliness consists in symmetry -- the harmonious proportion of
parts; but spiritual loveliness consists in harmony with Christ -- the likeness of our souls to him.
The grace of Christ is indeed a priceless adornment. It elevates and ennobles the possessor; and
it also has an influence upon others, attracting them to the Source of light and blessing.
Christian sisters, labor far less to grow into the ever-changing fashions of this age. Study
rather the great pattern, Jesus Christ, that you may not grow apart from him. Manifest a
determined purpose to abide in the Vine. If you abide in Christ, you will bear much fruit. But as
the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, except it abide in the vine, "No more can ye," says Christ,
"except ye abide in me."[+ JOHN 15:14.]
The growth of the soul in grace, in purity, in comeliness, is little by little -- a progressive work;
but it must go forward unceasingly. The fruit is ever approaching perfection; the Christian is
constantly assimilating the ways and will of Christ. But with many who claim to be Christians there
is a painful certainty that they are not progressing heavenward, but are swayed by the customs
and practices of the world. Fashions the most unlovely and unhealthful, the most contradictory to
the laws of nature, are readily accepted by them. By eagerly beholding these fashions, they
become changed to the likeness of what they so much admire. Thus they hasten to adopt the
world's standard, where pride and fashion complete in them the transformation which Satan
delights to see accomplished, and they become unstable as water. The steadfast, silent working

of true piety loses its vitality and consistency; "faith, if it hath not works, is dead, being alone."[*
JAMES 2:17.]
There is a dress which every child and youth may innocently seek to obtain. It is the
righteousness of the saints. If they will only be as willing and persevering in obtaining this as they
are in fashioning their garments after the standard of worldly society, they will very soon be
clothed with the righteousness of Christ, and their names will not be blotted out of the book of life.
Mothers, as well as youth and children, need to pray, "Create in me a clean heart, O God, and
renew a right spirit within me."[+ PS. 51:10.] This purity of heart and loveliness of spirit are more
precious than gold, both for time and for eternity. Only the pure in heart shall see God.
Then, mothers, teach your children, line upon line and precept upon precept, that the
righteousness of Christ is the only dress in which they can be admitted into heaven, and that
robed in this apparel they will be constantly doing duties in this life which will glorify God.

General Hygiene
God designed that man should be active and useful; yet the life of many is little more than
mere existence. They never brighten the path of others, never bless those around them; on the
contrary, they are only a burden. On the side of right their influence is little more than a cipher.
Scarcely an instance of disinterested benevolence brightens their life record. No pleasant
memory survives them at their death; for there was no true goodness to leave a loving impress,
even on the hearts of their friends. Such a life is a sad failure. It is the life of an unfaithful steward,
who forgets that his Creator has claims upon him. Selfish interests attract his mind, and lead to
forgetfulness of God, and of his purpose in the creation of man.
God placed Adam and Eve in Paradise, and surrounded them with everything that was useful
and lovely. He planted for them a beautiful garden, in which no herb or flower or tree was lacking
that might be for use or ornament. Paradise delighted their senses, but this was not enough; they
must have something to call into play the wonderful machinery of the human system. Had
happiness consisted in doing nothing, man in his state of holy innocence would have been left
unemployed. But he who formed man, knew what would be for his best happiness, and he no
sooner created him than he gave him his appointed work. A life of useful labor is indispensable to
the physical, mental, and moral well-being of man.
God has given us all something to do; and in the discharge of various duties, our lives will be
made useful, and we shall be blessed. "Not slothful in business,"[* ROM 12:11.] is the injunction
of the apostle Paul. A person might as well expect a harvest where he has not sown, as to expect
to be saved while living in indolence. The race is not always to the swift, nor the battle to the
strong, yet "he shall become poor that dealeth with a slack hand."[* PROV.10:4.] Those who are
diligent in business may not always be prospered; but drowsiness and idleness are sure to grieve
the Spirit of God, and destroy true godliness. A stagnant pool becomes offensive; but a pure,
flowing brook spreads health and gladness over the land.
Riches and idleness are thought by some to be blessings indeed; but those who are always
busy, and who cheerfully go about their daily tasks, are the most happy, and enjoy the best
health. The healthful weariness which results from well-regulated labor secures to them the
benefits of refreshing sleep. The sentence that man must toil for his daily bread, and the promise
of future happiness and glory, both came from the same throne, and both are blessings.
Those who are in possession of wealth and leisure, and yet have no purpose in life, have little
to arouse them to either mental or physical activity. Thus many a woman loses her health, and is
driven to seek some medical institution for treatment. Here attendants are hired, at great
expense, to rub, stretch, and exercise the muscles which have become powerless by inaction.
She hires servants, that she may live a life of idleness, and then hires other servants to exercise
the muscles enfeebled by disuse. What consummate folly! How much wiser and better for
women, young or old, to brave the sneers of fashion's votaries, and obey the dictates of common
sense and the laws of life! By the cheerful performance of domestic duties, the idle daughters of
our land might become useful and happy members of society. For many, such labor is a more
effective and profitable "movement cure" than the best inventions of the physicians.
Young men, as well as young women, often manifest a sad lack of earnest purpose and moral
independence. To dress, to smoke, to talk nonsense, and to indulge their passion for amusement,
is the ideal of happiness, even with many who profess to be Christians. It is painful to think of the
time thus misspent. Hours that should be given to the study of the Scriptures or to active labor of
Christ, are worse than wasted. Life was given for a true and holy purpose. It is too precious to be
thus squandered. I entreat you who have taken the name of Christ, Examine your hearts, and
pass sentence upon yourselves. Do you not love pleasure more than you love God or your fellowmen? There is work to be done; there are souls to save; there are battles to fight; there is a
heaven to win. The mind, with all its capabilities, must be strengthened, and stored with the
treasures of divine wisdom. In the strength of God you may do noble work for the Master.
God designed that all should be workers. Upon those whose abilities and opportunities are the
greatest, rest the heaviest responsibilities; and upon them will fall the heaviest condemnation if
they are unfaithful to their trust. Even beasts of burden put to shame the do-nothing, who,
endowed with reason and a knowledge of the divine will, refuses to perform his part in God's
great plan.

The indolence of the many, occasions the overwork of the few. A large class refuse to think or
act for themselves. They have no disposition to step out of the old ruts of prejudice and error; by
their perversity they block up the way of advancement, and force the standard-bearers of the right
to more heroic efforts in their march forward. Earnest and devoted laborers are failing for want of
a helping hand, and are sinking beneath their double burden. Their graves are way-marks along
the upward path of reform.
The true glory and joy of life are found only by the working man and woman. Labor brings its
own reward, and sweet is the rest that is purchased by the fatigue of a well-spent day. But there
is a self-imposed toil which is injurious and utterly unsatisfying. It is that which gratifies
unsanctified ambition, which seeks display for notoriety. The love of possession or appearance
leads thousands to carry to excess that which, in itself, is lawful -- to devote all the strength of
mind and body to that which should occupy but a small portion of their time. They bend every
energy to the acquisition of wealth or honor, making all other objects secondary; they toil
unflinchingly for years to accomplish their purpose; yet when the goal is reached, and the coveted
reward secured, it turns to ashes in their grasp; it is a shadow. They have given their life to that
which profiteth not.
Yet all the lawful pursuits of life may be safely followed, if the spirit is kept free from selfish
hopes and the contamination of deceit and envy. The business life of the Christian should be
marked with the same purity that held sway in the workshop of the holy Nazarene. It is the
working men and women -- those who are willing to bear responsibilities with faith and hope -who find that which is great and good in life. Patient laborers, remember that those were sturdy
workmen whom Christ chose from among the fishermen of Galilee and the tent-makers of
Corinth, to labor with him in the work of salvation. From these humble men went forth a power
that will be felt through all eternity.
The angels are workers; they are ministers of God to the children of men. Those slothful
servants who look forward to a heaven of inaction, have false ideas of what constitutes heaven.
The Creator has prepared no place for the gratification of sinful indolence. Heaven is a place of
interested activity; yet to the weary and heavy laden, to those who have fought the good fight of
faith, it will be a glorious rest; for the youth and vigor of immortality will be theirs, and against sin
and Satan they will no longer have to contend. To these energetic workers a state of eternal
indolence would be irksome. It would be no heaven to them. The path of toil appointed to the
Christian on earth may be hard and wearisome, but it is honored by the footprints of the
Redeemer, and he is safe who follows in that sacred way.
The idea that those who have overtaxed their mental and physical powers, or who have
broken down in body or mind, must suspend activity in order to regain health, is a great error. In a
few cases, entire rest for a time may be necessary; but such instances are rare. In most cases
the change would be too great to be beneficial.
Those who have broken down by intense mental labor, should have rest from wearing thought;
yet to teach them that it is wrong, or even dangerous, for them to exercise their mental powers at
all, leads them to view their condition as worse than it really is. They are nervous, and finally
become a burden to themselves, as well as to those who care for them. In this state of mind, their
recovery is doubtful indeed.
Those who have overtaxed their physical powers should not be advised to forego labor
entirely. To shut them away from all exercise would in many cases prevent their restoration to
health. The will goes with the labor of the hands; and when the will-power is dormant, the
imagination becomes abnormal, so that it is impossible for the sufferer to resist disease. Inactivity
is the greatest curse that could come upon one in such a condition.
Nature's fine and wonderful mechanism needs to be constantly exercised in order to be in a
condition to accomplish the object for which it was designed. The do-nothing system is a
dangerous one in any case. Physical exercise in the direction of useful labor has a happy
influence upon the mind, strengthens the muscles, improves the circulation, and gives the invalid
the satisfaction of knowing how much he can endure, and that he is not wholly useless in this
busy world; whereas, if this is restricted, his attention is turned to himself, and he is in constant
danger of exaggerating his difficulties. If invalids would engage in some well-directed physical
exercise, using their strength but not abusing it, they would find it an effective agent in their
recovery.

When the weather will permit, those who are engaged in sedentary occupations, should, if
possible, walk out in the open air every day, summer and winter. The clothing should be suitable,
and the feet well protected. Walking is often more beneficial to health than all the medicine that
can be prescribed. For those who can endure it, walking is preferable to riding; for it brings all the
muscles into exercise. The lungs also are forced into healthy action, since it is impossible to walk
in the bracing air of a winter morning without inflating them.
Exercise aids the dyspeptic by giving the digestive organs a healthy tone. To engage in deep
study or violent exercise immediately after eating, hinders the digestive process; for the vitality of
the system, which is needed to carry on the work of digestion, is called away to other parts. But a
short walk after a meal, with the head erect and the shoulders back, exercising moderately, is a
great benefit. The mind is diverted from self to the beauties of nature. The less the attention is
called to the stomach, the better. If you are in constant fear that your food will hurt you, it most
assuredly will. Forget your troubles; think of something cheerful.
More people die for want of exercise than from overwork; very many more rust out than wear
out. In idleness the blood does not circulate freely, and the changes in the vital fluid, so
necessary to health and life, do not take place. The little mouths in the skin, through which the
body breathes, become clogged, thus making it impossible to eliminate impurities through that
channel. This throws a double burden upon the other excretory organs, and disease is soon
produced. Those who accustom themselves to exercising in the open air, generally have a
vigorous circulation. Men and women, young or old, who desire health and who would enjoy life,
should remember that they cannot have these without a good circulation. Whatever their business
or inclinations, they should feel it a religious duty to make wise efforts to overcome the conditions
of disease which have kept them in-doors.
Mental Influence
The Lord has shown me that many who are always complaining, and are apparently feeble,
are not in so bad a condition as they think. Some of them have a powerful will, which, if exercised
in the right direction, would control the imagination, and be a potent means of resisting disease;
but it is too frequently the case that the will is on the wrong side, and stubbornly refuses to yield
to reason. That will has settled the matter: invalids they are, and the attention given to invalids
they will have, irrespective of the judgment of others.
Thousands are sick and dying around us who might get well and live, if they would. But their
imagination controls them. They fear they will be made worse if they engage in any physical
labor, when this is just the change they need. They should exercise their will-power and rise
above their difficulties, engage in useful employment suited to their strength, and forget that they
have aching backs, sides, lungs, and heads.
Let invalids have an exalted aim in life, seeking to be useful and efficient in their own families,
and to become useful members of society; let them not require the attention of the whole family to
be centered on themselves, nor draw largely upon the sympathies of others; let them do their part
in bestowing love and sympathy upon the unfortunate, remembering that each has woes and
trials peculiar to himself. In thus blessing others they will realize an abundant blessing
themselves.
Those who, so far as it is possible, engage in the work of doing good to others, by giving
practical demonstration of their interest in them, are not only relieving the ills of life in helping
them to bear burdens, but are at the same time contributing largely to their own health of soul and
body. Doing good is a work that benefits both giver and receiver. If you forget self in your interest
for others, you gain a victory over your own infirmities. The pleasure of doing good animates the
mind, and vibrates through the whole body. If thou clothe the naked, and "bring the poor that are
cast out to thy house," and "deal thy bread to the hungry," "then shall thy light break forth as the
morning, and thine health shall spring forth speedily."
Importance of Pure Air
Some invalids refuse to be convinced of the great importance of having a constant supply of
pure air. For fear of taking cold, they willfully persist in living from year to year in an atmosphere
almost destitute of vitality. It is impossible for such to have a healthy circulation. The skin is
debilitated, and they become sensitive to any change in the atmosphere. The first suggestion of
cold brings out additional clothing, and the heat of the room is increased. The next day they
require a little more heat, and a little more clothing, in order to feel perfectly warm, and thus they

humor every changing feeling until they have but little vitality left. If those who can, would engage
in some active employment, instead of adding to their clothing or raising the temperature of an
already overheated room, they would generally forget their chilly sensations, and would receive
no harm. For feeble lungs, an overheated atmosphere is very injurious.
Winter is a season to be dreaded by those who are obliged to be with these invalids. It is not
only winter out-of-doors, but dreary in-doors. Under the plea that the air affects their lungs and
head, these victims of a diseased imagination shut themselves up in the house, and close the
windows. They expect to take cold from the least exposure, and they do. "Have we not proved
it?" they will argue, and no amount of reasoning can make them believe that they do not
understand the philosophy of the whole matter. It is true that they do take cold when exposed; but
it is because their course has made them as tender as babies, and they cannot endure anything.
Yet they live on with windows and doors closed, hovering over the stove, and enjoying their
misery. Why will not such try the effect of judicious out-door exercise?
Many have been taught that night air is positively injurious to health, and therefore must be
excluded from their rooms. One autumn evening I was traveling in a crowded car. The
exhalations from so many lungs and bodies rendered the atmosphere very impure, and caused a
sickening sensation to come over me. I raised my window, and was enjoying the fresh air, when a
lady in earnest, imploring tones, cried out, "Do put down that window! You will take cold and be
sick; the night air is so unhealthful!" I replied, "Madam, we have no other air than night air, in this
car or out of it. If you refuse to breathe the night air, you must stop breathing." In the cool of the
evening it may be necessary to guard against chilliness by extra clothing; but there should be a
free circulation of pure air through the room during sleeping hours. The free air of heaven, by day
or night, is one of the richest blessings we can enjoy.
Fresh air will purify the blood, refresh the body, and help to make it strong and healthy. The
invigoration produced will be reflected upon the mind, imparting to it tone and clearness, as well
as a degree of composure and serenity. It gives a healthful stimulus to the appetite, renders the
digestion of food more perfect, and induces sound, sweet sleep. Living in close, ill-ventilated
rooms, weakens the system, makes the mind gloomy, the skin sallow, and the circulation feeble;
the blood moves sluggishly, digestion is retarded, and the system is rendered peculiarly sensitive
to cold. One should so accustom himself to fresh, cool air that he will not be affected by slight
changes of temperature. Of course he should be careful not to sit in a draft or in a cold room
when weary, or when in a perspiration.
Many labor under the mistaken idea that if they have taken cold they must carefully exclude
the outside air, and increase the temperature of the room until it is excessively hot. But the
system of one suffering with cold is deranged, the pores are closed by waste matter, and there is
more or less inflammation of the internal organs, because the blood has been chilled back from
the surface, and thrown upon them. At this time, of all others, the lungs should not be deprived of
pure air. Judicious exercise would induce the blood to the surface, and thus relieve the internal
organs. The power of the will is a great help in resisting cold, and giving energy to the nervous
system. To deprive the lungs of air, is like depriving the stomach of food. Air is the food that God
has provided for the lungs. Welcome it; cultivate a love for it, as a precious boon of heaven.
Home Hygiene
One of the most prolific sources of disease is the transgression of the laws of life in regard to
personal habits. Order and cleanliness are laws of heaven. The directions given to Moses when
the Lord was about to declare his law upon Mount Sinai, were very strict in this respect. "And the
Lord said unto Moses, Go unto the people, and sanctify them to-day and to-morrow, and let them
wash their clothes."[* EX. 19:10.] They were directed to do this lest there should be impurity
about them as they should come before him. He is a God of order, and he requires order and
cleanliness in his people.
The children of Israel were in no case to allow any impurities to remain upon their clothing or
upon themselves. Those who had any personal uncleanness were to be shut out of the camp
until the evening, and then were required to cleanse themselves and their clothing before they
could return. They were also commanded to carry all their refuse to a great distance from the
camp. And this was a sanitary measure, as well as a religious regulation. The Lord requires no
less of his people now than he did anciently. A neglect of cleanliness will induce disease.
Sickness does not come without a cause. Violent epidemics of fevers have occurred in villages

and cities that were considered perfectly healthful, and these have resulted in death or broken
constitutions. In many instances the premises of the very ones who fell victims to these
epidemics, contained the agents of destruction which sent forth deadly poison into the
atmosphere, to be inhaled by the family and the neighborhood. It is astonishing to witness the
prevailing ignorance relative to the effects which slackness and recklessness produce upon
health.
When Lord Palmerston, premier of England, was petitioned by the Scottish clergy to appoint a
day of fasting and prayer to avert the cholera, he replied, "Cleanse and disinfect your streets and
houses, promote cleanliness and health among the poor, and see that they are plentifully
supplied with good food and raiment, and employ right sanitary measures generally, and you will
have no occasion to fast and pray. Nor will the Lord hear your prayers while these, his
preventives, remain unheeded."
It is not God who has brought upon us the many woes which mortals now inherit. Our own folly
has led us to deprive ourselves of things that are precious, of the blessings which, if properly
used, are of inestimable value in the maintenance of health. If you would have your home sweet
and inviting, make it bright with air and sunshine. Remove your heavy curtains, open the
windows, throw back the blinds, and enjoy the rich sunlight, even if it be at the expense of the
colors of your carpets.
Some houses are furnished expensively, more to gratify pride than for the comfort,
convenience, or health of the family. The best rooms are kept closed and dark, lest the light might
injure the rich furniture, fade the carpets, or tarnish the picture frames. When visitors are
permitted to be seated in these precious rooms, they are in danger of taking cold because of the
damp atmosphere pervading them. Parlor bedrooms are kept closed for the same reasons.
Sleeping-rooms should be large, and so arranged as to have a free circulation of air day and
night. Those who have slept in an ill-ventilated room awake feeling feverish and exhausted. This
is because the vital air was excluded, and the whole system suffers in consequence. Whoever
occupies beds which have not been freely exposed to the air and sunlight, does so at the risk of
health, and often even of life itself. There should be a circulation of air and an abundance of light
through every apartment of the house for several hours each day. If you have God's presence,
and possess earnest, loving hearts, then a humble home, made bright with air and sunshine, and
cheerful with the welcome of unselfish hospitality, will be to your family and the weary traveler a
heaven below.
Upon rising in the morning, most persons would be benefited by taking a sponge or hand bath.
This will remove all impurities from the skin, and keep it moist and supple, thereby aiding the
circulation. Persons in health should on no account neglect frequent bathing. Whether a person is
sick or well, respiration is rendered more free and full by bathing. The mind and body are alike
invigorated. The muscles become more flexible, every faculty of the intellect is made brighter.
The bath is a soother of the nerves. Instead of increasing the liability of taking cold, it fortifies
against cold, because it improves the circulation; the blood is brought to the surface, and a more
easy and regular flow of the vital fluid is obtained.
A yard beautified with scattering trees and some shrubbery, at a proper distance from the
house, has a happy influence upon the family, and, if well taken care of, will prove no injury to the
health. But shade trees and shrubbery close and dense around a house, make it unhealthful; for
they prevent the free circulation of air, and shut out the rays of the sun. In consequence, a
dampness gathers in the house, especially in wet seasons. Those who occupy the sleepingrooms are troubled with rheumatism, neuralgia, and lung complaints. Then the great quantities of
fallen leaves, if not removed immediately, decay, and poison the atmosphere. Dwellings, if
possible, should be built on high ground. If a house is built where the water will settle around it,
remaining for a time and slowly drying away, there is a poisonous miasma continually rising from
the damp ground, which breeds sore throat, fevers, ague, or lung diseases.
Many expect that God will keep them from sickness merely because they ask him to do so.
But the prayers of those who do not regard the laws of life, God cannot answer, because their
faith is not made perfect by works. When we do all on our part to insure health, then we may
expect that good results will follow, and we can ask God in faith to bless our efforts. And he will
answer our prayer, if his name can be glorified thereby. But let all understand that they have a
work to do. God will not work in a miraculous manner to preserve the health of persons who are,

by their careless inattention to the laws of health, taking a sure course to make themselves sick.
The Lord has shown me that Sabbath-keepers as a rule labor too hard, without allowing
themselves change or periods of rest. Recreation is needful to those who engage in physical
labor, and is still more essential for those whose work is principally mental. It is not essential to
our salvation nor for the glory of God to keep the mind laboring constantly and excessively, even
upon religious themes. There are amusements, such as card-playing, dancing, theater-going,
etc., which we cannot approve, because Heaven condemns them. They open the door to great
evils. By their exciting tendency they produce in some minds a passion for gambling and
dissipation. All such amusements should be condemned by Christians, and something perfectly
harmless should be substituted in their place. There are modes of recreation which are highly
beneficial to both mind and body. An enlightened, discriminating mind will find abundant means
for entertainment and diversion from sources not only innocent, but instructive. Recreation in the
open air, and the contemplation of the works of God in nature, will be of the highest benefit.

False Impressions Concerning Experience
Experience is said to be the best teacher. Genuine experience is indeed superior to mere
theoretical knowledge, but many have an erroneous idea as to what constitutes experience. Real
experience is gained by a variety of careful experiments, made with the mind free from prejudice,
uncontrolled by previously established opinions and habits. The results are marked with careful
solicitude, and an anxious desire to learn, to improve, and to reform on every point that is not in
harmony with physical and moral laws.
That which many term experience is not experience at all; it has resulted from mere habit, or
from a course of indulgence, thoughtlessly and often ignorantly followed. There has not been a
fair trial by actual experiment and thorough investigation, with a knowledge of the principles
involved in the action. Experience which is opposed to natural law,--which is in conflict with the
unchangeable principles of nature,--is not to be relied upon. Superstition arising from a diseased
imagination is often arrayed in opposition to reason and to scientific principles. To many a person,
the idea that others may gainsay what he has learned by experience, seems folly, and even
cruelty itself. But there are more errors received and held through false ideas of experience than
from any other cause. There are many invalids to-day who will ever remain such because they
cannot be convinced that their experience is not to be relied upon.
Erroneous habits and customs gird men and women as with iron bands, and they too often
justify themselves in these customs by what they term experience. Many of the grossest habits
are cherished under this plea. Many fail to reach that physical ,mental, and moral development to
which they might attain, because they cling to an experience that is opposed to the plainest
revealed facts. Men and women whose wrong habits have destroyed their health, and broken
down their constitution, will be found recommending their experience as safe for others to follow,
when it is this very experience that has robbed them of health and vitality. When you seek to
instruct them, they defend their course by referring to their experience.
Here is where we have met the greatest difficulties in religious matters. The plainest facts may
be presented, the clearest truths, sustained by the word of God, may be brought before the mind;
but the ear and the heart are closed, and the all-convincing argument is, "my experience." Some
will say, "The Lord has blessed me in believing and doing as I have; therefore I cannot be in
error." "My experience" is clung to, and the most elevating, sanctifying truths of the Bible are
rejected.
Balaam inquired of God if he might curse Israel. He was anxious that the permission might be
given, because he had the promise of great reward. But God said, "Thou shalt not go." Balaam
was urged the second time, by messengers more honorable than the first, and greater
inducements were offered. He had been shown the will of the Lord in this matter, but he was so
eager for the reward that he ventured to ask God a second time, and the Lord permitted him to
go. Then he had a wonderful experience; but who would wish to have such an experience?
Many examples might be given to show how people have been deceived by relying upon what
they supposed to be their experience.

Consulting Spiritualist Physicians
From time to time I have received letters from both ministers and lay-members of the church,
inquiring if I think it wrong to consult spiritualist and clairvoyant physicians. So numerous are
these agents of Satan becoming, and so general is the practice of seeking council from them, that
it seems needful to utter words of warning.
God has placed it in our power to obtain a knowledge of the laws of health. He has made it a
duty to preserve our physical powers in the best possible condition, that we may render to him
acceptable service. Those who refuse to improve the light and knowledge that have been
mercifully placed within their reach, are rejecting one of the means which God has granted them
to promote spiritual as well as physical life. They are placing themselves where they will be
exposed to the delusions of Satan.
Not a few in this Christian age and Christian nation resort to evil spirits, rather than trust to the
power of the living God. The mother, watching by the sick-bed of her child, exclaims, "I can do no
more. Is there no physician who has power to restore my child?" She is told of the wonderful
cures performed by some clairvoyant or magnetic healer, and she trusts her dear one to his
charge, placing it as verily in the hands of Satan as if he were standing by her side. In many
instances the future life of the child is controlled by a satanic power which it seems impossible to
break.
I have heard a mother pleading with an infidel physician to save the life of her child; but when I
entreated her to seek help from the Great Physician, who is able to save to the uttermost all who
come to him in faith, she turned away with impatience.
When Ahaziah, king of Israel, was sick, "he sent messengers, and said unto them, Go, inquire
of Baal-zebub, the god of Ekron, whether I shall recover from this disease." On the way they met
Elijah, and instead of a message from the idol, the king heard the awful denunciation from the
God of Israel, "Thou shalt not come down from that bed on which thou art gone up, but shalt
surely die."[* 2 KINGS 1:4.] It was Christ that bade Elijah speak these words to the apostate king.
Jehovah Immanuel had cause to be greatly displeased at Ahaziah's impiety. What had Christ not
done to win the hearts of Israel, and to inspire them with unwavering confidence in himself? For
ages he had visited his people with manifestations of the most condescending kindness and
unexampled love. From the time of the patriarchs, he had shown how his "delights were with the
sons of men."[+ PROV. 8:31.] He had been a very present help to all who sought him in sincerity.
"In all their affliction he was afflicted, and the Angel of his presence saved them: in his love and in
his pity he redeemed them."[++ ISA. 63:9.] Yet Israel had revolted from God, and turned for help
to the Lord's worst enemy.
The Hebrews were the only nation favored with a knowledge of the true God. When the king of
Israel sent to inquire of a pagan oracle, he proclaimed to the heathen that he had more
confidence in their idols than in the God of his people, the Creator of the heavens and the earth.
In the same manner do those who profess to have a knowledge of God's word dishonor him
when they turn from the source of strength and wisdom, to ask help or counsel from the powers
of darkness. If God's wrath was kindled by such a course on the part of a wicked, idolatrous king,
how must he regard a similar course pursued by those who profess to be his servants?
Many are unwilling to put forth the needed effort to obtain a knowledge of the laws of life and
the simple means to be employed for the restoration of health. They do not place themselves in
right relation to life. When sickness is the result of their transgression of natural law, they do not
seek to correct their errors, and then ask the blessing of God, but they resort to the physicians. If
they recover health, they give to drugs and doctors all the honor. They are ever ready to idolize
human power and wisdom, seeming to know no other god than the creature, -- dust and ashes.
It is not safe to trust to physicians who have not the fear of God before them. Without the
influence of divine grace, the hearts of men are "deceitful above all things, and desperately
wicked."[* JER. 17:9.] Self-aggrandizement is their aim. Under cover of the medical profession,
what iniquities have been practiced, what delusions supported! The physician may claim to
possess great wisdom and marvelous skill, while at the same time his character is abandoned,
and his practice contrary to the laws of health. The Lord our God assures us that he is waiting to
be gracious; he invites us to call upon him in the day of trouble. Furthermore, the teaching of
these physicians is continually leading away from the principles God has given us in regard to
health, especially on the diet question. They say we are not living as we ought, and prescribe

changes that are contrary to the light God has sent. Brethren, how can the Lord let his blessing
rest upon us when we are going right upon the enemy's ground?
Why is it that men are so unwilling to trust Him who created man, and who can, by a touch, a
word, a look, heal all manner of disease? Who is more worthy of our confidence than the One
who has made so great a sacrifice for our redemption? Our Lord has given us definite instruction,
through the apostle James, as to our duty in case of sickness. When human help fails, God will
be the helper of his people. "Is any sick among you? let him call for the elders of the church, and
let them pray over him, anointing him with oil in the name of the Lord; and the prayer of faith shall
save the sick, and the Lord shall raise him up."[* JAMES 5:14, 15.] If the professed followers of
Christ would, with purity of heart, exercise as much faith in the promises of God as they repose in
satanic agencies, they would realize, in soul and body, the life-giving power of the Holy Spirit.
God has granted to this people great light, yet we are not placed beyond the reach of
temptation. Who among us are seeking help from the gods of Ekron? Look on this picture -- a
picture not drawn from imagination. In how many, even among Seventh-day Adventists, may its
leading characteristics be seen! An invalid, apparently very conscientious, yet bigoted and selfsufficient, freely avows his contempt for the laws of life and health, which divine mercy has led us
as a people to accept. His food must be prepared in a manner to satisfy his morbid cravings.
Rather than sit at a table where wholesome food is provided, he will patronize restaurants,
because he can there indulge appetite without restraint. A fluent advocate of temperance, he
disregards its foundation principles. He wants relief, but refuses to obtain it at the price of selfdenial. That man is worshiping at the shrine of perverted appetite. He is an idolater. The powers,
which, sanctified and ennobled, might be employed to honor God, are weakened, and rendered
of little service. An irritable temper, a confused brain, and unstrung nerves are among the results
of his disregard of nature's laws. He is inefficient and unreliable. Whoever has the courage and
honesty to warn him of danger, thereby incurs his displeasure. The slightest remonstrance or
opposition is sufficient to rouse his combative spirit. But now an opportunity is presented to seek
help from one whose power comes through the medium of witchcraft. To this source he applies
with eagerness, freely expending time and money in the hope of securing the proffered boon. He
is deceived, infatuated. The sorcerer's power is made the theme of praise, and others are
influenced to seek his aid. Thus the God of Israel is dishonored, while Satan's power is revered
and exalted.
In the name of Christ I would address his professed followers: Abide in the faith which you
have received from the beginning. "Shun profane and vain babblings." [* 2 TIM. 2:16.] Instead of
putting your trust in witchcraft, have faith in the living God. Cursed is the path that leads to Endor
or to Ekron. The feet will stumble and fall that venture upon this forbidden ground. There is a God
in Israel, with whom is deliverance for all who are oppressed. Righteousness is the foundation of
his throne.
There is danger in departing in the least from the Lord's instruction. When we deviate from the
plain path of duty, a train of circumstances will arise that seems irresistibly to draw us farther and
farther from the right. Needless intimacies with those who have no respect for God will seduce us
ere we are aware. The fear of offending worldly friends will deter us from expressing our gratitude
to God, or acknowledging our dependence upon him.
We must keep close to the word of God. We need its warnings and encouragement, its
threatenings and promises. We need the perfect example given only in the life and character of
our Saviour. Angels of God will preserve his people while they walk in the path of duty; but there
is no assurance of such protection for those who deliberately venture upon Satan's ground. An
agent of the great deceiver will say and do anything to gain his object. It matters little whether he
calls himself a spiritualist, an "electric physician," or a "magnetic healer." By specious pretenses
he wins the confidence of the unwary. He pretends to read the life history, and to understand all
the difficulties and afflictions of those who resort to him. Disguising himself as an angel of light,
while the blackness of the pit is in his heart, he manifests great interest in women who seek his
counsel. He tells them that all their troubles are due to an unhappy marriage. This may be too
true, but such counsel does not better their condition. He tells them that they need love and
sympathy. Pretending great interest in their welfare, he casts a spell over his unsuspecting
victims, charming them as the serpent charms the trembling bird. Soon they are completely in his
power, and sin, disgrace, and ruin are the terrible sequel.

Our only safety is in preserving the ancient landmarks. "To the law and to the testimony; if
they speak not according to this word, it is because there is no light in them."[* ISA. 8:20.]

Our Present Work
We should educate ourselves, not only to live in harmony with the laws of health, but to teach
others the better way. Many, even of those who profess to believe the special truths for this time,
are lamentably ignorant with regard to health and temperance. They need to be educated, line
upon line, precept upon precept. The subject must be kept fresh before them. This matter must
not be passed over as non-essential; for nearly every family needs to be stirred up on the
question. The conscience must be aroused to the duty of practicing the principles of true reform.
God requires that his people shall be temperate in all things. Unless they practice true
temperance, they will not, they cannot, be susceptible to the sanctifying influence of the truth.
Our ministers should become intelligent upon this question. They should not ignore it, nor be
turned aside by those who call them extremists. Let them find out what constitutes true health
reform, and teach its principles, both by precept and by a quiet, consistent example. At our large
gatherings, instruction should be given upon health and temperance. Seek to arouse the intellect
and the conscience. Bring into service all the talent at command, and follow up the work with
publications upon the subject. "Educate, educate, educate," is the message that has been
impressed upon me.
In all our missions, women of intelligence should have charge of the domestic arrangements, - women who know how to prepare food nicely and healthfully. The table should be abundantly
supplied with food of the best quality. If any have a perverted taste that craves tea, coffee,
condiments, and unhealthful dishes, enlighten them. Seek to arouse the conscience. Set before
them the principles of the Bible upon hygiene. Where plenty of good milk and fruit can be
obtained, there is rarely any excuse for eating animal food; it is not necessary to take the life of
any of God's creatures to supply our ordinary needs. In certain cases of illness or exhaustion it
may be thought best to use some meat, but great care should be taken to secure the flesh of
healthy animals. It has come to be a very serious question whether it is safe to use flesh-food at
all in this age of the world. It would be better never to eat meat than to use the flesh of animals
that are not healthy. When I could not obtain the food I needed, I have sometimes eaten a little
meat; but I am becoming more and more afraid of it.
When God led the children of Israel out of Egypt, it was his purpose to establish them in the
land of Canaan a pure, happy, healthy people. Let us look at the means by which he would
accomplish this. He subjected them to a course of discipline, which, had it been cheerfully
followed, would have resulted in good, both to themselves and to their posterity. He removed
flesh-food from them in a great measure. He had granted them flesh in answer to their clamors,
just before reaching Sinai, but it was furnished for only one day. God might have provided flesh
as easily as manna, but a restriction was placed upon the people for their good. It was his
purpose to supply them with food better suited to their wants than the feverish diet to which many
of them had been accustomed in Egypt. The perverted appetite was to be brought into a more
healthy state, that they might enjoy the food originally provided for man, -- the fruits of the earth,
which God gave to Adam and Eve in Eden.
Had they been willing to deny appetite in obedience to his restrictions, feebleness and disease
would have been unknown among them. Their descendants would have possessed physical and
mental strength. They would have had clear perceptions of truth and duty, keen discrimination,
and sound judgment. But they were unwilling to submit to God's requirements, and they failed to
reach the standard he had set for them, and to receive the blessings that might have been theirs.
They murmured at God's restrictions, and lusted after the fleshpots of Egypt. God let them have
flesh, but it proved a curse to them.
Again and again I have been shown that God is trying to lead us back, step by step, to his
original design, --that man should subsist upon the natural products of the earth. Among those
who are waiting for the coming of the Lord, meat-eating will eventually be done away; flesh will
cease to form a part of their diet. We should ever keep this end in view, and endeavor to work
steadily toward it. I cannot think that in the practice of flesh-eating we are in harmony with the
light which God has been pleased to give us. All who are connected with our health institutions
especially should be educating themselves to subsist on fruits, grains, and vegetables. If we
move from principle in these things, if we as Christian reformers educate our own taste, and bring
our diet to God's plan, then we may exert an influence upon others in this matter, which will be
pleasing to God.

One reason why many have become discouraged in practicing health reform is that they have
not learned how to cook so that proper food, simply prepared, would supply the place of the diet
to which they have been accustomed. They become disgusted with the poorly prepared dishes,
and next we hear them say that they have tried the health reform, and cannot live in that way.
Many attempt to follow out meager instructions in health reform, and make such sad work that it
results in injury to digestion, and in discouragement to all concerned in the attempt. You profess
to be health reformers, and for this very reason you should become good cooks. Those who can
avail themselves of the advantages of properly conducted hygienic cooking-schools, will find it a
great benefit, both in their own practice and in teaching others.
Do not catch hold of isolated ideas and make them a test, criticising others whose practice
may not agree with your opinion; but study the subject broadly and deeply, and seek to bring your
own ideas and practices into perfect harmony with the principles of true Christian temperance.
There are many who try to correct the lives of others by attacking what they regard as wrong
habits. They go to those whom they think in error, and point out their defects, but do not seek to
direct the mind to true principles. Such a course often comes far short of securing the desired
results. When we make it evident that we are trying to correct others, we too often arouse their
combativeness, and do more harm than good. And there is danger to the reprover also. He who
takes it upon himself to correct others, is likely to cultivate a habit of fault-finding, and soon his
whole interest will be in picking flaws and finding defects. Do not watch others, to pick at their
faults or expose their errors. Educate them to better habits by the power of your own example.
Let it ever be kept before the mind that the great object of hygienic reform is to secure the
highest possible development of mind and soul and body. All the laws of nature--which are the
laws of God--are designed for our good. Obedience to them will promote our happiness in this
life, and will aid us in a preparation for the life to come.
There is something better to talk about than the faults and weaknesses of others. Talk of God
and his wonderful works. Study into the manifestations of his love and wisdom in all the works of
nature. Study that marvelous organism, the human system, and the laws by which it is governed.
Those who perceive the evidences of God's love, who understand something of the wisdom and
beneficence of his laws, and the blessings that result from obedience, will come to regard their
duties and obligations from an altogether different point of view. Instead of looking upon an
observance of the laws of health as a matter of sacrifice or self-denial, they will regard it, as it
really is, as an inestimable blessing.
A great amount of good can be done by enlightening all to whom we have access, as to the
best means, not only of curing the sick, but of preventing disease and suffering. The physician
who endeavors to enlighten his patients as to the nature and causes of their maladies, and to
teach them how to avoid disease, may have uphill work; but if he is a conscientious reformer, he
will talk plainly of the ruinous effects of self-indulgence in eating, drinking, and dressing, of the
overtaxation of the vital forces that has brought his patients where they are. He will not increase
the evil by administering drugs till exhausted nature gives up the struggle, but will teach the
patients how to form correct habits, and to aid nature in her work of restoration by a wise use of
her own simple remedies.
In all our health institutions, it should be made a special feature of the work to give instruction
in regard to the laws of health. The principles of health reform should be carefully and thoroughly
set before all, both patients and helpers. This work requires moral courage; for while many will
profit by such efforts, others will be offended. But the true disciple of Christ, he whose mind is in
harmony with the mind of God, while constantly learning, will be teaching as well, leading the
minds of others upward, away from the prevailing errors of the world.
Much of the prejudice that prevents, the truth of the third angel's message from reaching the
hearts of the people, might be removed if more attention were given to health reform. When
people become interested in this subject, the way is often prepared for the entrance of other
truths. If they see that we are intelligent with regard to health, they will be more ready to believe
that we are sound in Bible doctrines.
This branch of the Lord's work has not received due attention, and through this neglect much
has been lost. If the church would manifest a greater interest in the reforms through which God
himself is seeking to fit them for his coming, their influence would be far greater than it now is.
God has spoken to his people, and he designs that they shall hear and obey his voice. Although

the health reform is not the third angel's message, it is closely connected with it. Those who
proclaim the message should teach health reform also. It is a subject that we must understand, in
order to be prepared for the events that are close upon us, and it should have a prominent place.
Satan and his agents are seeking to hinder this work of reform, and will do all they can to perplex
and burden those who heartily engage in it. Yet none should be discouraged at this, or cease
their efforts because of it. The prophet Isaiah speaks thus of one characteristic of Christ: "He
shall not fail nor be discouraged, till he have set judgment in the earth."[* ISA. 42:4.] Then let not
his followers talk of failure or discouragement, but remember the price paid to rescue man that he
might not perish, but have eternal life.

Mental Inebriates
What shall our children read? is a serious question, and demands a serious answer. I am
troubled to see, in Christian families, periodicals and newspapers containing continued stories
that leave no impress of good upon the mind. I have watched those whose taste for fiction has
been thus cultivated. They have had the privilege of listening to the truths of God's word, of
becoming acquainted with the reasons of our faith; but they have grown to mature years destitute
of true piety. These dear youth need so much to put into their character-building the very best
material,--the love and fear of God and a knowledge of Christ. But many have not an intelligent
understanding of the truth as it is in Jesus. The mind is feasted upon sensational stories. They
live in an unreal world, and are unfitted for the practical duties of life. I have observed children
allowed to come up in this way. Whether at home or abroad, they are either restless or dreamy,
and are unable to converse, save upon the most common-place subjects. The nobler faculties,
those adapted to higher pursuits, have been degraded to the contemplation of trivial, or worse
than trivial subjects, until their possessor has become satisfied with such topics, and scarcely has
power to reach anything higher. Religious thought and conversation has become distasteful. The
mental food for which he has acquired a relish, is contaminating in its effects, and leads to impure
and sensual thoughts. I have felt sincere pity for these souls as I have considered how much they
are losing by neglecting opportunities to gain a knowledge of Christ, in whom our hopes of eternal
life are centered. How much precious time is wasted, in which they might be studying the pattern
of true goodness.
I am personally acquainted with some who have lost the healthy tone of the mind through
wrong habits of reading. They go through life with a diseased imagination, magnifying every little
grievance. Things which a sound, sensible mind would not notice, become to them unendurable
trials, insurmountable obstacles. To them, life is in constant shadow.
Those who have indulged the habit of racing through exciting stories, are crippling their mental
strength, and disqualifying themselves for vigorous thought and research. There are men and
women now in the decline of life who have never recovered from the effects of intemperate
reading. The habit, formed in early years, has grown with their growth and strengthened with their
strength; and their efforts to overcome it, though determined, have been only partially successful.
Many have never recovered their original vigor of mind. All attempts to become practical
Christians end with the desire. They cannot be truly Christ-like, and continue to feed the mind
upon this class of literature. Nor is the physical effect less disastrous. The nervous system is
unnecessarily taxed by this passion for reading. In some cases, youth, and even those of mature
age, have been afflicted with paralysis from no other cause than excess in reading. The mind was
kept under constant excitement, until the delicate machinery of the brain became so weakened
that it could not act, and paralysis was the result.
When an appetite for exciting, sensational stories is cultivated, the moral taste becomes
perverted, and the mind is unsatisfied unless constantly fed upon this trashy, unwholesome food.
I have seen young ladies, professed followers of Christ, who were really unhappy unless they had
on hand some new novel or story-paper. The mind craved stimulation, as the drunkard craves
intoxicating drink. These youth manifested no spirit of devotion; no heavenly light was shed upon
their associates, to lead them to the fount of knowledge. They had no deep religious experience.
If this class of reading had not been constantly before them, there might have been some hope of
their reforming; but they craved it, and would have it.
I am pained to see young men and women thus ruining their usefulness in this life, and failing
to obtain an experience that will prepare them for an eternal life in heavenly society. We can find
no more fit name for them than "mental inebriates." Intemperate habits of reading exert a
pernicious influence upon the brain as surely as does intemperance in eating or drinking.
The best way to prevent the growth of evil is to preoccupy the soil. The greatest care and
watchfulness is needed in cultivating the mind and sowing therein the precious seeds of Bible
truth. The Lord, in his great mercy, has revealed to us in the Scriptures the rules of holy living. He
tells us the sins to shun; he explains to us the plan of salvation, and points out the way to heaven.
He has inspired holy men to record, for our benefit, instruction concerning the dangers that beset
our path, and how to escape them. Those who obey his injunction to search the Scriptures will
not be ignorant of these things. Amid the perils of the last days, every member of the church
should understand the reasons of his hope and faith,-- reasons which are not difficult of

comprehension. There is enough to occupy the mind, if we would grow in grace and in the
knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ.
We are finite, but we are to have a sense of the infinite. The mind must be brought into
exercise in contemplating God and his wonderful plan for our salvation. The soul will thus be lifted
above the mere earthly and common-place, and fixed upon that which is ennobling and eternal.
The thought that we are in God's world, in the presence of the great Creator of the universe, who
made man after his own likeness, will lead the mind into broad, exalted fields for meditation. The
thought that God's eye is watching over us, that he loves us, and cared so much for us as to give
his dearly beloved Son to redeem us, that we might not miserably perish, is a great one; and he
who opens his heart to the acceptance and contemplation of themes like these, will never be
satisfied with trivial, sensational subjects.
If the Bible were studied as it should be, men would become strong in intellect. The subjects
treated upon in the word of God, the dignified simplicity of its utterance, the noble themes which it
presents to the mind, develop faculties in man which cannot otherwise be developed. In the Bible,
a boundless field is opened for the imagination. The student will come from a contemplation of its
grand themes, from association with its lofty imagery, more pure and elevated in thought and
feeling than if he had spent the time in reading any work of mere human origin, to say nothing of
those of a trifling character. Youthful minds fail to reach their noblest development when they
neglect the highest source of wisdom,--the word of God. The reason why we have so few men of
good mind, of stability and solid worth, is, that God is not feared, God is not loved, the principles
of religion are not carried out in the life as they should be.
God would have us avail ourselves of every means of cultivating and strengthening our
intellectual powers. We were created for a higher, nobler existence than the life that now is. This
time is one of preparation for the future, immortal life. Where can be found grander themes for
contemplation, a more interesting subject for thought, than the sublime truths unfolded in the
Bible? These truths will do a mighty work for man, if he will but follow what they teach. But how
little the Bible is studied! Every unimportant thing is dwelt upon in preference to its themes. If the
Bible were read more, if its truths were better understood, we should be a far more enlightened
and intelligent people. Energy is imparted to the soul by searching its pages. Angels from the
world of light stand by the side of the earnest seeker after truth, to impress and illuminate his
mind. He who is dark of understanding may find light through an acquaintance with the
Scriptures.

Social Purity
"Blessed are the pure in heart; for they shall see God."[* MATT. 5:8.] Man has fallen, and the
work of his life-time, be it longer or shorter, must be to recover through Christ what he has lost by
sin,--the likeness to the divine. This work requires a thorough transformation of soul, body, and
spirit. God mercifully sends rays of light to show man his true condition; but if he will not walk in
the light, it is manifest that he takes pleasure in darkness. He avoids the light, lest his deeds
should be reproved.
A picture of the terrible condition of the world has been presented before me. Immorality
abounds on every hand. Licentiousness is the prevailing sin of this age. Never did vice lift its
deformed head with such boldness as now, and by its strength and prevalence the lovers of virtue
are almost discouraged. Unless man has more than human strength to resist the current of evil,
he will be overcome, and borne down to perdition.
But the mind does not come down in a moment from purity and holiness to depravity,
corruption, and crime. To degrade to the brutal and satanic those who are formed in the image of
God, takes time. By beholding we become changed. Though formed in the image of his Maker,
man can so accustom himself to evil that the sin which he once loathed will become pleasant to
him. As he ceases to watch and pray, he ceases to guard the citadel --the heart--and is betrayed
into sin and crime. Constant war against the carnal mind must be maintained; and we must be
aided by the refining influence of the grace of God, which will attract the mind upward, and
habituate it to meditate upon pure and holy things.
A large class of the human beings we everywhere meet are a curse to the world. They live
only for self-indulgence, and are given up, soul and body, to corrupt and dissolute habits. What a
terrible rebuke are such lives to the mothers who have worshiped at fashion's shrine, and have
neglected to cultivate their own mind and to form their own character after the divine Pattern; and
who have thus been unprepared to fulfill the sacred trust committed to them,--to bring up their
children in the nurture and admonition of the Lord.
It is almost impossible to arouse those who need to be awakened, to any just sense of the
power which Satan has over the mind. Neither are they aware of the corruption teeming all
around them. Satan has blinded them, and lulled them to carnal security. Iniquity abounds, and it
is not confined merely to the unbeliever and the scoffer: many who profess the religion of Christ
are also guilty. Their love is waxing cold. Alas! how few there are, even among professed
Christians, who do the right for its own sake,--who will shun evil when public opinion does not
restrain them!
In the battle with inward corruption and outward temptation, even the wise and powerful
Solomon was vanquished. His life began under favorable auspices. He was beloved of God; and,
had virtue been preserved, his life might have closed in prosperity and honor. But he surrendered
this special grace to lustful passion. In his youth he trusted in God, and looked to him for
guidance; and the Lord gave him power and wisdom that astonished the world. His fame reached
to all lands. But when he began to descend the declivity of life, he yielded principle, thus placing
himself in the current of evil, and separating himself from God, the foundation and source of his
strength; he lost his firmness of character, and wavered, like a giddy youth, between right and
wrong. His love of women was his sin. This passion he did not control in his manhood, and it
proved a snare to him. He took many wives, some of whom were daughters of heathen kings;
and they led him into idolatry. In his youth, wisdom had been more precious to him than the
golden wedge of Ophir. But, alas! lustful passions gained the victory. He was deceived and ruined
by women. What a lesson is here taught! What a demonstration of the need of strength from God
to the very last! It is not safe to permit the least departure from strict integrity.
"Let not sin, therefore, reign in your mortal body, that ye should obey it in the lusts thereof.
Neither yield ye your members as instruments of unrighteousness unto sin; but yield yourselves
unto God, as those that are alive from the dead, and your members as instruments of
righteousness unto God."[* ROM. 6:12, 13.] Professed Christians, if there were no further light
given you than that contained in this text, you would be without excuse in suffering yourselves to
be controlled by base passion. The word of God is sufficient to enlighten the most beclouded
mind, and it can be understood by those who have any wish to understand it. But in order to give
men and women every possible warning, God has sent plain, direct testimonies, pointing them to
the word they have neglected to follow. Yet the light is often rejected. Those who serve their own

lusts, continue to take pleasure in unrighteousness, notwithstanding the vengeance threatened
against those who do such things.
Some will acknowledge the evil of sinful indulgence, yet will excuse themselves by saying that
they cannot overcome their passions. This is a terrible admission for a Christian to make. "Let
every one that nameth the name of Christ depart from iniquity."[+ 2 TIM. 2:19.] Why is this
weakness?--It is because men and women have so long pampered their depraved appetites that
they have no power of self-government;--because the lower passions of their nature have taken
the reins, and high moral principle, which should be the governing power, is gone. Sensuality has
quenched the desire for holiness, and has withered spirituality. The soul is held in lowest
bondage.
The sacred covenant of marriage is often made to cover sins of the darkest hue. Men and
women professing godliness give way to corrupt passions, and thus place themselves on a level
with the brute creation. The powers which God has given them to be preserved in sanctification
and honor, they abuse, yet think they commit no evil. Health and life are sacrificed upon the altar
of lust. The higher, nobler powers are brought into subjection to the sensual nature. Those who
thus sin may not foresee the result of their course. Could they realize the amount of suffering
which they are bringing upon themselves and their children, they would be alarmed, and some, at
least, would shun a course which brings such dreadful results. So miserable an existence is
entailed upon a large class that death would be to them preferable to life; and many do die
prematurely, their lives ingloriously sacrificed to the basest passions.
By such misuse of the marriage relation, the animal passions are strengthened; and as these
grow stronger the moral and intellectual faculties become weaker. The spiritual is overborne by
the sensual. The character thus acquired by the parents is transmitted to the children, and they
come into the world with their moral powers weakened and the lower passions predominant. The
gross passions of the parents are perpetuated in their children. Satan seeks to lower the standard
of purity, and to weaken the self-control of those who enter the marriage relation, because he
knows that while the baser passions are in the ascendency, the moral powers grow steadily
weaker, and he need have no concern as to their spiritual growth. He knows, too, that in no way
can he better stamp his own hateful image upon their offspring, and that he can thus mould their
character even more readily than he can the character of the parents.
As I have been shown the dangers of those who profess better things, and the sins that exist
among them,-- a class who are not suspected of being in any danger from these polluting sins,--I
have been led to inquire, "Who, O Lord, shall stand when thou appearest?" Only those who have
clean hands and a pure heart shall abide in the day of his coming. O that I could make all
understand their obligation to preserve the body in the best condition to render perfect service to
their Maker!
I feel impelled by the Spirit of the Lord to urge my sisters who profess godliness to cherish
modesty of deportment and a becoming reserve, "with shamefacedness and sobriety."[* I TIM.
2:9.] The liberties allowed in these corrupt times should be no criterion for Christ's followers. The
exhibitions of familiarity which the world tolerates, should not exist among Christians fitting for
immortality. If lasciviousness, vice, and crime are the order of the day among those who refuse to
be controlled by the principles of God's word, how important that those professing to be followers
of Christ, closely allied to God and angels, should show them a better and nobler way! How
important that by their chaste conduct they should stand in marked contrast to the class who are
controlled by base passion!
My sisters, avoid even the appearance of evil. In this fast age you are not safe unless you
stand on your guard. Virtue and modesty are rare. I appeal to you as followers of Christ, in view
of your high profession, to cherish the priceless gem of modesty. As you hope to be finally
exalted to join the society of sinless angels, and to live in an atmosphere where there is not the
least taint of sin, seek purity; for nothing else will abide the searching test of the day of God, and
be received into a pure and holy heaven.
The slightest insinuation of evil, the least approach to unwarrantable familiarity, from whatever
source it may come, should be resented as the worst of insults to your dignified womanhood. If it
is from one in high position, who is ministering to the flock of God, the sin is of the greater
magnitude, and should lead a God-fearing woman to recoil with horror from the hypocrisy and
villainy of one whom the people respect and honor as God's servant. He is handling sacred

things, yet hiding his baseness of heart under the cloak of his high calling. Be afraid of anything
like this familiarity. Be sure that it is evidence of an impure mind. If you give the least
encouragement in this direction, you make it evident that your mind is not pure and chaste as it
should be, and that sin has charms for you. You lower the standard of your womanhood.
Our sisters should cultivate true meekness. They may be courteous; but they should not be
forward, talkative, and bold. To be kind, tender, pitiful, forgiving, and humble is well pleasing to
God. If they occupy this position, they will not be burdened with undue attention from the other
sex. There will be a sacred circle of purity around them, which will shield them from
unwarrantable liberties.
Vainglory, the fashion of the world, the desire of the eye, and the lust of the flesh, are closely
connected with the fall of the unfortunate. If these things had been rooted out of the heart, these
fallen ones would not be so weak. If women could view these matters as God has presented
them to me, they would have such an abhorrence of impurity that they would not be found among
those who fall through the temptations of Satan, no matter whom he might select as the medium.
Those godly women whose minds and hearts are occupied in meditating upon themes which
strengthen purity of life, and which elevate the soul to commune with God, will not be easily led
astray from the path of rectitude and virtue. Such will be fortified against the sophistry of Satan;
they will be prepared to withstand his seductive arts.
My soul mourns for the youth who are forming character in this degenerate age. I tremble for
their parents also; for they do not realize their obligation to train up their children in the way they
should go. Custom and fashion are consulted, and as the children soon learn to be swayed by
these, they are easily corrupted; while their careless and indulgent parents are asleep to the
danger which threatens their offspring.
But few of the youth are free from corruption. Impure habits are practiced to an alarming
extent, and have done more than any other evil to cause the degeneration of the race. Children
who indulge secret vice are often puny and dwarfed. The anxious parents seek a physician, and
drugs are administered; but the evil is not removed, for the cause still exists.
The victims of this habit do not love work; and when engaged in it, they complain of fatigue, -they have backache, headache, and what not? Be sure, parents, if simple, well-regulated labor
exhausts your children, there is something else that is enervating their system. Do not be hasty to
excuse them from physical exercise. Do not lift the burdens they should bear. Overwork is hurtful,
but indolence is much more to be dreaded. Do not release them from responsibility, and indulge
their complaints. It would be the worst thing you could possibly do for them. It would remove
almost the only barrier against Satan's free access to their weakened minds. The weariness
attending useful labor lessens the inclination to indulge in vice. Active hands and minds do not
find time to heed every temptation which the enemy suggests; but idle hands and brains are all
ready for him to control. The mind, when not occupied, is inclined to dwell upon improper things.
"Behold, this was the iniquity of thy sister Sodom, pride, fullness of bread, and abundance of
idleness was in her and in her daughters."[* EZE. 16:49.]
Children tend naturally to evil. Unless parents keep their children under firm control, with the
fear of God before them, Satan will take possession of their young minds, and corrupt them. As
they increase in years, the lustful passions grow with their growth and strengthen with their
strength. And they cannot rest until their guilty secret is imparted to those with whom they
associate. Curiosity is aroused, and the knowledge of vice is passed from youth to youth, from
child to child, until there is scarcely one to be found who is ignorant of it. Why do fathers and
mothers act as though a lethargy were upon them? They do not mistrust that Satan is sowing evil
seed in their families. They are as blind and reckless in regard to these things as it is possible for
them to be. Why do they not awake, and inform themselves upon these subjects? Why do they
not try to become intelligent in regard to the laws of life, that they may be prepared to care for
their own and their children's bodies in a way to promote physical health?
The power of Satan over the youth of this age is fearful. Unless the minds of our children are
firmly balanced by religious principle, their morals will become corrupted by the vicious examples
with which they come in contact. The greatest danger of the young is from a lack of self-control.
Indulgent parents do not teach their children self-dental. The very food they place before them is
such as to irritate the stomach. The excitement thus produced is communicated to the brain, and
as a result the passions are roused. It cannot be too often repeated, that whatever is taken into

the stomach affects not only the body, but ultimately the mind as well. Gross and stimulating food
fevers the blood, excites the nervous system, and too often dulls the moral perceptions, so that
reason and conscience are overborne by the sensual impulses. It is difficult, and often well-nigh
impossible, for one who is intemperate in diet to exercise patience and self-control. Hence the
special importance of allowing children, whose characters are yet unformed, to have only such
food as is healthful and unstimulating. It was in love that our heavenly Father sent the light of
health reform, to guard against the evils that result from unrestrained indulgence of appetite.
"Whether therefore ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God."[* I COR.
10:31.] Are parents doing this when they prepare food for the table and call the family to partake
of it? Do they place before their children that only which they know will make the very best blood,
that which will keep the system in the least feverish condition, and will place it in the best relation
to life and health? Or do they, regardless of the future good of their children, provide for them
unhealthful, stimulating, irritating food?
There is nothing which more surely leads to evil than to lift all burdens from children, leaving
them to an idle, aimless life, to do nothing, or to occupy themselves as they please. The minds of
children are active, and if not occupied with that which is good and useful, they will inevitably turn
to what is bad. While it is right and necessary for them to have recreation, they should be taught
to work, to have regular hours for physical labor, and also for reading and study. See that they
have employment suited to their years, and are supplied with useful and interesting books. Satan
improves the opportunity to educate idle minds. It is a sin to let children grow up in idleness. Let
them exercise their limbs and muscles, even if it wearies them. If they are not overworked, how
can weariness harm them more than it harms you? There is quite a difference between weariness
and exhaustion. Children need more frequent change of employment and intervals of rest than
grown persons do; but even when quite young, they may begin learning to work, and they will be
happy in the thought that they are making themselves useful. Their sleep will be sweet after
healthful labor, and they will be refreshed for the next day's work.
Some do not realize the sinfulness of impure habits, and the sure results. Long indulgence in
evil has blinded their understanding. The sensitive nerves of the brain have lost their healthy
tone, and the result is a deadening of the moral sensibilities. The solemn message from heaven
cannot forcibly impress the heart. Moral power is exceedingly weak when it comes in conflict with
established habits. Impure thoughts have control of the imagination, and temptation is almost
irresistible. If the mind were accustomed to contemplate elevating subjects, the imagination
trained to behold pure and holy things, it would be fortified against temptation. It would linger
upon the heavenly, the pure, the sacred, and could not be attracted to the base, corrupt, and vile.
I have some knowledge of Satan's manner of working, and know how well he succeeds in it.
He has caused a paralysis to come upon the minds of parents, and they are slow to suspect evil
habits in their children. Some of these youth profess to be Christians, and the parents sleep on,
fearing no danger, while their children are wrecking both body and mind.
It is the special work of Satan in these last days to take possession of the minds of youth, to
corrupt the thoughts, and inflame the passions; for he knows that by so doing he can lead to
impure actions, and thus all the noble faculties of the mind will become debased, and he can
control them to suit his own purposes. All are free moral agents, and as such they must train their
thoughts to run in the right channel. The first work of those who would reform is to purify the
imagination. Our meditations should be such as will elevate the mind. "Whatsoever things are
true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure,
whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue, and if
there be any praise, think on these things."[* PHIL. 4:8.] Here is a wide field in which the mind
can safely range. If Satan seeks to turn it to low and sensual things, bring it back. When corrupt
imaginings seek to gain possession of your mind, flee to the throne of grace, and pray for
strength from heaven. By the grace of Christ it is possible for us to reject impure thoughts. Jesus
will attract the mind, purify the thoughts, and cleanse the heart from every secret sin. "The
weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God; . . . casting down imaginations,
and every high thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity
every thought to the obedience of Christ."[+ COR. 10:4, 5.]
The youth are seldom taught self-denial and self-control. They are allowed to have their own
way till they become headstrong and self-willed, and parents are put to their wit's end to know

what course to pursue in order to save them from ruin. The corrupting doctrine that has prevailed,
that, from a health standpoint, the sexes should mingle together, has done its mischievous work.
When parents and guardians manifest a tithe of the shrewdness that Satan exercises, then can
the association of the sexes be more nearly harmless. As it is, he is only too successful in his
efforts to bewitch the minds of the youth, and the association of boys and girls only increases the
evil. Young boys have scarcely entered their teens before they begin to show attention to girls of
their own age, and the girls show a painful lack of maidenly reserve and modesty.
What is the effect of this association? Does it tend to promote purity? -- No, indeed. Children
become infatuated with a love-sick sentimentalism, and religion has no influence over them to
arrest their wrong course. What can be done to stay the tide of evil? Parents can do much if they
will.
If a young girl is accosted with low familiarity, she should be taught to so resent it that no such
advances will ever be repeated. When a girl's company is frequently sought by boys or young
men, something is wrong. She needs the restraining and guiding influence of a firm and wise
mother.
Young persons who are thrown into one another's society, may make their association a
blessing or a curse. They may edify and strengthen one another, improving in deportment, in
disposition, in knowledge; or, by permitting themselves to become careless and unfaithful, they
may exert only a demoralizing influence.
Many of the young are eager for books. They read everything they can obtain. Exciting love
stories and the specimens of nude art displayed in art galleries, have a corrupting influence. The
imagination becomes defiled. Then follow sins and crimes which drag beings formed in the image
of God down below the level of the brutes, and sink them at last in perdition. Avoid reading and
seeing things which will suggest impure thoughts. Cultivate a love for high moral and intellectual
themes. Let not the noble powers of the mind become enfeebled and perverted by much reading
of even story-books. I know of strong minds that have been unbalanced and almost paralyzed, by
intemperate and indiscriminate reading.
It requires skill and patient effort to mould the young in the right manner. Especially do children
who have come into the world burdened with a heritage of evil, the direct result of the sins of their
parents, need the most careful culture to develop and strengthen their moral and intellectual
faculties. And the responsibility of the parents is heavy indeed. Evil tendencies are to be carefully
restrained and tenderly rebuked; the mind is to be stimulated in favor of the right. The child
should be encouraged in attempting to govern himself. And all this is to be done judiciously, or
the purpose desired will be frustrated.
Parents may well inquire, "Who is sufficient for these things?" God alone is their sufficiency;
and if they do not seek his aid and counsel, hopeless indeed is their task. But by prayer, by the
study of the Bible, and by earnest zeal on their part, they may succeed nobly in this important
duty, and be repaid a hundred-fold for all their time and care. Gossiping and anxiety concerning
the external appearance have often taken the precious time that should have been devoted to
prayer for wisdom and strength from God to fulfill this most sacred trust. Fathers and mothers
who are wise unto salvation will seek to make their surroundings such that they will be favorable
to the formation of correct character in their children. The source of wisdom is open to them, and
from it they may draw the knowledge which they need. The Bible, a volume rich in instruction,
should be their text-book. If they train their children according to its precepts, they are not only
setting their young feet in the right path, but are educating themselves in their holy duties as well.
The young should not be suffered to learn good and evil indiscriminately, with the idea that at
some future time the good will predominate and the evil lose its influence. The evil will increase
faster than the good. It is possible that after many years the evil they have learned may be
eradicated; but who will venture this? Time is short. It is easier and much safer to sow clean,
good seed in the hearts of your children, than to pluck up the weeds afterward. Impressions made
upon the minds of the young are hard to efface. How important, then, that these impressions be
of the right sort,--that the elastic faculties of youth be bent in the right direction!
Throw around your children the charms of home and of your society. Treat them with candor,
Christian tenderness, and love. This will give you a strong influence over them, and they will feel
that they can repose unlimited confidence in you. Then they will not have so much desire for the
society of young associates. Because of the evils now in the world, and the restriction which it is

necessary to place upon children, parents should have double care to bind them to their hearts,
and to let them see that they wish to make them happy.
Among the youth there is an inclination to associate with those who are inferior in mind and
morals. What real enjoyment can a young person expect from a voluntary association with those
who have a low standard of thought, feeling, and deportment? Some are debased in taste and
depraved in habit, and all who choose such companions will be in danger of following their
pernicious example.
Those who desire immortality must not allow an impure thought or act. If Christ be the theme
of contemplation, the thoughts will be widely separated from every subject which will lead to
impurity in action. The mind will be strengthened by dwelling upon elevating subjects. If trained to
run in the channel of purity and holiness, it will become healthy and vigorous. If trained to dwell
upon spiritual themes, it will come naturally to take that channel. But this attraction of the thoughts
to heavenly things cannot be gained without the exercise of faith in God, and an earnest, humble
reliance upon him for that strength and grace which will be sufficient for every emergency.
Ample provision has been made for all who sincerely, earnestly, and thoughtfully set about the
work of perfecting holiness in the fear of God. Strength and grace have been provided through
Christ, to be brought by ministering angels to the heirs of salvation. None are so low, so corrupt
and vile, that they cannot find in Jesus, who died for them, strength and purity and righteousness,
if they will put away their sins, turn from their course of iniquity, and with full purpose of heart
seek the living God. He is waiting to take away their stained garments, polluted by sin, and to put
upon them the pure robe of his righteousness, to bid them live and not die. In him, as branches of
the Living Vine, they may flourish. Their boughs will not wither nor be fruitless. If they abide in
him, they can draw nourishment from him, be imbued with his spirit, walk as he walked, overcome
as he overcame, and be exalted to his own right hand.

Cleanliness an Aid to Purity
"Why take ye thought for raiment?" "Is not the life more than meat, and the body than
raiment?"[* MATT. 6:28, 25.]
The mother should not give her time and strength to the needless ornamentation of her
children's clothing; indeed, she cannot do this if she has a true sense of her accountability to
God. It is not essential to trim and embroider clothing; the time thus spent is precious, and should
be given to the forming of character, the development of the mind, the inculcation of right
principles, to teaching the children purity, modesty, and truthfulness.
Food should be so simple that its preparation will not absorb all the time of the mother. It is
true, care should be taken to furnish the table with healthful food prepared in a wholesome and
inviting manner. Do not think that anything you can carelessly throw together to serve as food is
good enough for the children. But less time should be devoted to the preparation of unhealthful
dishes for the table, to please a perverted taste, and more time to the education and training of
the children. Let the strength which is now given to the unnecessary planning of what you shall
eat and drink, and wherewithal you shall be clothed, be directed to keeping their persons clean
and their clothes neat. Do not misunderstand me in this. I do not say that you must keep them indoors, like dolls. There is nothing impure in clean sand and dry earth; it is the emanations from
the body that defile, requiring the clothing to be changed and the body washed.
Frequent bathing is very beneficial, especially at night, just before retiring, or upon rising in the
morning. It will take but a few moments to give the children a bath, and to rub them until their
bodies are in a glow. This brings the blood to the surface, relieving the brain; and there will be
less inclination to indulge in impure practices. Teach the little ones that God is not pleased to see
them with unclean bodies and untidy, torn garments. Tell them that he wants them to be pure
without and within, that he may dwell with them.
Having the clothing neat and clean will be one means of keeping the thoughts pure and sweet.
Every article of dress should be plain and simple, without unnecessary adornment, so that it will
be but little work to wash and iron it. Especially should every article which comes in contact with
the skin be kept clean, and free from any offensive odor. Nothing of an irritating character should
touch the bodies of children, nor should their clothing be allowed to bind them in any way. If more
attention were given to this subject, far less impurity would be practiced.
I have often seen children's beds in such a condition that the foul, poisonous odor constantly
rising from them was to me unendurable. Keep everything the eyes of the children rest upon and
that comes in contact with the body, night or day, clean and wholesome. This will be one means
of educating them to choose the cleanly and the pure.
Let the sleeping-room of your children be neat, however destitute it may be of expensive
furniture. Begin early to teach the little ones to take care of their clothing. Let them have a place
to lay their things away, and be taught to fold every article neatly and put it in its place. If you
cannot afford even a cheap bureau, use a dry-goods box, fitting it with shelves, and covering it
with some bright, pretty figured cloth. This work of teaching neatness and order will take a little
time each day, but it will pay in the future of your children, and in the end will save you much time
and care.
If parents desire their children to be pure, they must surround them with pure associations,
such as God can approve. The home must be kept pure and clean. Unclean, neglected corners in
the house will tend to make impure, neglected corners in the soul. Mothers, you are the educators
of your children, and you can do a great deal if you begin early to inculcate pure thoughts, by
fitting up their rooms in a cleanly, tasteful, attractive manner. If the children have a room which
they know is their own, and if they are taught how to keep it tidy and make it pleasant, they will
have a sense of ownership,--they will feel that they have within the home a home of their own,
and will have a satisfaction in keeping it neat and nice. The mother will necessarily have to
inspect their work, and make suggestions and give instruction. This is the mother's work, and
nothing should be permitted to come between her and her children.
When visitors come, as they frequently will, they should not be allowed to absorb all the time
and attention of the mother; her children's temporal and spiritual welfare should come first. Time
should not be used in preparing rich cakes, pies, and unhealthful viands for the table. These are
an extra expense, and many cannot afford it. But the greater evil is in the example. Let the
simplicity of the family be preserved. Do not try to give the impression that you can sustain a style

of living which is really beyond your means. Do not try to appear what you are not, either in your
table preparations or in your manners. While you should treat your visitors kindly, and make them
feel at home, you should ever remember that you are a teacher to the little ones God has given
you. They are watching you, and no course of yours should direct their feet in a wrong way. Be to
your visitors just what you are to your family every day,--pleasant, considerate, and courteous. In
this way all can be educators, an example of good works. They testify that there is something
more essential than to keep the mind on what they shall eat and drink, and wherewithal they shall
be clothed.
Let the mother's dress, also, be simple and neat. So may she preserve her dignity and
influence. If mothers allow themselves to wear untidy garments at home, they are teaching their
children to follow in the same slovenly way. Many mothers think that anything is good enough for
home wear, be it ever so soiled and shabby. But they soon lose their influence in the family. The
children draw comparisons between their mother's dress and that of others who dress neatly, and
their respect for her is weakened. Mothers, make yourselves as attractive as possible, not by
elaborate trimming, but by wearing clean, well-fitting garments. Thus you will give to your children
constant lessons in neatness and purity. The love and respect of her children should be of the
highest value to every mother. Everything upon her person should teach cleanliness and order,
and should be associated in their minds with purity. There is a sense of fitness, an idea of the
appropriateness of things, in the minds of even very young children; and how can they be
impressed with the desirability of purity and holiness when their eyes daily rest on untidy dresses
and disorderly rooms? How can the heavenly guests, whose home is where all is pure and holy,
be invited into such a dwelling?
The word of God declares. "Know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost, which
is in you, which ye have of God, and ye are not your own? For ye are bought with a price;
therefore glorify God in your body, and in your spirit, which are God's."[* 1 COR. 6:19, 20.]
Parents are under obligation to God to make their surroundings such as will correspond to the
truth they profess. They can then give correct lessons to their children, and the children will learn
to associate the home below with the home above. The family here must, as far as possible, be a
model of the one in heaven. Then temptations to indulge in what is low and groveling will lose
much of their force. Children should be taught that they are only probationers here, and educated
to become inhabitants of the mansions which Christ is preparing for those who love him and keep
his commandments. This is the highest duty which parents have to perform.
Parents should in a special sense regard themselves as agents of God to instruct their
children, as did Abraham, to keep the way of the Lord. They need to search the Scriptures
diligently, to know what is the way of the Lord, that they may teach it to their household. Micah
says, "What doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly
with thy God?"[* MICAH 6:8.] In order to be teachers, parents must be learners, gathering light
constantly from the oracles of God, and by precept and example bringing this precious light into
the education of their children. Teach them that principle should govern their eating, their
drinking, and their dressing. Teach them from their very babyhood that God's law is the rule of the
house, and that it must be obeyed in all the relations of life; that a disregard of moral law will exist
wherever there is a willful disregard of physical law.
The Christian life is one of constant self-denial and self-control. These are the lessons to be
taught to the children from their infancy. Teach them that they must practice temperance, purity in
thought and heart and act; that they belong to God, because they have been bought with a price,
even the precious blood of his dear Son.

Hope for the Tempted
In order to reach excellency of character, we must realize the value which Christ has placed
upon the human race. In the beginning, man was invested with dignity; but he fell through
indulgence of appetite. Notwithstanding the great gulf thus opened between God and man, Christ
loved the hopeless sinner, and came to our world to bridge the gulf, and unite divine power to
human weakness, that in his strength and grace man might wrestle for himself against Satan's
temptations, overcome for himself, and stand in his God-given manhood, a victor over perverted
appetite and degrading passions. The last words of David to Solomon, then a young man and
soon to be honored with the throne of Israel, were, "Be thou strong, . . . and show thyself a man."
[* 1 KINGS 2:2.] To the weak and tempted one I address the same, "Show thyself a man." I point
you to the cross of Calvary. I bid you in the name of Jesus, Look and live. Destroy not yourself.
With God's blessing it is possible for you to gain the ascendency over appetite and debasing
passion.
God has made man capable of constant progress in everything that constitutes mental and
moral dignity. No other creature of his hand is capable of such advancement. Man can reach an
eminence in self-control and dignity that will raise him above the slavery of appetite and passion,
where he can stand before God as a man, his name written in the books of heaven.
Let the light of truth shine into the mind of a man, let the love of God be shed abroad in his
heart, and we can hardly conceive what he may be or what God can do through him. Though a
fallen son of Adam, he may, through the merits of Christ, be an heir of immortality, his thoughts
elevated and ennobled, his heart purified, and his conversation in heaven. Think, O, think of the
superiority of an intelligent Christian man over a poor votary of sin! Note the difference between
man blinded by sin, the victim of his own evil passions, and sunk in vice, and a man reclaimed by
the truth of God's word, ennobled by looking to Jesus and believing in him, and becoming a
partaker of the divine nature.
Look at the condition of the men who give themselves up to intemperance. Littleness,
earthliness, degradation, mark their entire character. This is the result of their evil course. They
have been walking in the way of their own heart, and in the sight of their own eyes, and are filled
with their own devices. Their wretched homes are a hell, made so by themselves. "Whatsoever a
man soweth, that shall he also reap."[* GAL. 6:7.] Shall these men charm you? Would you sink
into ignorance and debasement, and become besotted, like them? Shall the habits and practices
of these debased creatures, who bear scarcely a trace of the moral image of God, be your
pattern? Is not the picture of their degraded condition enough to make you shun the first step in
the same direction? Would you desire to be shut out of heaven with such company?
Let me say to him who is struggling to overcome, God presents before you a strong hope, that
you may lay hold on eternal life. Lose no opportunity of becoming a man. When you look at
yourself, and realize the strength of temptation, you feel so weak in moral power that you say, "I
cannot resist." I tell you, you can resist, you must resist temptation. Although you may have been
overcome, although moral debasement may have marked your course, it need not always be
thus. Jesus is your helper. In his strength you can overcome the beguiling power of appetite.
Summon will-power to your aid.
The will is the governing power in the nature of man. If the will is set right, all the rest of the
being will come under its sway. The will is not the taste or the inclination, but it is the choice, the
deciding power, the kingly power, which works in the children of men unto obedience to God or to
disobedience.
You will be in constant peril until you understand the true force of the will. You may believe
and promise all things, but your promises and your faith are of no account until you put your will
on the right side. If you will fight the fight of faith with your will-power, there is no doubt that you
will conquer.
Your part is to put your will on the side of Christ. When you yield your will to his, he
immediately takes possession of you, and works in you to will and to do of his good pleasure.
Your nature is brought under the control of his Spirit. Even your thoughts are subject to him. If
you cannot control your impulses, your emotions, as you may desire, you can control the will, and
thus an entire change will be wrought in your life. When you yield up your will to Christ, your life is
hid with Christ in God. It is allied to the power which is above all principalities and powers. You

have a strength from God that holds you fast to his strength; and a new life, even the life of faith,
is possible to you.
You can never be successful in elevating yourself, unless your will is on the side of Christ, cooperating with the Spirit of God. Do not feel that you cannot; but say, "I can, I will." And God has
pledged his Holy Spirit to help you in every decided effort.
Every one of us may know that there is a power working with our efforts to overcome. Why will
not men lay hold upon the help that has been provided, that they may become elevated and
ennobled? Why do they degrade themselves by the indulgence of perverted appetite? Why do
they not rise in the strength of Jesus, and be victorious in his name? The very feeblest prayer that
we can offer, Jesus will hear. He pities the weakness of every soul. Help for every one has been
laid upon Him who is mighty to save. I point you to Jesus Christ, the sinner's Saviour, who alone
can give you power to overcome on every point.
Heaven is worth everything to us. We must not run any risk in this matter. We must take no
venture here. We must know that our steps are ordered by the Lord. May God help us in the great
work of overcoming. He has crowns for those that overcome. He has white robes for the
righteous. He has an eternal world of glory for those who seek for glory, honor, and immortality.
Every one who enters the city of God will enter it as a conqueror. He will not enter it as a
condemned criminal, but as a son of God. And the welcome given to every one who enters there
will be, "Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation
of the world."[* MATT. 25:34.]
Gladly would I speak words that would aid such trembling souls to fasten their grasp by faith
upon the mighty Helper, that they might develop a character upon which God will be pleased to
look. Heaven may invite them, and present its choicest blessings, and they may have every
facility to develop a perfect character; but all will be in vain unless they are willing to help
themselves. They must put forth their own God-given powers, or they will sink lower and lower,
and be of no account for good, either in time or in eternity.
One who is weakened, and even degraded by sinful indulgence, may become a son of God. It
is in his power to be constantly doing good to others, and helping them to overcome temptation;
and in so doing he will reap benefit to himself. He may be a bright and shining light in the world,
and at last hear the benediction, "Well done, good and faithful servant," from the lips of the King
of Glory.

Fragments
Health is a treasure. Of all temporal possessions it is the most precious. Wealth, learning, and
honor are dearly purchased at the loss of the vigor of health. None of these can secure
happiness, if health is lacking. It is a terrible sin to abuse the health that God has given us; such
abuses enfeeble us for life, and make us losers, even if we gain by such means any amount of
education.
Satan's Power. -- The present enfeebled condition of the human family has been presented
before me. Every generation has been growing weaker, and diseases of every form afflict the
race. Thousands of poor mortals, with deformed, sickly bodies, shattered nerves, and gloomy
minds, are dragging out a miserable existence. Satan's power upon the human family increases.
If the Lord were not soon to come and put an end to his cruel work, the earth would ere long be
depopulated.
I was shown that Satan's power is especially exercised upon the people of God. Many were
presented before me in a doubting, despairing condition. The infirmities of the body affect the
mind. A cunning and powerful enemy attends our steps, and employs his strength and skill in
trying to turn us out of the right way. Too often it is the case that the people of God are not on the
watch, and are therefore ignorant of his devices. He works by means which will best conceal
himself from view, and he often gains his object.
Appetite. -- Providence has been leading the people of God out from the extravagant habits of
the world, away from the indulgence of appetite and passion, to take their stand upon the platform
of self-denial, and temperance in all things. The people whom God is leading will be peculiar.
They will not be like the world. If they follow the leadings of God, they will accomplish his
purposes, and will yield their will to his will. Christ will dwell in the heart. The temple of God will be
holy. Your body, says the apostle, is the temple of the Holy Ghost. God does not require his
children to deny themselves to the injury of physical strength. He requires them to obey natural
law, in order to preserve physical health. Nature's path is the road he marks out, and it is broad
enough for any Christian. With a lavish hand God has provided us with rich and varied bounties
for our sustenance and enjoyment. But in order for us to enjoy the natural appetite, which will
preserve health and prolong life, he restricts the appetite. He says, Beware! restrain, deny,
unnatural appetite. If we create a perverted appetite, we violate the laws of our being, and
assume the responsibility of abusing our bodies and of bringing disease upon ourselves.
God has bountifully provided for the sustenance and happiness of all his creatures; if his laws
were never violated, if all acted in harmony with the divine will, health, peace, and happiness,
instead of misery and continual evil, would be the result.
Some are not impressed with the necessity of eating and drinking to the glory of God. The
indulgence of appetite affects them in all the relations of life. It is seen in the family, in the church,
in the prayer-meeting, and in the conduct of their children. It is the curse of their lives. It prevents
them from understanding the truths for these last days.
I saw that God does not require any one to practice such rigid economy as to weaken or injure
the temple of God. There are duties and requirements in his word to humble the church, and
cause them to afflict their souls; there is no need of making crosses and manufacturing duties to
distress the body, in order to cause humility. All this is outside the word of God.
The time of trouble is just before us, and then stern necessity will require the people of God to
deny self, and eat merely enough to sustain life; but God will prepare them for that time. In that
fearful hour, their necessity will be God's opportunity to impart strength, and sustain his people.
But now God requires them to labor with their hands, the thing that is good, and lay by them in
store as he has prospered them, and to do their part in sustaining the cause of truth. This is a
duty enjoined upon all who are not especially called to labor in word and doctrine, to devote their
time to proclaiming to others the way of life and salvation.
Those who labor with their hands, and those who labor in word and doctrine, must have a care
to sustain their physical powers; for Satan and his evil angels are warring against them, seeking
to undermine their strength. When they can, they should take rest both in body and mind, and
should eat of nourishing food; for they will be obliged to use all the power they have. I saw that it
does not glorify God in the least for any of his people to make a time of trouble for themselves.
There is a time of trouble just before us, but he will prepare us for that fearful conflict.

The indulgence of lustful appetite wars against the soul; it is a constant hinderance to spiritual
advancement. Those who yield to these lower impulses, bear an accusing conscience; and when
strait truths are presented, they are ready to take offense. They are self-condemned, and think
that these subjects have been purposely selected in order to reprove them. They feel grieved and
injured, and withdraw themselves from the assemblies of the church. Then the conscience is not
so disturbed. Thus they soon lose their interest in the meetings, and their love for the truth. If
these will crucify fleshly lusts, the arrows of truth will pass harmlessly by them. But while they
indulge lustful appetite, and thus cherish their idols, they make themselves a mark for the shafts
of truth; if the truth is spoken at all, it must wound them.
Some think they cannot reform, that it would ruin their health to leave off the use of tea,
tobacco, and flesh-meats. This is a suggestion of Satan. These hurtful stimulants will surely
undermine the constitution, and prepare the system for acute disease; for they impair nature's
delicate machinery, and batter down the fortifications she has erected against disease and
premature decay.
Some feel as though they would like to have somebody tell them how much to eat. This is not
as it should be. We are to act from a moral and religious standpoint. We are to be temperate in all
things, because an incorruptible crown, a heavenly treasure, is before us.
I wish to say to my brethren and sisters, I would have moral courage to take my position, and
govern myself. I would not want to put that on some one else. You eat too much, and then you
are sorry; and so you keep thinking of what you eat and drink. Just eat that which is for the best,
and go right away, feeling clear in the sight of Heaven, and you need not suffer from remorse of
conscience.
We do not believe in removing temptation entirely away from either children or grown persons.
We all have a warfare before us, and must stand in a position to resist the temptations of Satan.
Some have sneered at health reform, and have said it was all unnecessary, that it was an
excitement which tended to divert minds from present truth. They have said that matters were
carried to extremes. Such do not know what they are talking about. While men and women
professing godliness are diseased from the crown of the head to the sole of the feet; while their
physical, mental, and moral energies are enfeebled through gratification of depraved appetite and
excessive labor, how can they weigh the evidences of truth, and comprehend the requirements of
God? If their moral and intellectual faculties are beclouded, they cannot appreciate the value of
the atonement or the exalted character of the work of God, nor delight in the study of his word.
How can a nervous dyspeptic be ready always to give an answer to every man that asketh him, a
reason for the hope that is in him, with meekness and fear? How soon would such a one become
confused and agitated, and by his diseased imagination be led to view matters in an altogether
wrong light, and by a lack of that meekness and calmness which characterized the life of Christ,
be caused to dishonor his profession while contending with unreasonable men?
As a people, with all our profession of health reform, we eat too much. Indulgence of appetite
is the greatest cause of physical and mental debility, and lies at the foundation of a large share of
the feebleness which is apparent everywhere.
The controlling power of appetite will prove the ruin of thousands, who, if they had conquered
on this point, would have had the moral power to gain the victory over every other temptation. But
those who are slaves to appetite will fail of perfecting Christian character. The continual
transgression of man for over six thousand years has brought sickness, pain, and death as its
fruit. And as we draw near the close of time, Satan's temptations to indulge appetite will be more
powerful, and more difficult to resist.
There are but few who are roused sufficiently to understand how much their habits of diet
affect their health, their character, their usefulness in this world, and their eternal destiny. I saw
that it is the duty of those who have received the light from heaven, and have realized the benefit
of walking in it, to manifest a greater interest for those who are still suffering for want of
knowledge. Sabbath-keepers who are looking for the soon appearing of their Saviour should be
the last to manifest a lack of interest in this great work of reform. Men and women must be
instructed, and ministers and people should feel that the burden of the work rests upon them to
agitate the subject and seek to educate others.
To become intelligent upon the subject of hygiene is the duty of every family professing to
believe present truth.

Appetite and passion are overcoming thousands of Christ's professed followers. Through
familiarity with sin, their senses become so blunted that evil seems attractive to them, rather than
abhorrent. The end of all things is at hand. God will not much longer bear with the crimes and
debasing iniquity of the children of men. Their sins have reached unto heaven, and will soon be
answered by the fearful plagues of God upon the earth. They will drink the cup of his wrath,
unmixed with mercy.
Church Trials.--The abuses of the stomach by the gratification of appetite are a fruitful source
of most church trials. Those who eat and work intemperately and irrationally, talk and act
irrationally. It is not necessary to drink alcoholic liquors in order to be intemperate. The sin of
intemperate eating--eating too frequently, too much, and of rich, unwholesome food-- destroys
the healthy action of the digestive organs, affects the brain, and perverts the judgment,
preventing rational, calm, healthy thinking and acting. In order for the people of God to be in an
acceptable state with him, where they can glorify him in their bodies and spirits, which are his,
they must with interest and zeal deny the gratification of appetite, and exercise temperance in all
things. Then they can comprehend the truth in its beauty and clearness, and carry it out in their
lives, and by a judicious, straight-forward course give the enemies of our faith no occasion to
reproach the cause of truth. God requires all who believe the truth to make special, persevering
efforts to place themselves in the best possible condition of bodily health, for a solemn and
important work is before us. Health of mind and body is required in this work; it is as essential to a
healthy religious experience, to advancement in the Christian life, to progress in holiness, as is
the hand or foot to the human body. God requires his people to cleanse themselves "from all
filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God." [* 2 COR. 7:1.] All who are
indifferent, and excuse themselves from this work, waiting for the Lord to do for them what he
requires them to do for themselves, will be found wanting when the meek of the earth, who have
wrought his judgments, are hid in the day of the Lord's anger.
Cooking.--For want of knowledge and skill in regard to cooking, many a wife and mother daily
sets before her family ill-prepared food, which is steadily and surely impairing the digestive
organs, and making a poor quality of blood; the result is, frequent attacks of inflammatory
disease, and sometimes death. Many a life has been sacrificed by the eating of heavy, sour
bread. An instance was related to me, of a hired girl who made a batch of such bread. In order to
get rid of it and conceal the matter, she threw it to some very large hogs. Next morning the man
of the house found his swine dead; and upon examining the trough he found pieces of this heavy
bread. He made inquiries, and the girl acknowledged what she had done. She had not thought of
the effect of such bread upon the swine. If sour, heavy bread will kill swine, which can devour
rattlesnakes and almost every detestable thing, what effect must it have upon that tender organ,
the human stomach?
It is a religious duty for every Christian girl and woman to learn to make good, sweet, light
bread from unbolted wheat flour. Mothers should take their daughters into the kitchen with them
when very young, and teach them the art of cooking. The mother cannot expect her daughters to
understand the mysteries of housekeeping without education. She should instruct them patiently,
lovingly, and make the work as agreeable as she can by her cheerful countenance and words of
approval. If they fail once, twice, or thrice, censure not. Already discouragement is doing its work,
and tempting them to say, "It is no use; I can't do it." This is not the time for censure. The will is
becoming weakened. It needs the spur of encouraging, cheerful, hopeful words: "Never mind the
mistakes you have made. You are but a learner, and must expect to make blunders. Try again.
Put your mind on what you are doing. Be very careful, and you will certainly succeed."
Many mothers fail to realize the importance of this branch of knowledge, and rather than have
the trouble and care of instructing their children and bearing with their failures and errors, they
prefer to do all the cooking themselves. And when their daughters make mistakes in their efforts,
they send them away with, "It is no use; you can't do this or that. You perplex and trouble me
more than you help." Thus the first efforts of the learners are repulsed, and the failure so cools
their interest and ardor to learn that they dread another trial, and will propose to knit, sew, clean
house,--anything but cook. Here the mother was greatly at fault. She should have patiently
instructed them, that they might, by practice, acquire skill and efficiency.
We can have a variety of good, wholesome food, cooked in a healthful manner, so that it will
be palatable to all. It is of vital importance to know how to cook. Poor cooking produces disease

and bad tempers; the system becomes deranged, and heavenly things cannot be discerned.
There is more religion in good cooking than you have any idea of. When I have been away from
home sometimes, I have known that the bread upon the table, as well as most of the other food,
would hurt me; but I would be obliged to eat a little in order to sustain life. It is a sin in the sight of
Heaven to have such food.
Milk and Sugar.--Large quantities of milk and sugar eaten together are injurious. They impart
impurities to the system. Animals from which milk is obtained are not always healthy. Could we
know that animals were in perfect health, I would recommend that people eat flesh-meats sooner
than large quantities of milk and sugar. It would not do the injury that milk and sugar do.
There was a case in Michigan to which I will refer. It was that of a man of fine physical
appearance. I had previously conversed with him in regard to his manner of living, and was called
to visit him in his sickness. "I do not like the looks of your eyes." I said. He was eating large
quantities of sugar, and in answer to my question why he did this, he said that he had left off
meat, and did not know anything that would supply its place as well as sugar. His food did not
satisfy him. This man was suffering simply because his wife did not know how to cook. She was
deficient in this important branch of education; and as the result, the poorly cooked food not being
sufficient to sustain the demands of the system, sugar was eaten immoderately, and this brought
on a diseased condition of the entire system. I tried to tell them as well as I could how to manage,
and soon the sick man began to improve. But he imprudently exercised his strength when not
able, ate a small amount not of the right quality, and was taken down again. This time there was
no help for him. His system seemed to be a living mass of corruption. He died a victim to poor
cooking.
Domestic Duties for Students.--However good the advantages of the student may be for
gaining a knowledge of books, his character is still unformed if he has not an experience in the
practical duties of everyday life.
Dress.--We as a people do not believe it our duty to go out of the world in order to be out of
fashion. If we have a plain, neat, modest, comfortable style of dress, and others choose to adopt
it, shall we change our dress in order to be different from them?--No; we should not be singular in
our dress for the sake of differing from the world: they would despise us for so doing. Christians
are the light of the world, the salt of the earth. Their dress should be neat and modest, their
conversation chaste and heavenly, and their deportment blameless.
Shunning Duty.--Those who, having had the light upon the subject of eating and dressing with
simplicity, in obedience to moral and physical laws, still turn from the light which points out their
duty, will shun duty in other things. By shunning the cross which they would have to take up in
order to be in harmony with natural law, they blunt the conscience; and they will, to avoid
reproach, violate the ten commandments. There is with some a decided unwillingness to endure
the cross and despise the shame.
Woman's Rights.--There are speculations as to woman's rights, and her duty in regard to
voting; but many women have had no discipline which would qualify them to understand the
bearing of important questions. They have lived a life of fashion and self-gratification. Women
who might develop a good intellect, who might perfect a noble character, are mere slaves to
custom. They lack breadth of thought and intellectual culture. They can talk understandingly of
the latest styles of dress, or of the next party or ball; but they are not prepared to act wisely in
political matters. They are mere creatures of circumstance.
Exercise.--Air is the free blessing of Heaven; it invigorates the whole system. Deprived of pure
air, the body becomes diseased, torpid, and enfeebled.
Physicians often advise invalids to visit foreign countries, to go to some mineral spring, or to
traverse the ocean, in order to regain health; when, in nine cases out of ten, if they would eat
temperately, and engage in healthful exercise with a cheerful spirit, they would regain health, and
save time and money. Exercise, and a free, abundant use of the air and sunlight,--blessings
which Heaven has bestowed upon all,--would in many cases give life and strength to the
emaciated invalid.
Many have suffered from severe mental taxation, unrelieved by physical exercise. The result is
a deterioration of their powers, and they are inclined to shun responsibilities. What they need is
more active labor. This condition is not confined to those whose heads are white with the frost of
time; men young in years have fallen into the same state, and have become mentally feeble.

Strictly temperate habits, combined with exercise of the muscles as well as of the mind, will
preserve both mental and physical vigor, and give power of endurance to those engaged in the
ministry, to editors, and to all others whose habits are sedentary.
Ministers, teachers, and students do not become as intelligent as they should in regard to the
necessity of physical exercise in the open air. They neglect this duty, a duty which is most
essential to the preservation of health. They closely apply their minds to study, and yet eat the
allowance of a laboring man. Under such habits, some grow corpulent, because the system is
clogged. Others become thin and feeble, because their vital powers are exhausted in throwing off
the excess of food. The liver is burdened, being unable to throw off the impurities of the blood,
and sickness is the result. If physical exercise were combined with mental exertion, the circulation
of the blood would be quickened, the action of the heart would be more perfect, impure matter
would be thrown off, and new life and vigor would be felt in every part of the body.
When the minds of ministers, school teachers, and students are continually excited by study,
and the body is allowed to be inactive, the nerves of emotion are taxed, while the nerves of
motion are inactive. The wear being wholly on the mental organs, they become overworked and
enfeebled, while the muscles lose their vigor for want of employment. There is no inclination to
exercise the muscles in physical labor; exertion seems to be irksome.
It is a sacred work in which we are engaged. The apostle Paul exhorts his brethren, "Having
therefore these promises, dearly beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh
and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God."[* 2 COR. 7:1.] It is a duty that we owe to God to
keep the spirit pure, as a temple for the Holy Ghost. If the heart and mind are devoted to the
service of God, obeying all his commandments, loving him with all the heart, might, mind, and
strength, and our neighbor as ourselves, we shall be found loyal and true to the requirements of
Heaven.
We are now in God's workshop. Many of us are rough stones from the quarry. But as the truth
of God is brought to bear upon us, every imperfection is removed, and we are prepared to shine
as lively stones in the heavenly temple, where we shall be brought into association, not only with
the holy angels, but with the King of heaven himself.
The consciousness of right-doing is the best medicine for diseased bodies and minds. The
special blessing of God resting upon the receiver is health and strength. A person whose mind is
quiet and satisfied in God, is in the pathway to health. To have a consciousness that the eyes of
the Lord are upon us, that his ears are open to our prayers, is a satisfaction indeed. To know that
we have a never-failing Friend to whom we can confide all the secrets of the soul, is a privilege
which words can never express. Those whose moral faculties are beclouded by disease are not
the ones rightly to represent the Christian life or the beauties of holiness. They are too often in the
fire of fanaticism, or the water of cold indifference or stolid gloom. The words of Christ are of more
worth than the opinions of all the physicians in the universe: "Seek ye first the kingdom of God,
and his righteousness, and all these things shall be added unto you."[* MATT. 6:33.]

